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MANIPUR COURT  FEES (AMEND
MENT AND VALIDATION) BILL

The Minister of Home Affairs  and 
States (Dr. Katju): I beg to move* for
leave to mtroduce a Bill to amend the 
Court Fees Act, 1870, in its application 
to the State of Manipur, for the purpose 
of giving effect in that State to certain 
amendments made in  that Act by 
Assam Act VIII of 1950 and to vali
date the levy of court-fees in certain 
cases.

Mr. Speaker: The question is:

“That leave be granted, to in
troduce a Bill to amend the Court 
Fees Act. 1870, in its application 
to the State of Manipur, for the 
purpose jof giving effect in that 
State  to  certain  amendments 
made in that Act by Assam Act 
VIII of 1950 and to validate the 
levy  of  court-fees  in  certain 
rases.”

The motion was adopted.

Dr Katju: I introduce the Bill.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

The Prime  Minister and  Leader 
of the House (Shri Jawaharlal Nehru):
If you will permit  me. Sir, before 
we take that Kesolution,  I should 
like to indicate to some extent next 
week’s business  At any rate, I wish 
to indicate that we  should like to 
have, subject  to  your convenience, 
the food debate on Monday next, the 
day after tomorrow. If  you  are 
agreeable. Sir, and the House is also 
agreeable, I think the sooner we have 
the food debate the better, and I sug
gest, therefore, that after the Ques
tion Hour on Monday, day after to
morrow, we might take it up.

Dr,  S.  P.  Mookerjee  (Calcutta 
South-East): The papers  have today 
announced that the Food Conference 
which was to have been  held, has 
been cancelled. Would it  not  be 
better if some note is circulated to 
the Members so that the debate may 
be real? Otherwise, it will be of a 
rambling character. We do not exaclr 
ly know what the Government posi
tion is“ as the Food Conference  has 
been cancelled. If the debate is held 
after two days, and in the meanwhile 
a note  is circulated, it  would be 
better. "

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: That is the 
very reason why I need an early
discussion of the food question. It is
desirable to have it at the earliest
date possible, and I have suggested

♦Introduced with the previous recom
mendation of the President.

the date. It is not  wholly correct 
to say that the Food Conference has 
been cancelled. It has  been post
poned, i.e., we shall hold it not  im
mediately, but some time later. Re
cently, we have been considering cer
tain matters of immediate importance. 
If I may  say so  affecting a  very 
small part of the food problem, and 
the Conference is held not only for 
these parts, but for others* In  re
gards to those small parts,  we have 
decided, in concurrence with the Food 
Ministers of the Provinces—we have 
been in touch with them—not to make 
any vital change to what we have thus 
far done; they may make only some 
minor adjustments  here and there. 
Therefore, it did not  become neces
sary to hold iho food conference just 
now, and we thought it  would be 
better to hold the conference later to 
consider the wider issues without any 
rush or hurry.

MOTION  RE  MIGRATIONS  BET
WEEN PAKISTAN AND INDIA

Mr, Speaker:  I may request the
hon. Leader of the House  just to 
move his motion,  r̂nd then  I will 
clarify certain points about the amend
ments, so that the amendments may 
be considered along with the princi
pal motion.

The Prime Minister and Leader of 
the House (Shri Jawaharlal Nehru):
Yes, Sir.  It was really my intention 
just to move the motion at this stage 
anyhow, and then to  have the ad
vantage and opportunity of listening 
to hon. Members of this House, and 
later to say whatever I may have to 
say on the subject. I beg to move:

“That the situation arising out 
of the migrations between Pakis
tan and India be taken into con
sideration,”

Mr. Speaker: Motion moved:

“That the ŝiuation arising out 
of the migrations between Pakis
tan and India be taken into con
sideration.” ^

Now,  in respect of  this motion, 
several amendments  have been re
ceived, and I have admitted most of 
them, excepting just a few, in res
pect of which I have my doubts. Of 
course, the doubt is  not with re
ference to everything that is said in 
the  amendment?, but only  certain 
parts  of  the  amendments. In  a 
general motion of this tvpe, it i? very 
difficult to define the exact scope, and 
amendments may come in, bringing 
fn various matters which, it would be 
difficult to say, are clearly out of the



Dr. Khare's amendment reads:

'‘The  basis  of partition, has 
gone, and hence a reunion of East 
and  West  Bengals  should  be 
brought about.”

Here also it is the same issue. So 
practically to my mind it appear 
that these parts of the amendments 
will not be in order, as they are not 
within the scope  the motion. Other 
things are suggested, and it may be 
argued as to why these only, should 
not be aUinltted̂ I think I need not 
go to explain the difference between 
the two. All other  amendments. I 
have admitted. I should like there
fore to know the views of hon. Mem
bers as to why these parts of these 
amendments should  not be deleted. 
If any hon. Member has to say any
thing, he can do so.

 ̂ Then, of coujrse, I  would exclude 
those parts as being out or order.

Now I shall call uoon  the various 
hon.  Members to move their amend
ments.

Dr. Lanka Simdaram (Visakhapat- 
nam): May I ask the hon. Leader of 
the House whether the  amendment 
of Sardar  Amar  Singh  Saigal, a 
Member of the Congress party would 
be considered as an official  amend
ment to the motion, or as a private 
Member's amendment? I feel that it 
is a very important point, which we 
should know.

Mr. Speaker: I think it is clear that 
it is not the concern of the Chair to 
see as to what party  the Members 
belong to, in considering the admissi
bility or otherwise of any amendment 
or motion that has been tabled. A 
Member  is  a  Member,  whichever 
party he belong* to, and has got the 
right to take any amendment he likes.

Dr. Lanka Sundaram:  With due
deference to you. Sir, I had only re
quested the hon. Leader of the House 
to clear the point. I did not address 
the question to you.

Mr. Speaker: Well, I do not think
the question really depends uoon Ihe 
decision of the hon.  Leader of the 
House. The hon.  Member will note 
that the conduct  of proceedings is 
in the control of the Chair. Outside 
the House it may be otherwise. So, 
if the motion is there and the hon. 
Member chooses to move it, I do not 
think anybody can prevent him from 
moving that particular motion. It is 
for the hon. Member who has tabled 
a motion to say whether  he moves 
it or not.

Now I shall rail upon  the hon. 
Members whg have given notice of 
the amendments to move them
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scope, and equally  difficult to say 
are within the  scope quite clearly. 
But, looking tô the scope of the inr 
tention, more or less, apart from the 
wording of this  motion, it is clear 
that the wording is general, such as 
“the  .situation arising  out of the 
migrations”. The  issues  sought to 
be taken into  consideration  are, to 
my mind, v̂ y definite. The issue is 
the actual situation with reference to 
migrations. The motion  cannot in
clude all matters of dispute or rela
tions between  India and  Pakistan. 
If this interpretation is correct, as I 
think it is, then some of the amend
ments contain some kind of sugges
tions which, at least at  the present 
stage, go much beyond the scope of 
the original motion. There are some 
parts of these four amendments—one 
by  Babu  Hamnarayan  Singh,  the 
other by Shri Boovaharaswamy,  the 
third by Shri Bahadur Singh, and one 
by Dr.  Khare—which  are already 
covered in the admitted amendments. 
There is practically no question about 
that. But there is one by Shri Boova- 
raghasamy..........

Dr.  S.  P.  Mookerjee  (Calcutta 
South-East): It has not been circula
ted to us.

Mr. Speaker:  I am mentioning it
only. As  I  did  not  admit  it. 
I  did  not  circulate  it.  But  I 
thought,  I  should  have, without 
taking much of the  time, the views 
of the hon. Members and then decide. 
One of his amendments says:

“The whole  basis of partition 
of India  has  disappeared. This 
Hoûe therefore  calls  upon the 
Government of India to take steps 
for the annulment of the parti
tion in respect of Eastern Pakis
tan, and effect a re-union of the 
two Bengals.”

It may be open to a person to argue 
this as a  remedy to the  situation. 
But the point is whether such a pro
position as that can be treated as an 
amendment or an  effective part of 
an amendment, because it is not 
a mere expression of opinion or views. 
So I am inclined to think that this 
IS inadmissible. ' .

Then there is another amendment 
by Shri Bahadur Singh which reads:

“The House demands that In
dian forces  should ba emoloved 
to ensure  the security  of life, 
property and honour of the mmo- 
rities in East Bengal.'*

That means calling upon the Gov
ernment of India to go  outside its 
territorial limits, in forergn  jurisdic- 
tiqn,  and  maintain  its  forces. I 
tnmk it is going beyond the scope.
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Shri V. G. Despude (Guna): 1 beg 
to move:

(i> That at the end of the motion, 
the following be kidded:

'*and having considered the same, 
this House is of opinion that the 
only method of solving the East 
Bengal problem is to bring about 
a peaceful exchange of popula
tion between the Hindus in East 
Bengal and the Muslims in West 
Bengal with suitable adjustment 
of properties  on Governmental 
level.”

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion, the
following be added:

*  and having considered the same, 
this House is of opinion that the 
only method of solving the East 
Bengal problem is to bring about 
a peaceful exchange of popula
tion between the Hiodus in East 
Bengal and the Muslims in West 
Bengal with suitable adjustment 
of properties  on Governmental 
level.*’

Shri T. K. Cbaodhuri (Berham- 
pore): I beg to move:

(i)  That at the end of the motion, 
the following be added:

**and  having  considered  the 
same, this House  is of opinion 
that as the Government of Pakis
tan has failed to secure the pro
tection of the elementary demo
cratic and human  rights of its 
minorities  the  Government  of 
India should take firm and ener
getic action in terms of the Par
tition  Agreement  and  other 
agreements  with  Pakistan  to 
secure the just rights of the 
minority  community  to  enable 
them to live in that State with 
honour and security.**

(ii) That at the end of the motion, 
the foUowiDf be added: '

**nnd  having considered  the
same, this House  is of opinion 
that the Government  has failed 
to tackle the serious  situation 
arising  out  of the  systematic
squeezing out of  the minorities 
frcmrEast Pakistan and it should 
imoress upon the Government of 
Pakistan, the necessity of secur
ing {he protection of the elemen
tary  democratic rights of the
minorities according to the terms 
of Partition Agreement and sub
sequent agreements  with Pakis
tan in this respect.**

BIr. Speaker Amendment’s moved:

(I)  That ̂ at  the  end  of  the 
motion, the following be added:

*'and  having  considered  the 
same, this House  is of opinion 
that as ,the Government of Pakis
tan has failed to secure the pro
tection of the elementary demo
cratic and human  rights of its 
minorities  the  Government  of 
India should take firm and ener
getic action in terms of the Par
tition  Agreement  and  other 
agreements  with  Pakistan  to 
secure the just rights of the 
minority  community  to enable 
them to live in that State with 
honour and security.’’

(ii)  That at the end of the motion, 
the following be added:

*'and  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion 
that the Government  has failed 
to tackle the serious  situation 
arising  out  of  the  systematic 
squeezing out of  the ininorities 
from East Pakistan and it should 
imoress upon the Government of 
Pakistan, the necessity of secur
ing the protection of the elemen. 
tary  democratic  rights of the 
minorities according to the terms 
of Partition Agreement and sub
sequent agreements  with Pakis
tan in this respect.”

11 A.M.

Shri Sanugadhar Das (Dhenkanal— 
West Cuttack): I beg to move:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:
**and  having considered  the 

same, this House is of opinion—

n) that the Pakistan  Govern
ment have  failed to imple-

• ment the terms of  Indo-Pak 
Agreements, with regard  to 
protection of the minorities;

(2) that such failure on the part 
of Pakistan Government con
stitutes a violation of the basic 
condition of partition;

(3) that the Government of India 
have also failed to secure the 
imolementation of such Indo- 
Pakistan agreements and to 
discharge their responsibility 
in the matter of the protec
tion of the life, honour  and 
oroperty of the minority in 
East Pakistan; and

(4) that the rehabilitation of the 
migrants from East  Bengal 
has been utterly inadequate, 
thus adding to  the miseries 
of millions of people.
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This H>use, therefore, deplores 
the  Government’s  attitude  of 
complacency in this  matter, spe
cially after tiie introduction of 
passport and visa, and urges upon 
the Government—

(1) to provide for adequate re
habilitation of those who have 
come; and

(2) to take  firm  and  effective 
steps including economic sanc
tions so that conditions may 
be created in East  Pakistan 
which would enable the mino
rities to live in  peace and 
honour and thus to fulfil the 
pledges and honour the as
surances given by the Prime 
Minister to the minorities at 
the.time of Partition.”

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:
That at the end of the motion, the 

following be added.

“and having considered the same, 
this House is of opinion—

(1) that the Pakistan  Govern
ment have  failed to impl&- 
ment the terms of  Indo-Pak 
Agreements, with regard  to 
protection of the minorities;

(2> that such failure on the part 
of Pakistan Government con
stitutes a violation of the basic 
condition of partition;

(3̂ that the Government of India 
have also failed to secure the 
implementation of such Indo- 
Pakistan agreements and to 
discharge their responsibility 
in the matter of the protec
tion of the life, honour and 
property of the minority in 
East Pakistan; and

(4) that the rehabilitation of the 
migrants from East  Bengal 
has been utterly inadequate, 
thus adding to  the miseries 
of millions of people.

This House, therefore, deplores 
the  Glovernment’s  attitude  of 
complacency in this  matter, spe
cially  after the  introduction of 
passport and visa, and urges upon 
the Government—

(1) to provide for adequate re
habilitation of those who have 
come; and

(2) to take  firm  and  effective 
steps including economic sanc
tions so that conditions may 
be created in East  Pakistan 
which would enable the mino
rities to live in  peace and 
honour and thus to fulfil the 
pledges and honour the as
surances given by the Prime 
Minister to the minorities at 
the time of Partition.”

Shri H.  N. Mokerjee  (Calcutta 
North-East); I beg to move:

'  That at the end of the motion the 
following be added:

‘‘and having considered the same 
this House declares its firm de
termination to secure by peaceful 
means the settlement of all issues 
outstanding between  India  and 
Pakistan and to further friendly, 
economic, social and cultural re
lations between the two countries.”
Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion the 
following be added:

“and having considered the same 
this House declares its firm de
termination to secure by peaceful 
means the settlement of all issues 
outstanding between  India  and 
Pakistan and to further friendly, 
economic, social and cultural re
lations between the two countries."
Shri P. N. Bajabhoj (Sholapur—Re

served—&h. Castes): I beg to move:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and having considered the same, 
this House is of opinion that 
Government has  failed to  pro
tect  the lives  and honour  of 
millions of Scheduled Castes men 
and women who  have not the 
means to  come to  India; and 
calls upon the Government to take 
effective steps so that the  Sche
duled Castes in Pakistan may live 
in security; and to  arrange for 
the evacuation of those Scheduled 
Castes  people who do not  feel 
secure in Pakistan with govern
ment expenditure.”

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and having considered the same 
this House is of opinion that 
Government has  failed to  pro
tect  the lives  and honour  of 
millions of Scheduled Castes men 
and women who  have not the 
means to  come to  India; and 
calls upon the Government to take 
effective steps so that the  Sche
duled Castes in Pakistan may live 
in security; and to arrange for 
the evacuation of those Scheduled 
Castes  people who do not  feel 
secure in Pakistan with govern
ment expenditure.”

Shri R. N. S Deo fKalahandi—Bo- 
langir): I beg to move:

That at the end of the motion, the- 
following be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
same, this House  is of opinioa
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that  the  Pakistan  Government 
having failed to honour the Indo- 
Pak agreements and to discharge 
its responsibilities for the protec
tion of its minorities,  the Gov
ernment of India should adopt a 
firm and strong  policy towards 
Pakistan to ensure that the mino
rities can live in Eastern Pakis
tan in safety and with honour.”
Mr. Speakert Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and  ha\ang  considered  the 
same, this House  is of opinion 
that  the  Pakistan  Government 
having failed to honour the Indo- 
Pak agreements and to discharge 
its responsibilities for the protec
tion of its minorities,  the Gov
ernment of India should adopt a 
firm and strong  policy towards 
Pakistan to ensure that the mino
rities ran live in Eastern Pakis
tan in safety and with honour.”

Sardar Hakam Singh  (Kapurthala- 
Bhatinda): I beg to move:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion—

(a) that  the  Pakistan  Govern
ment has violated the Indo- 
Pak agreements and has de
liberately followed a policy of 
squeezing out  its minorities 
periodically  and  systemati
cally,

(b) that the Government of India 
has failed to take a Arm at
titude to  ensure protection 
of minorities to whom solemn 
assurances had been given at 
the time of partition,

(c) that  the  periodical  influx 
of East  Bengal refugees is 
upsetting the  economy  and 
endangering the peace and se
curity of India, and

(d) that it is no longer  possible 
for India to absorb or reha
bilitate more refugees.

This House therefore urges upon 
he  Government  of  India  to 
'demand from the  Pakistan Gov- 
'̂ mment the transfer i>f sufficient 
“̂rritory to India for the resettle
ment of East  Pakistan  refugees 
nd to  adopt a firm attitude to 
•̂sufe that there is  no  further 
Yodus from  East Pakistan and 
he minorities there can  live in 
âce, honour and safety.*’

Mr. Speaker:' Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion—

(a) that the  Pakistan  Govern
ment has violated the Indo- 
Pak agreements and has de
liberately followed a policy of 
squeezing out  its minorities 
periodically  and  systemati
cally,

(b) that the Government of India 
has failed to take a firm at
titude to  ensure protection 
of minorities to whom solemn 
assurances had been given at 
the time of partition, _

(c) that  the  periodical  influx 
of East  Bengal refugees is 
upsetting the  economy  and 
endangering the peace and se
curity of India, and

(d) that it is no longer  possible 
for India to absorb or reha
bilitate more refugees.

This House therefore urges upon 
the  Government  of  India  to 
demand from the  Pakistan Gov
ernment the transfer of sufficient 
territory to India for the resettle
ment of  East  Pakistan refugees 
and to  adopt a firm attitude to 
ensure that there is  no  further 
exodus from  East Pakistan and 
the minorities there can  live in 
peace, honour and safety.”

Sardar A. S. Saigal  (Bilaspur):  I
beg to move:

That at the end of the motion, the
following be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
same, this House approves all the 
steps taken so far in the matter/*

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
same, this House approves all the 
steps taken so far in the matter.**

As regards the amendments in res
pect of which I expressed a doubt, 1 
shall delete the portions inadmissible, 
and then ask  the hon. MembetB to 
move them,
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Babu Ramnarayaii Sinfh (Hazari- 
bagh West): I beg to move:
That at the end of the motion, the 

following be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
same, this,House is of opinion that 
the Government of India has failed 
to realise the gravity of the situa
tion and also to deal with it in a 
proper manner as  a self-respecl- 
ing Nation and therefore  urges 
upon the Government of India to 
take all possible and immediate 
steps to permanently  secure the 
protection of life, honour and pro
perly of the Hindus in their own 
homes in East Bengal.*'

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“arri having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion that 
the Government of India has failed 
to realise the gravity of the situa
tion and also to deal with it in a 
proper manner as a self-respect- 
inp Nation and therefore  urges 
upon the Government of India to 
take all possible and immediate 
steps to permanently  secure the 
pr::': .ion of life, honour and pro
perty of the Hindus in their own 
homes in East Bengal.”
Shri Boovaraghasamy (Perambalur): 

I beg to move:

That at the end of the motion, the 
follow:ag be added:

“and having considered the same, 
this House  is of opinion  that 
Pakistan has failed to protect its 
minorities and has adopted a de
liberate policy of squeezing them 
out from time to time.”

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added*

“and having considered the same, 
this House  is of opinion  that 
Pakistan has failed to protect its 
minorities and has adopted a dê 
liberate policy of squeezing them 
out from time to time.”

Shri Bahadur Singh  (Ferozepur- 
Ludhiana—̂ Reserved—Sch.  Castes):
I beg to move:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion 
that Pakistan  has failed to fulfl. 
the minimum responsibility of any 
civilized Government  to protect 
me lives, property and honour of 
Its minorities”

Mr. Speaker: Amendment moved:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

‘'and  having  considered  the 
same,  this House is of  opinion 
that Pakistan  has failed to fuKll 
the minimum responsibility of any 
civilized Government  to protect 
the lives, property and honour of 
its minorities.”

The original motion together with 
all the above amendments  is now 
open for discussion.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: We are today 
to discuss a matter of very vital im
portance not only to millions of indi
viduals  but to the  entire country. 
It is not the first time that this matter 
is coming up before the House. It 
has been given to me  to olace the 
viewpoint of a large number of citi
zens of this country  on this grave 
issue during the last 2i years.

Today I feel  overwhelmed  by a 
sense of pang and sorrow as also a 
sense of responsibility and duty as I 
start to speak on this motion. I feel 
along with  many that the  policy 
hitherto pursued by the Government 
of India has not  been at all satis
factory and it has failed to achieve 
the objective in view.  Many of us 
have expressed opinions  which have 
not been found acceptable to the Gov 
ernment. The issues  before us are 
so momentous that none of us would 
like to oroceed in an atmosphere of 
anger or passion but would like to 
place our respective viewpoints with 
the utmost frankness in the hope that 
before it is too late a solution of this 
gigantic problem can be found.

The question of the  minorities in 
Pakistan has been settled during the 
last five years in different ways. So 
far as West Pakistan is  concerned, 
today it stands virtually denuded of its 
minority population. During the last 
fortnight two  shiploads  of  Hindu 
migrants came from  Sind to India 
and I do not know how many thou
sands are still there.  *

So far as East Pakistan is concern
ed, at the time of partition the popu
lation of the Hindu minority was about 
I crore and 40 lakhs.  According to 
Government figures, about thirty lakhs 
have come out during  the  last five 
;̂ars. We do not accept the accuracy of 
These figures, but I do not wisli to go 
into the details. If we refer to the 
last census report  of the Pakistan 
uovernment itself, it appears that 
nearly 45 lakhs of Hindus have come 
out, because according to that census 
the present Hindu population in East 
Bengal is about 95 lakhs.
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Pacts and agreements were enacted 
between India and  Pakistan on this 
issue, not once, not twice but thrice 
and all of us remember  vividly the 
tragic circumstances under which the 
pact of April 8, 1950,  was enacted 
between the Prime Ministers of India 
and Pakistan. It fell to my lot to 
oppose that pact,—oppose not in the 
sense that there was nothing good iu 
that post but oppose it on the ground 
that the very people who were res
ponsible for carnage were being again 
entrusted with the responsibility for 
looking after ih§ minorities.  I  (elt 
that this  scheme would not  work. 
Ho’v grand were the wordings of that 
pact? I have the language before me.
I do not wish to re-read it,  but all 
the high sentiments which were ex 
pressed  and  rightly expressed  re- 
m̂ n unfulfilled. After all, what was 
being asked from Pakistan? Nothing 
unnatural or unique was being asked 
from her.  We merely asked her to 
function as a civilised State and look 
after her minorities. But in spite of 
the flowery language that was used 
on that occasion, the basic principles 
of the pact have been violated by Pakis
tan during the last two and half years 
and we have witnessed  during the 
last few months another mass n>i£ra- 
tion.

Here one point which I would like 
to emphasise and which is extremely 
important is that it is only when large 
scale exodus takes place that public 
opinion in India is shaken. It is only 
when these unfortunate people come, 
not in hundreds but in thousands n̂d 
even lakhs, carrying with them tales 
of woe. of shame, of misery and of 
humiliation, that  public  opinion  is 
shocked and our Government starts 
considering the-matter de novo. But 
if migration is not on a large scale, 
but on a homeopathic scale, then ob
viously it does not attract  sufficient 
notice and it is sought to be conclu
ded that perhaps things are all right 
in East Pakistan.

Many of us have pointed out re
peatedly during the last two and half 
years that the real way of looking 
at the question is not  through the 
eye of statistics alone—I do not ignore 
the value of statistics—but also with 
a human approach to the problem, 
and specially to find  out how these 
people are living in East  Pakistan, 
what are the conditions  which they 
are being forced to accept and whe
ther the minority can really live there 
or not.  Unfortunately, for whatever 
reason it may be—whether due to 
want of machinery or  due to want 
of co-operatioi> on the part of Pakis
tan—such  information has not been 
always available.

I would like the House to bear one 
point  in  mind. These  unfortunate 
people who are now coming out had 
decided in spite of everything to stay 
on in East Pakistan.  They did so in 
spite of the tragic happenings of 1950 
when about  50,000  Hindus on  a 
modest scale were killed in the course 
of a few months and when unparal
lelled barbarities took place, obvious
ly with the connivance of the autho
rities of that State.  In spite of all 
that, these people had  decided to 
stay on, for after all who wishes to 
leave his hearth and home, and with 
what expectation? Undoubtedly, we 
have opened our door  to them but 
we know how difficult the task of reha
bilitation is. When  humanity is up
rooted it is not easy that it  would 
be able to resettle itself under diffe
rent conditions altogether.

So, when during the last few months 
according to  Government  about 3 
lakhs but according  to us at least 
double that number has been forced 
to come out, we can  easily realise 
what force of circumstances has been 
comi>elling them to do bo.

What are the basic factors of this 
movement from one  country to an
other? First of all, as we all realise, 
there is the very  conception of the 
Pakistan State. Pakistan  was born 
out of hatred of Hindus and of India. 
Although it was  thought  that the 
makers of Pakistan would be able to 
settle down and think Ij? terms of the 
development of their country keeping 
an atmosphere of goodwill with India, 
those expectations have been belied. 
The creation of a homogeneous Islar- 
mic State was the principal aim of 
the founder of  Pakistan and those 
who have come into his shoes have 
carried that ideal into  execution in 
every possible way.  Hindus  have 
been deprived of their rights in every 
sphere—social, cultural, economic, re
ligious and political. They are treat
ed as Zimmis.

Secondly, the  policy of squeezing 
out  the  minorities—squeezing  out, 
not flooding out. I shall have to refer 
to this because a point was raised by 
the Minister of  Rehabilitation  the 
other day that if the policy of the 
Pakî n authorities is squeezing out 
its minorities, then why are not more 
people coming  out  after passport. 
Why should  Pakistan  prevent the 
passing out of a larger  number of 
people? But it is squeezing out, not 
flooding out; because if  very large 
numbers of people come out .at one 
time, then, immediately it  produces 
reaction In  India and  naturally it
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may create a situation which may not 
be very desirable from the point of 
view of Pakistan.

Thirdly, Sir, it is not at the Hindu 
minority alone that the  attack  is 
aimed, and this is a symptom which 
we cannot forget in consideration of 
this major problem today. The au
thorities who are in power today have 
carried on  their  administration  in 
such a way that any attempt to give 
expression to democratic ideas or to 
owe allegiance to true freedom has 
been checked. How else can we ex
plain the continued detention of that 
great leader, Abdul Gafar Khan  or 
his compatriots, who,  though Mus
lims, are rotting in Pakistan jails and 
against whom only a week ago, the 
Chief  Minister of the North  West 
Frontier Province declared his charge 
that they were after all the spies and 
friends of india and  could not be 
trusted?  How, else can we explain 
the recent trouble that arose in Eiist 
Bengal over the language issue when 
as many as 18 Muslim students received 
bullets on their  chests and not on 
their back  because they  had the 
courage to face the bullets for the re
cognition and protection of what was 
after all their own  mother-tongue? 
Those symptoms are also there.  All 
these factors have  to be borne in 
mind if we are really anxious for a 
lasting solution of this problem.

About  four  months ago, when I 
pointed out the wrong approach of the 
Prime Minister in dealing with statis
tics, he grew angry. He challenged me 
to produce statistics. It is not  ̂ques
tion of a challenge or a counter-chal
lenge, but I would appeal to him to drop 
the faulty method of looking at the en
tire problem. What are the statistics? 
They are said to be statistics of move
ment of people from one country to an- 
pther. How are they obtained? There 
is no dhobi mark on each individual 
who goes to Pakistan or  who comes 
from Pakistan indicating whether he is 
a Hindu or a Muslim, but some sort of 
rough and ready method is followed and 
a communal division of the migrants is 
made. Then again, the calculations are 
made only at two  railway  stations, 
omitting the 700 miles border between 
East Bengal and West Bengal, omitting 
the border between Tripura and Pak
istan, omitting the  border  between 
Assam and Pakistan. So, when Gov
ernment proceeds fundamentally on the 
basis of these statistics and tries to jus
tify its wrong policy, I say, Sir, the Gov
ernment does something which is not 
only not fair to itself but unfair to the 
people at large. The only possible way 
of appreciating the problem will be to 
know what the conditions are in East 
Pakistan. I would ask the House, the

representatives of 360 millions of free 
Indians, to make up their minds once 
for all whether under the existing cir
cumstances it is possible for the min̂ 
rity to live in East Pakistan—that is the 
fundamental issue—and if  they say 
that it is not, then to  make up their 
minds whether it is possible for the free 
Government of India to take any effec
tive steps for their protection.

I need not go into the details of the 
history of partition of this country. They 
are well known to all the Members of 
this House. But there is one funda
mental point which is to be remember
ed now. What was the basis of the par
tition of India? The basis was that mi
norities would continue to live in their 
respective territories. I  was one of 
those who was against the division of 
India under any circumstances. I sup
ported the partition of Bengal and the 
partition of the Punjab only after it was 
decided that the partition of India was 
inevitable, because then Mr. Jinnah’s 
claim was that the whole of Bengal and 
the whole of the Punjab should go into 
Pakistan. What we  did was not to 
agree to the partition of India but we 
supported a movement which led to the 
partition of Pakistan  itself. At that 
time I remember I saw a number of 
Congress leaders and especially Gandhi- 
ji, and some of us begged of him to ap
preciate the real point of view, whe
ther it will be possible for the mino
rities to live in  Pakistan, in view of 
the circumstances under which that new 
country was taking its birth. And we 
suggested a planned exchange of popu
lation and property at Governmental 
level as part of the partition scheme. 
He was not willing to accept it. The 
Congress leaders were not willing to 
accept it because their viewpoint was 
that what they were agreeing to was 
not a communal division of India but a 
territorial division of India. They em
phasised with all the depth of their feel
ings that there was no question of the 
minorities being compelled to leave their 
hearth and homes, either in the new 
India or in the new country to be call
ed Pakistan. When it fell to my lot 
to move about among these people in 
East Bengal, I carried with me the mes
sage from these Congress leaders, one 
of whom adorns the position of Prime 
Minister of  India  today. Assurance 
was given to them that their case will 
not be forgotten, that if any real emer
gency came, free India would not sit 
idle and they would be protected, hop̂ 
ihg at that time that perhaps the need' 
for such protection by India of the 
minorities in P̂akistan would not be 
necessary.  Here  one fundamental 
point India cannot  afford to  forget. 
There was no Hindu, no Sikh, no non- 
Muslim for the matter  of that, who
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wanted the division of India. The de
mand for the division of India came 
irom a large section of Muslims who 
followed the directions of the Muslim 
League and, therefore,  the minorities 
who laboured hard for the freedom of 
undivided India, who shed their life* 
blood, who sacrificed everything  that 
they held dear to themselves,  when 
they were asked to live in a country 
which was foreign to India, obvisusly, 
they were asked to  surrender some
thing whidi was  extremely dear to 
their hearts. Appreciation of that sac
rifice came from the  leaders, came 
from Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. I will 
rea  out only one sentence from the 
statement which  Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru issued on 15th August, referring 
to the Hindus in Pakistan, the mino
rities in Pakistan.

*'We think also of our brotiiers 
and sisters,*’ he said, *‘who have 
been cut off from us by the politi
cal boundaries and who, unhappily, 
cannot share at present in the frê 
dcm that has come. They are of 
us and will  remain of us, what
ever may happen in future and we 
snail be sharers in good and ill for
tune alike.**

And, now, I call upon Pandit Jawa- 
barlal Nehru, who is the Prime Minis
ter of India, to fulfil this pledge which 
he had given in such noble words to 
those who had suffered with him and 
others like him for the liberation of 
their motherland. A message like that 
rame from Sardar Vallabhbhal Patel.
Of course, he went a step further and 
said that he still waited for the day 
when this artificial  partition of the 
country will cease and the two coim- 
tries will be re-united again.

message came from Gandhiji. Then 
the drama began. Blow  after blow 
came and when people started coming 
out and when reoorts of oppression and 
atrocities started coming, I was a part 
of the Government. We considered the 
matter. We recôised the gravity of 
the situation. I went as a representa
tive of the Government  of India to 
Calcutta and attended the first Indo- 
Pakistan Conference to  consider the 
East Bengal sftuation. The leader of 
the  Delegation from  Pakistssi was 
f/tr, Ghulam Mohammed, now the Gov
ernor-General of Pakistan, and Khwaja 
Nazimuddin also was there. We spent 
days and days together. When I bA 
for strong action today, I do so opt in 
a fvpMt of huff. I do so not in a childiA 
spirit, I do so not in a fantastic mood, 
but I refer to our experiences, our bit
ter and traiSc experiences of fidliM 
that have taken place during the last 
five years and we are asking Govem-
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ment to adopt ‘other methods*—-the ex
pression deliberately  used by Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru in February 1950— 
‘When peaceful methods fail, other me
thods will be adopted by Government*. 
And I would now ask the Prime Min
ister to tell us whether the time has 
not come to adopt other methods.

I have got the reports here. We sign
ed agreements,  pledges,  promises— 
everything. It went on  for a  few 
months, and as usual, they were vio
lated by Pakistan. Later, we met again 
here in Delhi and Mr. Ghulam Moham
med came again as the leader of the 
Pakistan delegation. Interpretation of 
the first Indo-Pakistan Conference was 
solemnly recorded followed by another 
agreement!  I  was a  party to it. I 
was a party to it because even at that 
stage I felt that we should not leave 
any stone  unturned for  securing a 
peaceful and  honourable  solution of 
this problem. Undoubtedly,  normally 
the  Government will  have to  take 
charge of its people and it is for the 
Pakistan  Government to  protect its 
minorities. We went on on th;it basis. 
That agreement was signed.  Things 
went on again for a few months. An̂ 
then came the tragic blow of JanUary- 
February 1950. I need not go into those 
details. But even then Mr. Liaquat Ali 
Khan. came. He came, why? He came 
because he found that India’s opinion 
was shaken to its very root. He came 
because he found that there were pre
parations of a different kind going on 
in India. There was  pressure upon 
him from England and America. Mil
lions of Muslims went out from India 
to Pakistan. He found  that it had 
ceased to be a one-way traffic and that 
the same game that he was pla3ring, 
others also were capable of plajing. He 
came: he came in a mood of outward 
friendliness, and there was the Pact of 
April 8,1950. That has gone on for the 
last 2i years.

So my fundamental question to Gov
ernment is this: do you believe that 
you have any responsibility for the pro
tection of the minorities? Panditjl had 
said on that occasion that “they are 
our concern; the protection of the mino
rities will be a matter which we will 
have to take in hand. They will be 
rehabilitated in their homes, if possi
ble. or elsewhere, if necessary”. Now, 
if the Pakistan Government fails time 
after time, what is the answer that 
the Government of India is going to 
give? The passport system has been 
introduced. It is said that on accoimt 
of  the passport  system,  people are 
coming away. Our Minorities  Minis
ter, Mr. Biswas, the other day held a 
Press craference in Calcutta and be 
pointed out that passport was only a
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symptom, using the same language as 
we are using, that that was not the 
main cause for people coming away. 
Something deeper was  happening 
hind the scenes, and it might have add
ed to the panic, to the fear. But  if 
everything  else was  all right, why 
should the mere adoption of passports 
create such terrible panic in the minds 
of people that they should be forced 
out of their country?

Now, here I come to the present dan- 
.gerously complacent attitude of the 
Government, and specially of the Prime 
Minister. I was amazed to hear his 
statement, which has  been  repeated 
many times, telling the public that the 
problem is practically solved, that peo
ple are not coming in large numbers, 
that there are no passport difRculties— 
they are virtually nil—and that except 
the matter of rehabilitation which, of 
course, is undoubtedly important, for 
the time being there is no other trou
ble. I join issue with him, Sir. That 
is not the correct position. Undoubted
ly the number of people has been re
duced. Mr. Jain said the other day 
that it was an inconsistent  attitude. 
"You say on the one hand that these 
people are being squeezed out and on 
the other hand, they are being prevent
ed from coming. So if Pakistan wants 
to drive them out, why are not people 
coming in larger numbers?’

The Minister of RehabillUtioii (Shri 
A, P. Jain):  A reference has been
made to me twice. I did not actually 
say what the hon. Member is now re
peating. What I said was that allega
tions had been made by the leaders of 
West Bengal,  nariTely, that  Pakistan 
was squeezing out the minorities, and, 
secondly, that these minorities were 
not allowed to come. These two things 
are inconsistent.

Dr. S, P. Mooker}ee: That is exactly 
what I said. Probably my language Is 
not as perfect as his.

The point is that Pakistan's policy 
is that the minorities either should go 
or those who remain will remain as con
verts or serfs. It is clear. It does not 
intend that all should go out. If peo
ple accept the kind of living which is 
open to them in East Pakistan, then 
perhaps they may  continue to live 
there. And Pakistan does not desire 
that people should come out in very 
large numbers, because it knows that 
it will then immediately produce tre
mendous reactions in India.

So far as passport is concerned what 
is the position? The Prime Minister 
has given some figures. 1 have got the 
official figurê here. Up till 15th Octo
ber every day thousands were coming 
—seven, eight, ten thousand per day.

Suddenly from 18th October the num
ber dropped to zero at one stage 
None came. From 18th October to 2nd 
November at the station of Bongaon 
which wes receiving  five,  six. eight 
ôusand people every day from East 
Bengal, the number was actually nil— 
zero. Is it to be seriously suggested 
that just overnight conditions changed 
there so miraculously that people stop
ped coming for so many days together? 
Similarly, with regard to Banpur the 
number dropped to eight, six some days 
ten, some days eleven and some days 
zero.

Now in the papers reports are ap- 
peanng as to the reasons why the peo- 
pie are not being able to come and they 
are appearing daily. What is this pass
port system. Sir? People have to go, 
submit their  applications,  present a 
form, fill it in, make a payment and 
have all sorts of enquiries to face. The 
matter goes to the police. Photographs 
have to be given and the latest reports 
published in yesterday’s papers show 
that now the price of each photograph 
has gone up tremendously. You can
not get a photograph unless you pay 
10 ru ŝ 15 rupees.  And it affects 
whom.' Not people  in the  urban 
areas alone. It affects thousands and 
thousands—and they live in viUages. It 
affects people who are ignorant, who 
are illiterate. Those who have come 
have written to us, have seen us and 
they describe  the state of  affairs 
which is extremely delicate and dan
gerous. Thousands of  people  there 
who had come out of their homes for 
the purpose of coming over to India 
were detained suddenly on and after 
15th October. When I met Panditji in 
Calcutta at that time, I specially re
quested him to take steps so that these 
people who might have numbered two 
lakhs or three lakhs might not be trap̂ 
ped. They  had  come  out of their 
homes and they were somewhere on 
the way, and the bulk of them were 
illiterate, ignorant, poor agriculturists, 
land labourers etc. It is not rich peo
ple today who  are coming  in large 
numbers. They have  come out al
ready. And pathetic reports came to 
us about their  rendition. Some  of 
them have gone back; man\̂ of them 
are untraced—I do not  know where 
they are today. And then when they 
have to start this process again, pass
ing through the passport regulations 
and coming over to India, ft is not an 
easy matter. So it is not thnt every
thing is all right and people could 
just come if they wished, or need not 
come if they did not wish. A report 
reached us day before yesterday that 
thousands have been waiting near th® 
Dacca Passport Office. Many of them
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have come from distant parts and they 
do not know where to slaep at nît. 
The steamer service has t>een cancell* 
ed. Does the Govcnunent  of India 
know that the  steamer  service be
tween Narayanganj and Goalando has 
been stopped? It is one of the most 
important routes in Eastern BengaL 
Some other steamer routes have also 
been cancelled, so that even If people 
wished to come out it will not be easy 
tor them to do sa

People are anxious to sell their pro* 
perties at any price. There is • ban. 
which has been reported in the papers, 
given tmder the orders of the District 
Magistrates; “Don’t purchase proper- 
tiei of Hindus.**  So that, practically 
for a song they are selling off their 
properties  without registered  docu
ments and they are coming away as 
virtual paupers.

This is the report which was pub
lished five days ago  in one of the 
papers in Calcutta, giving  the state
ments of Muslims who have come from 
East Bengal to India. I think their 
statements should be accepted more 
readily by the Prime Minister, because 
there is no  communal colour here. 
What is it that they have said. Jan̂ 
Rahim, a sixth year student crossed 
over after securing the necessary p^ 
oort. He said be could aecure hiS do
cuments after efforts 
twenty-two days. Then .̂ ab Akbar 
Khan, who entered India with • 
port described that a large num p̂f 
people were waiting at Dacca and w.ww.w 
î>t diffteulty he  could  hU
travel permits to comeoyw to 
p»n«il  A Pakistani Christian 
man de*:ribed that aftw strenu<̂ rf- 
forts and by speaĵ 
high officials at Dacca he 
his passport Then, of course. the« 
is a Htodu also who has ropported 
this testimony and has stat̂ 
and other were deprived 
money they had h  ̂wnie
ns virtual paupers.  to wtot is
happening after the introducUoo of the 
pa&sport S3rttem.

I do not want to go Into details, but 
1 should mention that a P̂ Mport ito 
photo is now co^g to. 10 in 
B«ga). And a class of lawyers hw 
suddenly come up, who p«̂ 
who could secure passp̂  easUy and 
they are charging Rs. 40.

Then another report  come f^
Teftnir (Assam) side. T̂here, the ^  
pwty Commissioner  of Durrang has 
r.een apprised of the 
of a different type. Abotrt 250 Hin
dus who were coming out were pre

vented and only Muslims were allow
ed to come. The Depiity Commission
er nas sent a 'strong* protest to the 
Bast Bengal Govenment

Similarly, there is a letter which I 
received this morning. It is very in- 
toesting and 1 do not know whether 
the Prime Minister knows about this 
position. This happened  three days 
ago in Calcutta. A Hindu gentleman 
wants to go back to East Bengal for 
certain private purposes. He went to 
the Deputy  High  Commissioner's* 
OfRce in Calcutta and he writes to me 
that after repeated efforts, going from 
day to day, he failed to secure the 
passport and on the last date he was 
told that he is now required to prove 
his Pakistan citizenship by documents 
or other material which he must bring 
or secure from Pakistan so as to get 
back to East Pakistan. This certifi
cate must come from a Union Board 
President or a gazetted officer in Pak
istan and if he cannot manage to get 
it there is no chance of hi.<; getting his 
passport.  He says that this rule was 
changed three days ago.

Another letter which I got today is 
a copy of a letter which has been sent 
to the Prime Minister by one Dinesb 
Chandra Sur. I do  not know him. 
But he gives a pathetic tale as to how 
his mother has been detained in East 
Bengal. His  father  has come out. 
They sold their property—a sort of ex
change between a Muslim who w&s in 
Weat Bengal and  thcae Hindus who 
were In East  Bengal. After having 
KOI the house the demand came for 
cash money, which they did not have. 
His wife has been detained and these 
people have sent a pathetic appeal to 
the Prime Minister that some quick 
steps may be taken for the recovery 
of their money. This letter came only 
today: the original is with the Prime 
Minister.

reporl
dus  are stranded. I mentioned 
about this to tbe Prime Minister in 
Calcutta. We have, as you know cer
tain Indian enclaves, a sort of pockets 
within East Pakistan near Jalpalguri. 
There are about 8.000 Hindus living 
there and It is impossible for them to 
come out. becausc they have to pass 
through Pakistan territory and they 
will not be allowed to do so without 
passports and nobody Is being allowed 
to enter into those  areas. Govern
ment have protested: the people have 
sent frantic wires with regard to their 
desperate  position.  I can give hun
dreds of such instances but it is not 
necessary. All that 1 want is to demo
lish the hollowness of the argument 
of the Prime Minister that everything



tion for making rehabilitation plans a 
success, provided such  co-operation 
is sought and provided also that reha
bilitation and the administration of re
habilitation are really consistent with 
the tequlrements of these unfortunate 
people and also with  national de
mands.
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is all right; that the passport ijrstem 
is there—people may come If they wish, 
and if they do not wish they neki not 
That IS not so. What is happening 
there is the Pakistan Government has 
adopted measures to make it difllcult 
for these people to come. Forget not 
the moral depression of these people. 
What is their mental state now? Many 
of them are  poor,  illiterate, êy 
were running from here to there and 
today they are face to face with this 
intricate problem of getting passports 
under difficult conditiona.

We talk of Harljans. We have a 
special provision in our Constitution, 
for  looking  after them.  Does  the 
House know that out of 95 lakhs of 
Hindus who are in East Bengal, more 
than SO lakhs are Harijans. I met 
some of their  representatives. Some 
of them described to me their pathe
tic  conditions. There  were  Nama- 
sudras who could stand and flght. But 
the oppression that has been pursued 
makes it impossible for them to live. 
They do not care for rules or regula
tions. They know how to get their 
birth-right. But  they  stand  today 
completely humiliated and weakened.

What will happen to them.  They 
say: We came to India for rehabilita
tion; we have got it. Our  children 
have died. We are going bpck. What 
is the crime we have committed? We 
did not want Pakistan. You asked us 
to live there and it is only because we 
are Hindus we are facing this crisis. 
We will embrace Islam—we will sur
render ourselves. Will it bring credit 
♦o India? Will it be  something of 
which Indian can be proud?

Gandhiji gave his life for the cause 
of Harijan>:. Everyone  talks in the 
name of Gandhiji—Gandhi an ideology, 
Gandhian philosophy. I know the cir
cumstances under which Gandhiji went 
to Noakhall. because the majority of 
the people there belonged to the de
pressed classes. You have now hand- 
 ̂over these 50 lakhs of people to a 
Raj which does not know how to per
form its elementary duty and they are 
facmg slow death.

I look at this  problem from two 
points of view: one rehabilitation and 
the other the future of these people 
who are still in East Bengal. Reha
bilitation must naturally be continû.
I do not deny the importance of It. I 
arn prepared to say at the veir out
set that so far as rehabilitation fe con
cerned, It should not be made a mat
ter of party politics. It is a national 
issue and it Is tte bounden duty of 
all. irrespective of political differences, 
to offer their wholehearted co-opera

People have come from West Pak
istan—65 lakhs of them-  You have 
spent Rs. 130 crores. Have 3̂u been 
able to rehabilitate them completely 
yet? What about their compensation? 
Their verified claims, I am told, come 
to about Rs. 500 crores. Then there 
is the question of their agricultural 
land.  There  is  so  much yet 
to be done. I do not blame anybody. 
It  is a stupendous task—65 lakhs 
of people to be  cared for, although 
the bulk of them  have been rehabi- 
liUted on land and in occupation by 
a bloody  process  of  exchange  of 
population and property. The Hindus 
came  and  the Muslims  went.  I 
was  in the  Government.  It was 
not desired that this should be done. 
But events  over-took  the  Govern
ment and  then the  very  Govern
ment which would never look at ex
change of population imder any cir
cumstances yielded  to this gigantic 
pressure. You  know what  terribl* 
days they were for Hindus and Mus
lims—for both. But in soite of all this 
we have not been able to do our duty 
towards these large number of mig
rants from West Pakistan. From East 
Pakistan 30 lakhs have come. During 
the last few months another 3 lakhs 
have  been  added. Yesterday  the 
papers said that the West Benĝ Gov
ernment has asked for another Rs. 30 
crores. Where will be your planning 
schemes?  What are you going to do 
if another fifty  or sixty lakhs of 
people are pushed out  of Pakistan 
and they come over here?  You will 
have to spend another three hund
red crores of rupees on their rehabi
litation only.  If you have to com
pensate them, there will be at least 
one thousand crores of rupees worth 
of property  belon̂ g  to  Hindus 
which are lying  u East Pakistan. 
Will you be able to rehabilitate  or 
look after them?  And why should 
India be placed in this position  and 
allow her own economy to collapse?

We accepted partition under cer
tain basic  conditionŝ  When  that 
basic condition is not  observed  by 
Pakistan, then the  very basis  dis
appears.  From  that t>oint of view 
the partition stands  annulled . and 
India is not bound by her commit
ments.  It is not my wording alone.
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The  Minister himself has de
clared from that very place that the 
basic  condition  is  that the minori
ties must be protected by Pakistan. 
We have done our duty.  India has 
protected its minorities.  In spite of 
so many odds and diflficulties, as any 
one would have seen from our dis- 
'̂ussion of this problem.  we have 
never allowed it to be looked at from 
a communal plane.  It is a political 
problem.  It is not a provincial pro
blem.  It is a national problem, and 
we must find a national solution for 
it. Killing of some innocent Muslims 
because Hindus  are  butchered  in 
Pakistan will be a vicious circle hnd 
is most inhuman.  The  true inter
pretation of Hinduism is that if  a 
man goes im)ng you should Dunish 
him,  but if a man is innocent and 
you go and cut his throat that simp
ly poisons the atmosphere.  It does 
not save people.

That is why we have been pressing 
over and pver again:  Wakfe  up.
Prime ̂ Minister,  realize  your res
ponsibility. do not allow the situation 
to go from bad to worse, do not al
low the elemental passions of man 
to take charge of the situation, func
tion as a responsible government and 
fulfil the pledges you have given.

Rehabilitation must be done.  But 
rehabilitation is not the only  pro
blem.  The prob̂ m is with regard 
to finding ’ out means for the safety 
of these people  so that they may 
live in their hearth and home.

What Is the position in Pakistan? 
Hindus have no olace or status there. 
I shall read out only a few words 
from a speech which was delivered 
in the Pakistan. Constituent Assemb
ly by a Member  of the Pakistan 
Constituent  Assembly  in  March 
last.  The name of that Member is 
Mr. Bhupendra  Kumar  Dutt.  He 
was a member of the All India Cong
ress Committee.  Twenty-three years 
of his lif̂ he spent in jail for  the 
cause of Indian  freedom.  He has 
not come  away from Pakistan.  He 
derided  to live  there.  He  found 
what h«d happened in Pakistan dur
ing the last five years, and he had 
the rourage to stand up on the floor 
of the Pakistan' Constituent Assemb
ly Rnd throw his charge against the 
Pakistan Goveitnment.  He did not 
do it by means of a statement after 
runnin/;  away to India.  I admire 
his courage. I wish there were more, 
men with that courage  who  could 
have faced the facts as this gentle
man did.  What did he say?  1 shall 
just read a few words because this 
will give  a correct  impression  to

the House and  to the. country as to 
how things are happening  in  East 
Pakistan which make  it impossible 
for any one to live there unless  he 
completely surrenders to the authori
ties.  He says thus:

“So far as this side of Pakistan 
is concerned, the minorities  are 
Drartically liquidated. Those of 
us who are  here  to  represent 
near about a crore of people still 
left in East Bengal live under a 
totpl sense of frustration. I stand 
here as the  reoresentative of a 
frustrated people.”

Then he refers to what happened 
after  February.  1950.  I  am  not 
going to ancient histoxy.  I am re
ferring to the manner in which  the 
Delhi Pact was deliberately torn to 
pieces by the  Pakistan  authorities. 
My charge is not against the people 
of Paki.«;tan.  In all my speeches and 
utterances I have distinguished  the 
difTerence  between  the  Pakistan 
Government  and  the  people  of 
Pakistan. I cannot have the temerity 
to say that all people in  Pakistan 
are bad just as I cannot say that all 
the people in India are good.  There 
is H mixture of good and evil.  But 
it is the Government there which is 
functioning  ruthlessly,  tyrannically 
and in a manner  which makes  it 
impossible for the people, specially 
Hindus,  to exercise their fundamen
tal rights.  This is what  he says 
with regard to,what happened after 
1950.  After  the 1950 Pact  secret 
circulars were issued by the Govem- 
ment.

‘*A circular went out  to  all 
thana officers to report on the ex
tent. nature and source of influ
ence wielded by particular indi
viduals of the minorities (Hindu) 
community and the forces and 
parties that might work against 
them”—a complete  circular for 
getting  information.  “Another 
circular went out aisking heads 
of many commercial firms to ob
tain the previous approval of the 
District Magistrate before giving 
employment to  any  non-Muslim 
(in  East  Bengal).  Few  firms 
would undertake the trouble of 
obtiaining  the  District  Magis
trate’s approval for favouring a 
non-Muslim with a job.”

When this circular was mentioned 
on the floor of thê House earlier* it 
waff challenged, and later on a copy 
of this circular had been sent to the 
Speaker by the European Secretary 
of a oommerciid  organisation,  and 
the copy was with him.
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That was the second  portion  of 
his observations.  Now  comes  the 
last and most amazing one  which 
has a direct bearing  on the Delhi 
Pact:

“The latest came a few months 
back.  It was addressed  to all 
District  Magistrates—a fourteen 
pag,e circular.  It instructed them 
by *no means to return the lands 
and properties to the returning 
migrants but to distribute them 
among the (Muslim)  refugees. 
The returning migrants were to 
be put off  on some excuse.  A 
long list of statutes and orders 
and the relevant legal bars were 
to be put forward in each case 
one after  another.  The  more 
significant line follows.  In deal
ing with all other  matters  the 
District Magistrate was to bear 
in mind the instruction in̂ this 
behalf: Talk sweetly to mmorl-
ties and  their representatives, 
€vzn with smile  on your  lips. 
You  have  earned  the  compli
ments of  persons like the  hon. 
Mr. C. C. Biswas who have sUted 
that it was only some subordinate 
officials who were responsible for 
the troubles’ (hoodwinking  even 
the eagle eyes of my hon. friend 
Mr. C. C. Biswas)  ‘try  by  all 
means to maintain  your reputa
tion.  Keep  this  instruction 
secret. Do not trust other officers. 
They sometimes mismanage  and 
mishandle things’.”

Do you want any other  commen
tary on the sincerity of the Pakistan 
Government to put  into  operation 
the provisions of the Delhi Pact?  It 
is not a statement manufactured by 
communalists  and reactionaries  in 
India.  It is a statement which was 
read out on the floor of the Pakistan 
Constituent Assembly in the presence 
of Khwaja Nizamuddin and the rest 
of them.  And he did it at the risk 
of his life.  He had the courage to 
face the Pakistan  Constituent  As
sembly:  He  could  even  be killed,
but there he was to expose Pakistan 
Government and specially the  man
ner in which they were running the 
administration of the country.

I  do not wish to read the details of 
it, but he gives his comment:

“The  Delhi  Agreement  has 
never worked in its proper spirit, 
not because of any inimical rela
tions  subsisting  between  the 
(two) communities (in Pakistan) 
but because of the official dodg- 
ings, manoeuvrings and manipula
tions that are the outcome of the 
circular̂ and resolutions.”

Since I have read a portion of the 
statement, according to the directions 
which you have very often given, it 
is my duty to place the entire state
ment before the House.  If you per
mit me, Sir, I place it on the Table 
of the House so that any Member in
terested in reading the entire speech 
may do so.  [Placed in Library. See 
No. P-77/52].

I can give you other illustrations. 
But I do not wish to do so.  I shall 
only say this.  What  has been the 
nature of the oppression?  The other 
day my hon. friend Mr. Jain said 
“We are not hearing many instances 
of oppression  now”.  How can  he 
verify?  Neither can he admit,  nor 
can he deny. That sort of statement 
was made by my friend Mr. Jain— 
who is smiling at the ludicrous nature 
of his answer!  So  far as instances 
are concerned I have got nearly about 
five hundred o>f them.  I cannot ob
viously go through them,

I do not wish to tire the patience 
of the House but the most  painful 
and the most humiliating aspect  of 
these atrocities has been the, tragic 
dealings with Hindu  women.  One’s 
voice is choked completely to  make 
any public speech on an issue like 
this. If you read the names, addresses 
and the manner in which this viola
tion has gone on during the last few 
months it staggers one, Sir. It was the 
carrying away of one  that created 
the Ramayana.  It was the disrobing 
of one woman, Draupadi, that created 
the Mahabharat.  and today  even 
though large scale outrages have oc
curred we are sitting tight, helplesŝ 
Imootent.  If you bring this to the 
notice of the Government, they will 
sav “Well.  we need actual proof”. 
Who can  prove this?  Is it always 
possible for people to go and  prove 
such incidents in a court of law? It 
ic said reference has been made ta 
Pakistan  Government.  Pakistan 
Government’s reply is “No. Nothing 
has happened”. I do not wish to refer 
to those details but the number  is 
large and the list  can be supplied. 
Of course that will go to the Record 
Department of the  Government  of 
India which will not help the unfor
tunate people  in any way.  I can 
give  you four or five examples  of 
atrocities.  One relates to Chittagong 
Hill tribes.  The Prime Minister re
members  this.  We discussed  and 
discussed about the fate  of 95  per 
cent, of Budhists and the hill tribes 
in thp small territory which unfortu
nately went out  of India  although 
the Muslim population there was only
2 to 5 per cent.  Do you know. Sir, 
that they  have been  pushed out? 
Many of them have been killed. The
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entire area has been cleared up.  A 
new batch of 500 tribesmen has been 
recently forced out of the ChitUgong 
hill tribes.  How  deliberately  they 
have been turned out of that area! 
And they are moving about as beg
gars in âm.  1 next  refer the 
Prime Minister to a statement v<̂ich 
was issued by the President of the 
West  Dinajpur  Northern  District 
Congress Committee.  I have  taken 
special care to take statements issued 
by Muslims and Congress leaders so 
that they will carry conviction  with 
the Prime Minister more auickly than 
otherwise.  Here Is published tĥ re
sult of enquiry which the President of 
the Dinajpur  Congress  Committee 
carried on accompanied by some Mus
lims indicating  how  the  atrocities 
took place in  the last few weeks 
when people were coming out from 
East Bengal to West Bengal. Then I 
refer the Prime Minister to the man
ner in which humiliation and insult 
was offered to some officers  of the 
Government of India.—Mr. Burman. 
Collector of Central Excise, Shillong, 
—how he was harassed ani insulted 
and he himself saw the instances of 
?;:mi]ar hara.s.̂ m̂ent as he wac coming 
out from Pakistan. I feel greatly re
lieved to read the announcement that 
the Government of Assam has sent a 
very strong  protest to East Bengal 
Government.  It is not a strong oro- 
test, it is a very strong orotest. Per
haps everything will be all ri"ht now. 
Similarly with regard to conversions. 
A large number of conversions have 
taken place  Hundreds of them were 
reported.  I am taking here a typical 
case from the Pakistan par>er Azad. 
I have got cuttings from this paper. 
It is under Maulana  Akram Khan 
who was  once  a  great  Congress 
leader.  There  he describes  how 
Hindu young  girls  are embracing 
Islam and he has emphasised  that 
they are doing so out of conviction. 
It i.'; described how insistently they 
urê'i in favour of conversion  and 
Muslim leaders had to agree.  Their 
names are given and then it is added 
that the majority community there is 
kind and generous, immediately ar
rangements for marriages arp made 
and a large number of youths come 
forward willing to marry such girls 
if they only embrace Islam.  Names 
and addresses are given.  The finish
ing touch is equally interesting.  Re
lations of the.converted family  who 
had gone away to West Bengal for 
rehabilitation  have come back  and 
are also voluntarily embracing Islam. 
Then I will give  two other cases. 
Sir P. C. Ray was one of the great 
Scientists df India, in fact many of
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the  great  men  of  Bengal,  like 
J. C. Bose, C. R. Das, all come from 
East Bengal. In his (Sir P. C. Ray’s) 
village a few weeks ago, after the in
troduction of the passport system, a 
horrible incident has taken place.  A 
leading Doctor, Behari Lai,  was ap
proached by some  Muslims.  They 
told him that 'he should  invite them 
to a dinner.  He agreed.  They said 
they were 50 but  actually 80 men 
came and naturally the ôod Doctor 
was nnnhl̂ tn find the necessary eat
ables for such a big party. They said 
“You need not worry, we will  look 
after ourselves”. They went to the 
Goshala, got hold of a calf and then 
that was killed and  food was pre
pared. The Doctor was asked to par
take of it.  He  had to.  After the 
party had gone away  the  Doctor
went to his  room and committed 
suicide.  A few hours later his wife 
came and she saw the dead body of 
hei  husband and she also did the 
same.  Their family  has  come  to 
West Bengal and details have been 
published.  Another incident occurred 
in Rangpur  where a  Doctor was
invited to the house of a certain Muslim 
who was anxious to get hold of the Doc
tor’s girl.  After he had gone there 
that offer  was made.  The Doctor
refused.  Hp was detained there and 
the members of  his  family  were 
brought to his house.  When the girl 
saw that they were confronted with 
a dangerous  situation, she  volun
teered to save the life of her father. 
The father was released.  The next 
day a so-called marriage took place 
and in the evening the girl committed 
suicide:  The number of such cases
is not known.  I have only got the 
names and addresses of  some that 
have reached vz. An iron curtain is 
there.  Th&. administration  of that 
country has morally collapsed and a 
large number qf people  is coming 
from day to day.  I myself feel how 
diflflcult it is for these people to re
sist this for such a long time.  In a 
village m Rangpur. on 28th Septem
ber, a Hindu girl who had just been 
confined was forcibly taken out  at 
night and her dead body with blood 
was found in a field the  next day. 
These  are horrible  instances.  We 
have got a number of such cases be
fore us.

Border incidents are taking place. 
Why this insecurity today?  Today’s 
issue of Hindustan Times  gives  de
tails of a border Incident in Assam 
where firing was continued by Pakis
tan for two days and the fun of it 
was that at that time a conference 
between the  two Chief  Secretaries 
was being held in Shillong for discus
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sion as to how peace could be estab
lished in that are?. Of course a v̂ry 
strong protest has been sent to East 
&ngal  Government.  In  Tripura 
border, the prime Minister knows — 
and a copy of the telegram has gone 
to him.—a large number  of people 
came a few days ago inside our bor
der and hoisted the Pakistan flag on 
the Indian side  of the  border.  It 
might hp. a 3mall thing  from that 
point of view but thi« is the way in 
which things are going and what is 
the impression that is produced in the 
minds of the people when the Prime 
Minister says “everything is all right 
except some insecurity and  so on"*? 
Hb may declare his helplessness but 
for heaven’s sake, do not say things 
which are not true.  That will  be 
like throwing salt  into the gaping 
wound. You may not be able to pro
tect them, you may not be able to 
help them, but do not minimise the 
gravity of the situation. Unfortunate
ly. the statements which  the Prime 
Minister mad» during  the last f  ̂
days will form part of Pakistan pro- 
f̂Randa. They will retort  and  say 
“Here the  Prime Minister  himself 
«ays there is nothing  except some 
stray incidents here and there’\ and 
humiliation and repression will conti
nue.

What is the remedy? We have sug
gested some remedies and these are 
the phrases that have  been hurled 
against us: childish, fantastic, quack: 
I have forgotten the other  Phrases. 
They come one after another.  That 
is not the wav the Prime  Minister 
should respond. He has not sent for 
us. I could have understood his cal
ling the leaders of all parties and sit
ting together to consider this Ques
tion.  I do not want this to be made 
a party issue.  We do not wish  to 
play with fire. We know the dan̂?ers 
inherent  in the situation.  This is 
not a matter which Government alone 
can solve.  We are here to offer  a 
hand of co-operation. , But. we want 
a solution.  We  do not want  that 
people should be killed  by inches. 
If thev have to die. let them die once 
for all. But. this is a chain of terri
ble humiliation  and misery wKich 
affects not individuals  alone.  but 
which humiliates  the  status and 
stature of the nation. We have given 
some remedies: other remedies  may 
be suggested.  Economic sanction is 
one.  Naturally demand for land  is 
one.  It was Sardar Patel’s remedy. 
If one-third of the population  who 
happen to be Hindus is pushed out, 
Pakistan must give one-third of the 
land.  We cannot ruin the  whole 
ôuntry pf India for the misdeeds of 
Pakistan.  There must be a re-parti- 
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tion of the territory of Pakistan and 
these people must  be settled there. 
Some say Wa must have an exchange 
of population.  That is not an easy 
matter.  There also, the question of 
rehabilitation will come.  The Prime 
Minister will retort, how am I going 
to get land.  If Pakistan takes four 
(Tores of Muslims, they may demand 
more land.  They  may  say,  more 
Muslims  are coming.  But.  some . 
Muslims do not wish to live in Pakis
tan imtoa tiiey belong to  a parti
cular \yp̂ Qt mind. To this one may 
reply, one-third of Kashmir is with 
tbfm. That  may  be quid pro quo. 
That «rea is as big as half of Bengal. 
Thai is a question of argument. Ex
change of population and property on 
a Governmental level, not  through 
the hunds of men: that was suggested 
some time ago. To that also he will 
naturallv reply, how can I push out 
people if they do nor wish to go out 
of the country; thev live under  a 
Constitution: how can I do it?  But, 
the maip problem is not solved.  I 
agree that  in both these cases,  the 
problem  is not ultimately  solved. 
TWs tremendous problem of rehabili
tation comes. We have seen the hor
rors and consequences  of lakhs of 
people coming from the West and the 
Past.  We ma.y have to face the hor
rors again.  We have therefore said 
that Government must take the res
ponsibility for the safety and protec
tion of the minorities in  that area 
and give us a political solution.

It was once said, that I was a war
monger, how am I going  to take 
charge of East Bengal?  That  was 
nof indeed my  remedy.  I  always 
Quote bigger names in support  of 
the remedies.  That was  a remedy 
which  Gandhiji  suggested.  Raj-
kumari Amrit Kaur will  remember 
that.  She  and I saw him a few 
weeks before his death.  We were 
discussing this question.  He  came
out with fire in his eyes.  He said: 
we did not agree to the oartition of 
India for this terrible problem of re
habilitation causing misery to millions 
of neoDle: it was on a certain funda
mental basis: the minorities must be 
protected: they must live in  their
own homeland; no question of their 
being turned out as beggars.  What
was his remedy? He said: let India 
play her part; you protect the minori
ties; let not one man be turner̂ out 
from here: then turn towards Pakis
tan and say,  w» have fulfilled  our 
part, but you have not: it becomes a 
world problem: it becomes  a moral 
problem. The words which he utter
ed are still ringing in my ears.  He 
said: if Pakistan fails to do so,  if 
there is no other remedy, you must 
take charge of East Bengal; let Gov-
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ernment take charge and protect the 
people.  He added: I cannot join the 
war; I do not believe in it; but I will 
bless you that you  have tlie moral 
courage  for it.  Rajkumari . Amrit 
Kaur will remember that.  He dealt 
with this in one of his speeches also. 
I am not advocating war; but if there 
is no other means of protecting the 
minorities of East Pakistan except to 
take charge of that  territory, Gov
ernment of India will some day have 
to consider it.  I am not using this 
word lightly; I am not saying that 
immediately war should be declared. 
It would not be necessary also. There 
was no war in Hyderabad. They are 
not ready for war.  Gdondaism does 
not wish to face war. They want to 
gain  something  without  sacrifice. 
Only if the  Prime  Minister  says 
Government will act firmly and adopts 
a policy not of weakness and appease
ment. you will see what happens. He 
is  proud  of  appeasement.  I  am 
amazed at it.  He may say. I cannot 
find a solution;  I can  s3mnpathise 
with that.  But. he glorifies appease
ment and goes  on  appeasing.  At 
whose cost? If he does it at his own 
cost. I do not mind, though I shall be 
sorry.  But what  right has he to 
appease at the cost of the nation? It 
is a question of thp honour and self
respect  of India.  Something has to 
be done to prevent  a major catas
trophe.

:t  is  not  for  us  to  suggest 
remedies nor can  many  remedies 
be  openly  discussed.  There  sit 
the  Government.  They  are  do
ing  whatever  they  like  in  res
pect of all matters. Does the Opposi
tion go on giving advice to the Gov
ernment and is there any moral obli
gation on thp Government to accept 
that?  We may have the privilege of 
making some suggestions and let him 
have the pleasure of rejecting them. 
But. It would not do for him to Say 
that it is fantastic and all that. Let 
him find a solution  which will, in 
the real sense of the term, solve the 
problem.  We will all be with him. 
Let there be a solution.  We want 
to settle the question by  peaceful 
methods. Here our Communist friends 
will speak.  They have  not agreed 
w’ith us.  We, all the parties barring 
the Communists,  have stood on one 
plfitform in this respect. The Congress 
cannot come.  But, I know there are 
lakhs of Congressmen who feel in the 
same manner ag we do. If any peaceful 
method can be found, do it.  Who 
wants war? Who wants trouble? I know 
what the horrors of war are. No one 
is saying, declare war tomorrow. Find

out an elective solution by which 
these people can be  enabled to live 
exercising their  elementary  rights 
without being ruined as refugees or 
beggars or slaves.

The Prime Minister very often says 
he believes in a healing process. Un
doubtedly.  Healing by what means? 
Healing by curing  the disease?  If 
there is cancerous growth, will you 
put sandal oil on the cancer and heal 
it?  You will have to go to the root 
of it.  You will have to appreciate 
what the disease is.  Now, Govern
ment are running away from the real 
problem.  That is what shocks  me 
and pains me.  They just say, there 
is no problem, people are not coming. 
But, coming  or  not  coming,  the 
disease is there. Can the people, who 
are sitting here, go and live there? I 
made a suggestion in 1950. Until you 
can go and settle there  with your 
wives  and  daughters,  you cannot 
realise the agony of millions. Sitting 
far away, it  is easy to deal with 
abstract theories, but once you place 
yourselves in their shoes, you will rea
lise where exactly the pain lies. They 
never wanted this partition and they 
demand fulfilment  of past  pledges. 
We also want the  healing  process. 
Let Us not talk of Gandhian ideology. 
Whatever Gandhiji was,  cowardice 
was not within his ideology.  Inac
tion was not within his ideology. He 
would never have sat quiet and help
less.  When I came to Delhi and re
ported  about  the  happenings  in 
Noakhali, everything else became se
condary to him.  He came to  Cal
cutta and Wp gave all the details. He 
had his own way of doing things. We 
might or might not have agreed with 
him. At the time of the Dacca riots, 
I came and reported to him. He said 
publicly in Harijan next week,  thajt 
his first remedy  was  that  people 
should go to the assailants and die 
and sacrifice themselves. I said, that 
was not possible: if a goonda comes 
to attack me, the Penal Code gives 
me tho authority to kill him; I may 
not kill an  Innocent man:  but the
right to attack a man who wants to 
injure me is a right that I get under 
the law.  He said, you may do so. 
Then he added: resist non-violently 
if possible, violently if necessary; but 
never submit to et wrong.  I ask the 
Government to accept that  as the 
policy. Resist this national wrong.

The Prime Minister said four day$ 
ago in his statement:

*‘I am quite clear in my mind
that the ultimate remedy for the
ills of Indo-Pakistan relations is
to apply the touch of healing to
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them and not the touch of loud
shouting.”

Let us do it with small shouting.

‘"That does not mean that one
she aid submit to wrong things/’

I have underlined it.  That is what 
I am asking today. That is my charge 
against him that he is submitting to 
wrong things.

Not only are you submitting,  but 
you are making the people submit to 
wron:̂ things, and you • are humiba- 
ting me entire nation. He adds one 
should resist evils all the time, and 
should be prepared for any emergency, 
whatever it is. When will that emer
gency come, I ask? Thousands have 
been  killed. Hundreds  of  women 
have b?en kidnapped, raped. So many 
lakhs of rupees worth property have 
been looted and destroyed. The en
tire morale of the people has gone. 
Still the emergency is to arise. What 
more do you want?  Say, “I want so 
many more people to be killed or so 
much more wrong to be committed; 
when that report comes, I shall dec
lare an emergency.” Let  us know 
what is  the limit. We  will  then 
patiently wait and bee.  But  this 
emergency will never  come under 
the Prime Minister’s leadership.

Lastly, I would conclude by saying, 
—peace, undoubtedly, is wanted but 
peace with honour.  Let us follow 
the path of peace.  If we can lay 
out a scheme whereby we can tinally 
solve this oroblem,  peacefully, then 
let us do it. But if not do not sub
mit; and the greater the  delay the 
Government makes  in solving the 
problt̂ m, the greater  the possibility 
of repercussion  coming within the 
country. That must be  avoided at 
any cost. Now, nothing  has hap
pened, but Pakistan has carried on 
false propaganda that 400  Muslims 
have been killed in  Malda. I am 
glad today the Government of India’s 
protest has been issued in the press. 
That is exactly what  Pakistan has 
been doing always, to put India on 
the  defensive. Among  these  false 
propaganda  stories  is that  of 400 
Muslims  bein?  killed  in Malda. 
Government have come out with a 
very, very strong  protest that has 
been published in today’s papers. But 
propaganda will go on unless India’s 
policy is substantially changed. It is 
important to realise this and decide 
upon our course of action so  that 
Government will be able to secure the 
willing support and  co-operation of 
millions of countrymen in India iovy 
averting a national disaster.

la

in thlIPandit Thakur Das Bhargava in 
Chair]

Shri A. C. Guha (Santipur): It is a

very delicate task for me to speak 
on this subject, particularly after the 
very eloquent Speech  delivered by 
Dr. Shyama Prasad Mookerjee.

I am in the unhappy position of not 
agreeing with either set of opinions 
prevailing in the House.'

As regards the analysis of the situa
tion, I feel-our Government have not 
taken the correct  appraisal of the 
situation. Either they do not like to 
see things in the proper  perspective, 
or  they  have  not been  able to 
see things as they really are: but as 
regards  the  remedy  suggested  by 
different parties and different groups, 
I feel, and at different  occasions I 
cannot agree with those suggestions.

This partition of India was effected 
on a particular  and definite under
standing between the two parties, and 
also the then existing British  Gov
ernment. The  understanding  was 
that the minorities of both the coun
tries would be properly  treated. As 
far as India is concerned, it can be 
said and we can be rightly proud of 
the fact, that India has redeemed that 
understanding, and has given proper 
protection to the minorities living in 
India. According to  our Constitu
tion, we  make no  distinction bet
ween man and man because of his re
ligion. In practical usage, we  find 
we have not been  making any dis
tinctions between Hindus and Muslims 
in  Government  or  administrative 
matters. But, as far as the minori
ties of East Bengal  are concerned, 
they are living in a State which is 
avowedly communal, which is admit
tedly declared to be an Islamic State.
I think that is the first revocation of 
the fundamental  agreement  behind 
the partition of India.

When Gandhiji, after  his release 
from jail, started  negotiations with 
Mr. Jinnah. there was noi much sup
port for his proposal. Myself  and 
some of my friends  were then in 
jail, and we smuggled out  our sup
port for Gandhiji’s proposal. We sup
ported the proppsal  that the people 
should  be  allowed  the democratic 
right to settle  their own future set
up of Government. But then, when 
the suggestion came by the  end of 
1946 or the beginning of 1947 for par
tition of India, we could not agree 
with the proposal because it was not 
based on the fundamental  principle 
of the democratic rights of the peo
ple. It was a suggestion which ema
nated from the Anglo-American policy 
of war strategy, and of international 
policy. And I think in spite of the 
categorical and definite  declaration 
by Mr. Attlee and  of  the  Cabinet 
Mission in India, this  partition has 
been effected simply because of the 
Anglo-American bloc’s insistence that
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India should not be allowed to grew 
as a united and strong nation.  The 
blame and sin ot this  partition of 
India is, I think, clearly traceable to 
their war strategy.  And  when we 
opposed partition, I know eVen the 
Hindus of East Bengal blamed us. I 
had occasion to visit many towns and 
districts of East Bengal, and we yrttt 
insulted and abused. Then,  an aî 
Aurahce was given to the Hindus that 
they would  be protected,  that it 
would be the concern of the CohgreM 
and the Oovemment of India to look 
after their interests. The  A.I.C.C. 
adopted a resolution favouring parti*̂ 
tion in June or July, 1947. I rertmm 
ber the wordinîs of that resolution. 
The wording clearly left an impres
Sion on pur minds that the partition 
was accepted by the Congress  with 
the lurking expectation < that som« 
day this artificial division would be 
done away with.

The resolution  referred to history, 
traditions, mountains, rivers and the 
geography of India, and it referred 
to the fact that these were unchange
able. and that these things could not 
be changed by some political manoeuv
res. Then,  partition  was  effected, 
and slowly the process of East Bengal’s 
Hindu minorities being squeezed out 
started.  By 1947. I think, about 7 
lakhs of Hindu  refugees came into 
West BencaL and some  must have 
gone to Assam and Tripura also, but 
here in this House, we were all along 
told that there was no refugee pro
blem in West Bengal,  as there was 
no refugee coming from East Bengal. 
It took about full year for this Gov
ernment to be convinced that there 
was really a refugee problem on the 
eastern side. Then by the middle of 
1948 the exodus was rather heavy. I 
had some discussion then  with the 
hon. Prime Minister as to what should 
be done. I realised the difficulty. I 
also  realised  that the  expectations 
that we held at the time of partition 
were based on certain  fundamental 
codes of conduct and  etiquette of 
civilised society. If a particular gov
ernment or state did not conform to 
those civilised codes of conduct and 
etiquette, then all our expectations be
come frustrated, and we feel natural
ly helpless. Some negotiations start
ed thereafter.  Dr. Mookerjee refer
red to the Indo-Pakistan Pact in 1948 
and also in 1949. Anyhow, the exodus 
was reduced in volume,  though not 
absolutely stopped.

Then  came  the  1950  holocaust. 
Here I should refer to certain things 
that happened at that time. The 1950 
incidents started originally on  20̂ 
December 1949 in a village in KhuTna,
9 district Just adjacent to  Calcutta.

It took full one month for this Gov
ernment or for the West Bengal Gov
ernment to get any information about 
the things hirppening there; it was only 
on 20th January 1950 that they could 
obtain any information  about them. 
The hon. Prirte Minister in his states 
ment in this House on 23rd February 
1950 used the language that a sort ox 
iron curtain was hung over the affairs 
of the whole territory. If that was 
the state of affairs in 1950 when there 
was no passmrt system, may I bê 
seech this  House to think  for a 
moment what the situation would be 
now when this passport system had 
been introduced? In 1950 an agree
ment was signed between  the two 
Prime Ministers, and,  personally,  I 
could not be very happy over that. 
At the same time, I also realised the 
difficulty of the Government and  ac
cepted that agreement in  the hope 
toat the best would come out of it. 
But the  fundamental  principles  of 
that agreement were not resqjected by 
the Pakistan Government. Dr. Moo- 
keriee inferred to a speech delivered 
in the Pakistan Cgnstituent  Assem
bly, in which instances were cited as 
to how the agreement or some provi
sions of that agreement were flouted 
by the Pakistan Government. I would 
like to refer to some of them. Clause 
6 says something about property, and 
under that clause a Board of Trustees 
was set up both in East and  West 
Bengal to look after the property of 
the migrants. In this House on morfe 
than one occasion  questions  were 
asked as to the working of this Board 
of Trustees, Whether they  had been 
able to realise any rent or any money 
for the property left by the migrants 
etc., but no answer was forthcoming. 
I know that the Board of  Trustees 
set up according to the Delhi Pact of 
1950 is for all practical purposes null 
and void. It can hardly be  called 
existing.

Then there was also the question of 
setting up a  Minority  Commission. 
What is the position of the Minority 
Commission in  East  Bengal?  The 
only Hindu member who is also the 
secretary of the Congress  Party in 
East Bengal Assembly is now under 
detention, and his seat in the Minori
ty Commission has been declared  to 
be vacant. He was a nominee of the 
East Bengal Government,  and that 
Government has put him in detention 
and declared his seat in the Minority 
Commission as vacant. So the Minori
ty Commission  does not exist there. 
It was also provided  in the ’joint 
statement by  the two  Governments 
that this Minority  Commission  will 
submit reports  to the two  Minority 
Ministers.  I do not know if any re
port was submitted to the  Minority 
Ministers, and bIeo What action  the
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Minority Minister at least on our side 
has taken on those report3. I think 
the Minority Minister at least on our 
side would be frank enough to admit 
that he ĥ not been able to do any' 
thing as regards the report of tha*: 
Commission, or probably I think,  he 
has not even received any report from 
the Commission,

• Several times in this House, I nave 
referred to  the question  of requisi- 
tionmg of properly, particularly urban 
property. That was a  process deli
berately arranged to squeeze out the 
middle-class Hindus living in the urban 
areas, so that the rural Hindus most
ly belonging to the Scheduled Castes 
may  be deprived  of the  necessary 
leadership.  They want to break up 
the leadership, and thereby the moraie 
ot  the Hmau communuy in Easl 
Bengal, and that is why this requisi- 
lionirig of urban property was parti- 
rularly manipulated to  squeeze out 
the  urban Hindu  citizens of  £ast 
Bengal. It has been  mentioned in 
the Delhi Pact that for requisitioned 
houses rent would be  collected and 
paid to their owners. It has also been 
stipulated  in the Pact that if a 
migrant reiurns within a certain date 
then his house, property etc. would 
be restored to him. I know for cer
tain that it has not been done. Dr. 
Mookerjee has quoted from a speech in 
the Constituent Assembly of Pakistan, 
referring to a circular  issued by the 
Pakistan Government that those pro
perties might not be returned to the 
returning migrants.

In this House, on the first day of 
this session there was a reference to 
harassment  and  molestations  of 
migrants in the course of their journey. 
I could not understand why the honr 
Minister for Rehabilitation  took  an 
attitude of shielding  Pakistan  and 
avoided giving a definite reply. They 
have received certain complaints and 
they must have formed certain opinion 
on them. It might  have  been said 
that those comolaints were baseless 
or that the Government  had  found 
them acceptable to a certain extent; 
but he simply said that they could 
not be verified. I asked what attempt 
was made to verify them, then also I 
could not get any reply.

I object to this attitude being taken 
up. It is an ostrich-like attitude try
ing to be blind to the realities of the 
situation. It is a complacent attitude. 
I think, born out of the  feeling of 
impotence and helplessness, and that 
IS a dangerous attitude for any Gov
ernment to take.

leaders and
as responsible Minister of this Gov
ernment Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and 

® given this assurance to 
the East Bengal minorities  that they

will be the concern of tWs  Govern
ment, that this Government  or the 
Congress will look after their interests. 
So, when certain complaints are re
ceived by this Government, it is the 
moral obligation of the departments of 
this Government to  make » proper 
enquiry into those allegations and to 
come to some opinion at least.
I realise that while  dealing with 
another independent  State we may 
not be able to take any effective steps, 
but there should not be an attempt 
to cover up things and to present a 
state of affairs which does not really 
conform to the realities of the situa
tion. I think this Government must 
have received some  complaints that 
migrants and also other Hindu citizens 
of  East Bengal were  subjected to 
some forcible collections in the name 
of the ‘Liaquat Fund’. Unless certain 
money  was  given  for  that  fund, 
migrants were not allowed to proceed. 
I b-iieve it is the duty of this Gov
ernment, according to the Delhi Pact, 
and  it is duty of the  Minister in 
charge of Minority Affairs to inquire 
into these allegations  and tell this 
House how far they are true.

It has been stated  here that the 
present exodus is primarily due to the 
introduction of the passport  system. 
I admit the increase in  the rate of 
migrants had something to do with 
the introduction of the passport system, 
but the mere fact of the introduction 
of the passport system would not and 
could not make thousands of people 
leave their parental houses and home
steads for an unknown  destination. 
During the middle of October  I had 
occasion to visit some of the border 
stations and on the evening of the 14th 
October I was present at one of the 
border posts which practically de
marcated Indian territory from Pakis
tan̂ territory. I have seen hundreds 
of men coming,  horried,  harassed, 
broken  down and lying  on street 
sides; and it was  raining on that 
day. I know  thousands  of  others 
were waiting at intermediate stations. 
I knew  the  Government  of West 
Bengal was apprehending—I had de
finite talks with them, with respon
sible officers on the border  stations 
—that those who were then at some 
intermediate stations such as Khulna, 
Jessore,  Barisal,  Goalnundo,  Siraj- 
ganj etc., would all be coming.  But 
suddenly on the 15th the train came 
empty.  Sometimes  some  people 
might have put one cat or one dog 
in the train; and the entire train was 
coming empty. But  what happened 
to these thousands of men who were 
waiting at the intermediate stations? 
The Prime Minister admitted in this 
House in 1950  that on several oc
casions the migrants were detrained 
at intermediate  stations 'and were 
not allowed to proceed. I apprehend
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that something must have happened 
this time also to those migrants who 
were at the intermediate  stations. 
Before they left their houses, before 
they Q̂uld reach some intermediate 
station, they must have  sold their 
houses and disposed of all their pro
perty, or their property  must have 
been taken possession  of by neigh
bouring  Muslims. When  they  re
turned  from  those  intermediate 
stations, where did they go?  And 
what arrangements were  made for 
their  accommodation or  for their 
living? I do not know if this Gov
ernment have made  any enquiries 
about those thousands  of intending 
migrants .who were  waiting at so 
many of the stations—railway stations 
and steamer stations. 1 consider it 
to be a great lapse  on the part of 
this Government that  they did not 
make proper enquiries  and did not 
take any steps for the amelioration of 
their miseries.

Then, Sir, in this House  mention 
was made repeatedly about the dec
lining  economic  condition of  East 
Bengal and the Prime Minister ad
mitted that this economic  distress 
falls more heavily on  the minority 
than on the majority. When  there 
was  a  famine  condition  or  near 
famine  condition,  it  was  stated 
in this House that  relief measures 
were mostly given to members of the 
majority community and the members 
of the minority community were not 
getting sufficient or  adequate relief 
from the Government. I  suggested 
then that some international  relief 
organisations such as the Red Cross 
Society or some such  body might be 
asked  to look after the  distressed 
members of the minority community 
in those famine or near famine areas. 
Only a few days ago, Mr. Fazlul Huq, 
made a statement that in  Barisal, 
Tripura, Sylhet and  Rangpur almost 
famine conditions  were  p̂revailing, 
and you  can imagine  what must 
have been the condition of the large 
number of minorities still residing in 
those areas.

I  would like to draw the attention 
of this House to one fact here. When
ever  there is anything wrong in
Pakistan either  administratively  or 
economically or in any other matter, 
there is always an attempt to divert 
the discontent of the  people to the 
Hindus and to India. The  price of 
jute on which the  entire economic 
life of East Bengal depends, this year 
hag come down  to about Rs. 5  or 
6 or  7, and last  year  the  price
was  nearabout  Rs, 40  per maund. 
And  propaganda is going on that 
it  is  the  Hindus  who are  res

ponsible for this economic  distiess. 
Now that a semi-faipine conditio'i is 
prevailing,  the  same  manoeuvring 
will be taken recourse  to see that 
popular discontent may not be rivetted 
on the maladministration of the Gov
ernment, on the  shortcomini?s  and 
failures of the Government, but that 
it may be directed against India and 
the Hindus. I feel, there is no remedy 
either in the hands of this Govern
ment or of this House  for such a 
state of affairs and to give relief to 
the East Bengal minorities there.

Sir,  mention  was  made by  Dr. 
Mookerjeo about the ChitUgoni? hill 
tract. In the 1941 census it was ;)7 per 
cent. non-Muslims. I think in 1̂51 cen
sus, it has been shown to be only  per 
cent. non-Muslims. That has been the 
improvement during these  5 years. 
It is a territory which was more or 
less -in the nature of a Native State. 
It was ruled by some native  <hiefs 
who enjoyed  certain  rights under 
certain treaties with the then existing 
Government of India. So, according 
to the terms of reference, this Ter
ritory should not have  been withia 
the purview of the  Radcliffe  Conv 
mittee and I think if we, at that time, 
had taken sufficient precaution, this 
territory would not have  been lost 
to India. And what is  the po.sition 
now? Dr. Mookerjee stated only 500 
men. but I have a statement  made 
by Shri Diwan, one of the leaders of 
the Chukmas, that 12,000  of chem 
have recently been squeezed  out of 
the Chittagong hill district. I remem
ber  that  in  the  latter  part  of 
1947, I put a question in this House 
about this tract and the reply that 
T received was that a Cabinet Com
mittee had been formed to consider 
the position of this territory. I do 
not know what has happened to that 
Cabinet Committee. I do not know 
if that Cabinet Committee  came to 
any decision, or if the  matter was 
taken up with any authority. I think 
it was a fit case—I do not know whe
ther it is yet a fit case, at least  it 
was then a fit case—for us to take to 
the International Court of Justice. It 
was outside the jurisdiction  of the 
Radcliffe Committee, being something 
like a native State. And. now, those 
Chukmas,  those peaceful  Buddhists, 
they are being gradually squeezed out 
and it is the policy of the East Bengal 
Government to turn it into a Muslim 
majority area.

Mr. Chairman:  May I just remind
the hon. Member that  many other 
tion. Menioers are anxious to spaak? 
He has taken nearly an hour and I 
hope he will bring his remarks to a 
( lose soon, n
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Shri Saran̂ dhar Das (Dhenkanal— 
West Cuttack): I may make a submis
sion? You will perhaps remember, Sir, 
that on the last occasion in 1950, the 
debate was carried on for 2 dayi or
3 days. On this occasion it is being 
confined to one day and half the day 
is gone. I submit another day should 
be given.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: 1 am sorry, 
Sir, I cannot possibly find a day in 
the course of this session. There is 
other very important work. I  am 
very sorry, and if I may say so, I re
gret that speeches are so long. How 
can I help it? Even if we  have 3 
days or even 30 days, if the speeches 
are too long we will not be able to 
finish.

Shri A. C. Guha: I shall finish soon. 
Sir. During the last session I put a 
question about the Dacca Home for 
the accommodation of  rescued ab
ducted girls.  I had some  corres-

gondence with the* External  Affairs 
>epartment about the running of this 
Home. 1 made certain allegations and 
then  Shri  Gopalasvvamy  Ayyangar 
admitted in this House that Mie affairs 
of this Home were  not satisfactory. 
The Government were not  satisfied 
about the running of this Home and 
they assured us that they would hold 
an enquiry.  I do not know  what 
enquiry they held and how this thing 
has been set right. This is not mere
' ly the case of a particular Home but 
it refers to the whole case of abduc
ted girls.  I know that  girls re
covered and accommodated there once 
gave their consent to return to their 
parental  house and the  next day, 
under the pressure of the abductors 
or  their associates who  had free 
access to the inmates of the Home, 
they had to revoke their consent.

I should  like to refer to  another 
matter here. The Prime Minister on 
the 20th February, 1950, referred to 
one incident in Nachol in the district 
of Rajshahi. One girl was  arrested 
with a whole lot of them and horri
ble stories came  out in the court 
about  tortures  perpetrated on her.
1 cannot say and I  do not say that 
all that was published in the papers 
was correct. But if even 25 per cent, 
of these stories are correct, it was a 
horrible thing. I appeal to the sense 
of humanity and to  the womanhood 
of India to take up the case of that 
girl. I know she has been convicted 
and the trial was protracted for obout
2 years and her name is Ila Mittra. 
I think the women’s  associations of 
India should take up  her case and 
try for her release.

 ̂  ̂come to the remedy sugges
ted. I have stated in the beginning

that I cannot agree with the remedy 
suggested. I know the  situation is 
very grave and I also know*.that the 
Government of India is not bestowing 
the required seriousness to the matter. 
But situated as we are in the present 
international set-up,* I cannot find any 
effective remedy. So many remedies 
are suggested. War is out  of any 
practical consideration, not only from 
the point of view of practical politics 
but also from the point of view of 
human  considerations. War  cannot 
be a practical proposal  here.  Then 
the exchange of population would not 
solve  the  problem.  The  present 
proposal  is  for  economic  boy
. cott. I think that is a very in
effective weapon. All the nations be
longing to the League of Nations im
posed economic sanctions on Italy be
cause of the  Abyssinian War,  but 
Italy could easily proceed  with the 
war and could win the war also. We 
have been  conducting an  economic 
boycott against South Africa for so 
many years and yet 1  do not think 
South Africa has been  cowed down 
and has been persuaded to accept our 
viewpoint. So, I do not think econo
mic boycott can in any sense be effec
tive. Moreover. I think position will 
become more serious to the remaining 
minorities  there. Even  now,  after 
the present exodus, there would be at 
least  90 lakhs  of Hindus in  East 
Bengal. If we start  economic  boy
cott here, it will not only be a ques
tion of riots and molestations and all 
other things, but it  will also be a 
question of their economic  distress. 
A weapon which cannot  be effective 
for the object for which we want to 
use it, may also injure  those whose 
interests we want to secure.

But, I would like to submit that cer
tain aspects at least we can take at 
international level.  I know I  sliall 
get the retort  that after  our ex
perience in the Kashmir  affair, we 
should be careful about taking any
thing  at  international  level. Even 
then, we  are living in a  civillr̂ed 
world and whatever Pakistan may ao, 
we have also to consider the opinion 
of all other nations in the world, and 
I think the position of the minorities 
in East  Bengal and the fundamental 
understanding and  conditions  under 
which partition was effected are both 
fit subjects to be  referred either to 
the U. N. O. or to the International 
Court of Justicc at the Hâue. More
over, we should press oux’ poiiit of view 
on the Anĝo-American bloc. Pakis
tan is the child of their war strategy. 
It cannot continue without their active 
support. Therefore, we should̂ make 
it clear to the Anglo-American powers 
\hat we cannot tolerate such a state
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of affairs  in a neighbouring  State* 
because it is sure to have repercua- 
•ions in our own State.

The position in 'Cast Bengal U very 
dêjperate and grave. Yet. I would 
like to say that we should  not be 
panicky. I know  the  Muslims of 
East Bengal perhaps better than most 
other Members, and I  can say that 
even now I can depend on their good 
sense.  I would ‘like to make a dis
tinction between the Government of 
East Bengal and the Muslims of East 
Bengal. The East  Bengal  Govern
ment is dominated by West Pakistan 
anvi West Pakistan’s strategy, which 
may not be quite in conformity with 
the interests of the people of  East 
Bengal. V/e should see what is the 
feeling  and  opinion  among  the 
Muslim.s of East Benaal. 1 bel*evp in 
the demn̂'rati? ri|?ht of the people of 
any particular region and I also be
lieve in the dictum that it is for the 
majority to concede to  the minority 
the right to secede and that it is the 
privilege of the minority to ask  for 
accession. I believe  that the course 
of history cannot be checked or fun
damentally altered  by Anglo-Ameri
can manoeuvrings  or by some policy 
dictated by thô in West Pakistan.

Before concluding, I would like to 
mention one ooint which I forgot to 
mention earlier. Only on the 12th of 
this month there was a reference in 
the  Pakistan  Constituent Assembly 
saying that East Bengal has 1.500 peo
ple per square mile and therefore it 
is the most densely populated a terri
tory in the world. On that plea, the 
Chief Minister of East Bengal made a 
claim that East  Bengal  <Qhould  get 
more territory to relieve the economic 
distress and the density of the oopu- 
lation. East Bengal cannot get more 
territory except at the cost of India. 
I think therefore that the Government 
of India should take note of this state
ment. The other side of the  argu
ment may easily be by putting forth 
another  suggestion,  namely.  thĵt 
if they could not get more  territory 
the only way was to reduce the den
sity of the population  by squeezing 
out the Hindus. This, I  submit, is 
the  thm end of the  wedge. It  Js 
possible that the  Chief Minister  of 
East Bengal was merely the spokes
man of this subtle orooaganda on be
half of the Central  Government of 
Pakistan.  I think that the Govern
ment of India should send a protest 
to the East Bengal Government ask
ing them where from the East Bengal 
Government can claim any territory 
except from Indian territcwy.

With these  words, I  beg to con
clude.

8bri a N« M«ket|ee: I rise to take 
part in this debate with a very grave 
sense of responsibility, because in the 
minds of millions of people—especial
ly in my part of the country—̂there is 
êat apprehension and anxiety,  and 
a terrific responsibility devolves upon 
us to see to it that nothing is said or 
done in this House to aggravate that 
apprehension.

Mr. Chainnmn: There is hardly any 
time left now. I think he may con
tinue after lunch.

The House then adjourned for Lunch 
till Half Past Two of the Clock,

The Hsmse re-assembled after Lunch at 
Half Past Two of the dock.

[Mr, Speaker in the Chair]

Shri Gidwani (Thana):  Will  you
please place a time-limit on speeches, 
because  there  are a  number  of 
speakers?

Mr. Speaker: On a subject like this, 
it is difficult to put ally time-limit and 
to satisfy a large number of Members 
who would certainly like to speak. I 
would, therefore, prefer to have re
presentative views, as I thought it 
was inevitable for completely bring
ing out all points before the House.

Shri H. N. Mokerjee:  As I was
saying, a very special  responsibility 
devolves upon us to  see to it that 
nothing is said or done in the course 
of  this debate  which is  going  to 
aggravate  the  appreheftision  and 
anxiety which is weighing over the 
minds of millions of  people,  parti
cularly in my part of the country

My hon. friend Dr. Syama  Prasad 
Mookerjee said that none of us should 
proceed in an  atmosphere of anger 
and passion.  I know that as an ac
complished speaker he tried from time 
to time to give an impression to this 
House that he was keeping away from 
any idea of rousing anger and passion. 
But I would say  with all  respect, 
that as a matter of actual fact the 
remedies which he has suggested and 
the approach which he has propound
ed in the course of this discussion 
are such that they are bound to rouse 
passion and  anger, if  not in  this 
House at  least in certain  quarters, 
and the results of that passion and 
anger would have to be borne by the 
common oeople of this country as well 
as of Pakistan.

Now, I do not want to say anything 
about Dr. MooKerJee*s sledge-hammer 
«tyle of oratory, but I do feel that
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something ought to be dotie, at least 
in bodies like this  House to make 
sure that we are not carried away by 
the presentation  in  very  eloquent 
terms of the agony of the people in 
such a way that we do not succeed 
cither in relieving or  mitigating the 
agony and the causes of their agony, 
but on the contrary we proceed to the 
adoption of policies which are going 
to mean  an  exploitation  of these 
agonies.

Now, I do not  say for a moment 
that the Government would be right 
if the Government takes up—̂as som&- 
times it has appeared to us that the 
Government has taken  up—a  some
what  complacent  attitude. Dr. 
Mookerjee accused the Prime Minister 
of oeing  rather  complacent.  Now 
certain things have happened which 
have also given rise in our minds to 
a suspicion that the Government has 
taken up a somewhat complacent atti
tude. Surely a complacent  attitude 
should be  given  up  immediately— 
there is no  doubt about it—because 
there is a tremendous human problem 
involved, the problem of the rehabili- 
tatio'.i of the refugees who have come 
into  this  country  and  who  also 
have?  come  recently  in  somewhat 
frightening numbers and that  prob
lem till that is solved to the satisfac
tion of the needs of our people is a 
problem to which we  must devote 
very serious and immediate attention. 
So, I do not say that the Government 
can be exonerated of all responsibility 
in th6< matter of complacence. But I 
do 9t:y, especially after having heard 
Dr.  Mookerjee’s  speech  and  after 
havint; followed  the kind of propa
ganda that he and his friends have 
been carrying on in the province of 
West  Bengal—a propaganda  which 
we in our way have tried very serious
ly  and  earnestly  to  counter—we 
decide on the essential steps which 
we have to take and I am sure that 
we shall find out some sort of remedy 
—a remedy which may not solve the 
probleim straightway, but which would 
keep us on the right track, as far as 
a solution of  this stupendous prob
lem is concerned.

As regards the ruling group in Paki
stan. I should say that it is an ugly 
conglomeration  of the  rankest  re
actionaries and this ruling group has 
Keen behaving in a fashion which is 
f̂bsolutely and utterly  reprehensible 
and we should try and see to it in 
our own fashion, as  far as we can, 
that the perpetrations of this ruling 
group are put an end to as soon as 
possible. But we have  to find  out 
ways and means of doing that. It is 
not merely by raising  the kind  of 
passion and anger, very subtly and 
cleverly  Dr. Mookerjee was trying

to do in this  Houses  that we  are 
going to bring to book those people 
who are ruling Pakistan today.

r speak on behalf of a party whose 
General Secretary in Pakistan, a very 
dear friend of mine, is facing trial on 
a  capital  charge  in the  so-called 
Rawalpindi Conspiracy  case. Mem
bers of my  party in  Pakistan  are 
suffering unbearable oppressions. One 
of our comrades—who was mentioned 
by my hon. friend, Shri Arun Chandra 
Guha,—Shrimati Ila Mitra has  been 
sentenced to  transportation for life 
and she  had had to  undergo such 
tremendous  persecution  as  really 
cannot be unfolded in this House. It
a story much too heart-rending for 

me to narrate to the House. I do not 
for a moment hold any brief for the 
Government of Pakistan  which has , 
been behaving for quite some time in 
a manner which we find  absolutely 
reprehensible. But that is no reason 
why we should go forward and say 
that in the competition of ugliness we 
are somewhat better and  therefore 
we should impose a  demand upon 
Pakistan and say that we are going 
to ask you to behave better and if 
you do not—well, what Dr. Mookerjee 
suggested amounted to that—a declara
tion of war.

Dr, Mookerjee has talked openly of 
it. I do not know  why he did not 
mention it here in this House—it may 
nave been  part of  his subtletv  in 
oratory—̂he has talked openly of eco
nomic sanctions; he has talked about 
declaration of war. Actually I have 
goi here a translation of the speech 
which he made in Calcutta? reported 
in the Jugantar a  Bengah daily  of 
28th October,  when he said:  “If
there is to be no war. then why all
this expenditure  on defence?..........If
Pakistan is not agreed, then if need 
arises, other methods would have  to 
oe used. Among other methods if 
may be necessary to resort to war.̂*

I say with a full sense of responsible- 
lity that the kind  of propaganda 
which was conducted on this issue by 
Dr. Mookerjee and some of his friends 
for some of  whom I have real and 
genuine respect, would mislead peo- 
p̂le into walking into Pakistan’s trap. 
That propaganda has created in West 
Bengal a situation of very considerable 
tension. It was only the real, basic good 
sense of the common people which 
prevented the outbreak of communal 
rioting. It was roundabout the time 
of DivaU that there were rumours all 
over Calcutta  and its neighbourhood 
that there were going to be communal 
riots. That was the time  that he 
talked of economic sanctions and the 
declaration  of war  and  forcible 
exchange of population and all that 
sort of thing.
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Now Dr. Mookerlee is a very clever 
and cratty politician. He  has  been 
saying  from  time to  time in  his 
speeches that he is opposed to Pakis
tan  becaiise  Pakistan  is behaving 
badly  regarding its  treatment of 
minorities, in particular Pakistan is 
trying to be an Islamic States and that 
Pakistan Government is pursuing  a 
policy against all democratic  princi
ples. He said again in the course of 
his speech that he made a diUerence 
between the people of Pakistan and 
the Government of Pakistan. Now I 
should say, Sir, if that is so why do 
you suggest  remedies which  really 
mean  the  commencement and  per
petuation of a state of war  between 
. our two  countries? He posed  two 
fundametital  issues  before  us. He 
asked: is it possible for the minorities 
to live in Pakistan? And his answer 
âs:  No.  If that is  so, he asked:
what steps are you going to  take? 
Sûesting the steps he said that the 
basis of partition, namely the protec
tion to be given to minorities, has been 
entirely broken and, therefore, as he 
had suggested some time in 1950 or 
thereabouts there should be planned 
exchange of population on the basis of 
numbers and property. And then of 
course he has other schemes regarding 
economic sanctions and declaration of 
war. He has even had the gumption 
to quote Mahatma Gandhi and said he 
suggested that we should march our 
troops into Pakistan in order to 'teach 
the Pakistanis a lesson.

I do net for a moment minimize the 
gravity of the situaticti. I respect the 
genuine feelings of the people  who 
have suffered. But 1 do not want to 
take massive advantage of the misery 
of the people for the pursuit of poli
cies which are so apparently disastrous 
to the interests of the people in this 
country as well as in Pakistan.

What exactly is the remedy which 
my friends here are going to suggest? 
They say: Pakistan has behaved so 
badly that tiothing can be done about 
it, we have to ay halt, we have to 
say êither you b̂ ave  properly or 
you will be taught a  lesson̂  And 
we go forward to teach them a lesson.

Do we consider  that  congenitally 
the Indian Muslim who lives in Paki
stan is incapable of human conduct? 
Do we repudiate the entire history of 
our freedom  movement? Have we 
forgotte»i the part which the Muslims 
have also taken in the achievement 
of freedom for this country? Do we 
not know that so  many of us have 
dear Muslim friends? Do we not also 
know that the common people, Hindu

or Muslim, have qualities that make 
them superb? Do we not know that 

people of the  worlds 
Hindu. Muslim,  Christian or other̂ 
are the salt of the earth and to b̂ 
part of their destiny is the greatest 
adventure of our time? Why do we 
walk into the trap which is being laid, 
for us not only by the ruling clique of 
Pakistan but also by  forces behind 
them? Why do we not remember the 
background of partition of our coun
try? We know that partitioti was con
ceived in folly and executed in filth. 
We also know—there is no doubt of 
our realization of U today—that  the 
division  happened  b̂ ause  the 
Imperialists wanted to retain  their 
stranglehold on our country by having 
us as two States fighting like Kilken
ny cats who will always  be in  an 
atmosphere of animosity so that they 
may operate from behind the scene.

I have read a report recently of the 
Punjab Muslim  League at Lyallpur 
where leading representatives of the 
Pakistan  Government  have  begun 
talking in terms of war in regard to 
India over the issue  of Kashmir. I 
relate it  with  the  Anglo-Ajrierican 
conspiracy which is being conducted 
now in the headquarters of the United 
Nations, where the  Arab-Asian bloc 
nas been working harmoniously to
gether. where India and Pakistan sit 
at the same table and talk in terms 
of the utmost cordiality. The  Arab- 
îan bloc is taking up an  attitude 
there m  regard to Tunisia. Morocco 
and Korea which is against the in
terests of the Anglo-American bloc as 
far as intematiotial strategy is con
cerned today. And it has come for
ward, as we all know here and now 
at this  juncture of affairs  with a 
resolution  on Kashmir in order  to 
îve a w ê  between  India  and 
Palustan. They  haver done it  with 
deUb̂rate intent.  They have done it 
in order to bring about in our country 
a situation where India and Pakistan 
would continue to be mere pawns in 
the imperialist game which they are 
playing. Their hand can be seen, not 
too invisible, at every jxjint of the 
communal disturbances in this coun
try.

What happened In 19507 It  was 
at that time that the economic situ*- 
tion inside Eastern Pakistan had b̂ 
come so serious that they Jiad to do

incident which was purely of an eco
nomic nature. And It  was in order 
to give a t\̂st to the whole thing that 

i  communal  carnage 
which  they knew  would have  it« 
repercussions in West Bengal and re
repercussions in Eastern Pakistan
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These factors are always behind the 
scene. And we can never forgot them, 
because they are so Important, if we 
are to understand the reality of the 
situation. If we remember the back
ground of our national movement, the 
circumstances in which the partition of 
our country was accomplished, if we 
remember the role which Imperialism 
was playing—and which it has played 
ever since—we can see the ftnger of 
imperialism, by no means  invisible, 
behind the present acrimony between 
India and Pakistan. And we know, 
whales CT  same of us might  think 
about the congenital incapacity of the 
Pakistani common people for real mass 
organisation and struggle,  whatever 
our opinion, that the Pakistani  ha# 
been fighting for a better order.
Only yesterday there was a report 

of a debate on food in the Pakistan 
Pariiame'.it which  shows  how  the 
ruling party feels utterly in a very 
weak position. Dr. Mookerjee  him
self referred  to the language movê 
ment in East Bengal.  Mr. Guha rO- 
ferred to the character of the East 
Bengal  Muslim. The  late  Shrl 
Deshbandhu Gupta also said, I think 
on the 8th or 9th of August. 1950. that 
when he went to  Dacca he found 
there was a great feeling among the 
Muslims of East  Bengal  over  the 
Bengali language issue against those 
ruling the  roost in Karachi. Today 
wo see an enormous movement over 
the Bengali language issue and it wai 
in the course of that that eighteen 
young  Muslims,  as Dr.  Mookerjee 
knows, braved the police bullets and 
with their blood the streets of Dacca 
were drenched. That sort  of  thing 
happened only the other day.

We know that only the other day 
there were questions in Parliament in 
regard to the strike of the Bengal 
Mariners’  Union. Those  workers—I 
happen to be associated with some of 
their work—were fighting against the 
British  capitalists who  kept  them 
under conditions absolutely unaccept
able. and they brought about a strike 
both in West Bengal as well as Paki
stan.  The seamen in Pakistan, most 
of them Pakistan nationals, who de
pend for their living on their employ
ment in the Calcutta port and on ships 
which, go out of Calcutta, found out— 
I know them because I am associated 
with them very closely—how the link 
between India and Pakistan must re
main, and there is anti-passport move
ment in Pakistan today, which went 
up to such  dimensions  that  when 
Khwaja Nazimuddin. himself a mem- 
biir of the Dacca Nawab family and 
the Bengali Prime Minister of Pakis
tan and who was Governor-General of 
Pakistan (quite a big wig), came to

the Dacca airport, the Dacca citizens 
held a black  flag demonstration  in 
order  to  impress  upon  him  the 
desirability  of not. introducing  the 
passport system. I find here a presr 
report  sent by the P.T.I.  on  13th 
October that 700 railwa3rmen, includ
ing engine-drivers, etc. in  Pakistan 
passed a resolution at a meeting and 
threatened  that they would  submit 
their  resignations  if  the  passport 
system was introduced. On the same 
day there was a message sent both 
by the P.T.I. and the U.P.I. from talks 
with a largo number of Muslims who 
had been migrating from East Pakistan 
that  nearly  ten thousand  Muslims 
originally belonging to U.P., Bihar and 
West Bengal end who had opted for 
Pakistan, were strongly opposing the 
introduction of the passport system. 
This passport system which is oxtreme- 
ly prejudicially affecting the  life of 
the common  trader  between  West 
Bengal and East Pakistan, is opposed 
tooth and nail by theso people. They 
have not ways and means today per
haps for  nraking  their  grievances 
properly realized. They cannot assert 
their organized strength.  But the 
rnovement is there.

Why should we not therefore look 
at the matter from a wider point of 
view? Why  should we not realize 
mat behind the Indo-Pakistan tension 
mere is the Anglo-American imperial
ist conspiracy?  Why do we not 
see  it? (Interruptons), I  know 
some of my friends do not see it. They 
believe îrhaps that the  MusHm is 
congenitally incapable of decent con
duct. I shall never say  anything of 
that sort in regard to Hindu, Christian 
or Muslim. I know that the Muslint 
has miUtancy of an order which  if 
properly organized can achieve mira
cles. And you. Sir, as a Congressman 
of long standing know very well how- 
the experience of our national move* 
ment  substantiates my assertion.  If 
that is so, why do we come to the 
conclusion that nothing can be done’- 
VVhy do we come to the  conclusion 
that today unless- you threaten Pakis- 
Stan you cannot achieve results? What 
will happen if this threat is put about 
really seriously by the Government of 
our country?

I say, of course that the Govern
ment has to take a strong attitude. I 
may recall the Prime Minister's atten
tion to what he said in  this House 
which I think was absolutely correct. 
He said this on the 7th of August 1950 
in the course of the debate on the Ben
gal situation.  “When you deal with 
a foreign Government, you can deal 
roughly in two ways, one is the waŷ 
of negotiation with such pressure as 
can be exercised through negotiation.
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whatever the pressure may be. poUtl* 
<ral. ecoDomiCt diplomatiĉ but funda
mentally it is the way of negotiation. 
The other is the way of war. There 
is no third way**. Now this is an ak>- 
solutely unexceptionable  formulation. 
There is no third way and if you do 
what Dr. Mookerjee suggests then the 
result would be you would supply the 
ruling clique of Pakistan with argu
ments such as would lead to the life 
of the 90 lakhs of Hindus in East Pak
istan becoming an almost impossible 
proposition. I would say that I am 
not going to recount stories because 
in the first place it is not necessary, in 
the second place these  stories have 
been exploited for very  undesirable 
purposes and I do not want to follow 
in that wake; but 1 say this especially 
to those who are interested about the 
fate of the minority in Pakistan. What 
is going to happen? II the policy you 
propounded is going to be put into ef
fect. what is going to happen if you 
are going in for exchange of popula
tion? You may call it the “planned” 
exchange of population, or whatever 
adjective you may think of. The ex
change of population  means that in 
Pakistan the Hindu minority will feel 
ab5iolutely down and out and the Mus
lim minority in India would feel that 
they are also down and out and the 
moment you start this exchange of po
pulation the feeling of the  majority 
coiTHTiunity in the other country will 
be raised to such a pitch of fury that 
there would be incidents which, just 
to imagine, is something horrible. I 
am sure that sort of thing is going to 
happen. We cannot solve the prob
lem of refugees and we are going to 
talk about the exchange of population 
and the exchange of property and all 
sorts of things. I read in Professor 
C. N. Vakil’s book on economic con
sequences of the  Partition  that it 
seems 4000 crores of rupees worth of 
properties have been left in West Pak
istan. 4000 crores of rupees worth In 
East Pakistan. This question oi ex
change of prox>erty cannot be solved 
in the way  some of  our friends are '
trying to suggest  If  you are going in
for the  exchange of  population, we 
have  not  got the  mechanism
for  it.  we  need  not do it, we 
should not do it, there is no reason for 
it because we have to depend in the 
last resort upon the movement of the 
common people in either country. I 
would  say, therefore, that all  talk 
about war. all talk about  economic
sanctions which is really a variety of 
war. all talk about threats of such a 
nature would really bfing about a dis
astrous situation as far as the minority 
in the other  coimtry is concerned. 
'That should be avoided. We should 
behave in a way Which should sdle-

between PaMiUm and
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viate the Monies of those people, ago
nies which are absolutely insufferable 
M far as  they are  concerned. But 
Uiese things  happen̂  these threats 
happen and I would say, let our Gov
ernment come forward  with a more 
posiUve poUcy. Let the  Government 
come forward and say that ‘*we want 
to re-open the whole  matter on the 
question of passport”. Possibly there 
are difficulties. The hon. Prime Min- 
isto ir.ay think they are insuperable 
oimculties  I do not know bvit I would 
say, in spite of difficulties let us make 
a fresh attempt. The honour of India 
will not he jeopardised if India comes 
forward lo niake generous  gestures, 
becauw surely if we think that Pak
istan is incapable of generosity, that 
should not mean that lodia should give 
up her potentiality for generous con
duct. Let us try to re-open the ques
tion of this passport businê, let us 
try to utilise the public feeling against 
passports which exists as far as East
ern Pakistan  is  concerned. Let us 
try and sav that we want real econo
mic collaboration  l>etween  the two 
countries. Any  economist  will  tell 
you. Sir. that without real and genuine 
co-ordination of the economic life of 
our two countr:es, we cannot solve our 
short-term and  long-term  problems, 
we cannot rehabilitate refugees pro
perly and we cannot go forward at the 
rate at which we want to go forward 
in order to have economic reconstruc
tion. There is no doubt about that. 
If we really want the question of re
fugee  rehabilitation to  be an inci
dent in our history and not a perma
nent and continuing ulcer in our b<xiy 
politic, then we must do something in 
order to make it possible for real eco
nomic co-operation  between the two 
countries. In normal  circumstances, 
a *‘2ollverein”. a customs union be
tween India and Pakistan would be 
signed in two minutes’ time, but In 
abnormal circumstances let us try and 
not fight them, let us try  to realise 
that there is a lot of goodwill as far 
as our two countries are concerned, as 
far as the common people are concern
ed, and if the Government comes for
ward as a champion of the interests 
of the common people, then and then 
alone can Government do something.
I know that Dr. Mookerjee has from 
time to time said that we make fan
tastic propositions like the despatch of 
goodwill missions.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee:  I did not ray 
fantastic, I said useless.

Shri H.  Mtikerjee:  I  do  not
tWnk that despatch of goodwill mis
sions is considered to be such a use
less thing in the country where Gan- 
Aijl is called the Father of the Na
tion, I do not see why, when  Urdu
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language has been specialised in by 
Hindu writers, writers of  Urdu snd 
Hindi cannot meet. As a  matter of 
fact they are meeting  froni time to 
time and when they meet the enthu
siasm of the common people knows no 
bounds. I have seen it myself, Sir, at 
many mushairaB, I think we should 
take a positive attitude. Let us 4̂ 
cide once and for all that we will not 
go to war as far as  Indo-Pakistan 
policy is concerned and that we should 
settle everything throuĵ  negotiation 
whatever the provocation  Irom the 
Pakistan side rtthy be. Let us say that 
we shall make another  effort to re
open the whole <iuestioB of passports 
and let us say that we shall take every 
possible step for securing friendly so
cial. economic and political relation- 
shfp between the two countries. Otbar- 
wise we are going to march down the 
road to absolute ruination. If. for ex
ample. the idea of economic sanctions 
is pushed to its logical conclusion, it 
as Dr. Mooker̂ suggests, we send In
dian troops into Pakistan, Sir, do you 
imagine that the Anglo-American Rul
ers of the world will sit tight and do 
nothing about it?  Already they have 
bled Kashmir to their heart’s content 
They carry on their conspiracy and 
the moment an incident occurs, situa* 
tion would be created where the Ame
rican gods of creation would be rul
ing th's country much more unasham
edly than they are doing now. That 
is a prospect which is perhaps by no 
means unpleasant to  some of  our 
friends here but that  is a prospect 
which leads us to ruin as far as our 
people are concerned and that is why 
I say. Sir, that remembering our past 
relationship,  remembering  how  the 
past relationship  was  poisoned, re
membering  how the  partition  was 
wangled by these imperialist bandits 
in order that they could further their 
own interests,  remembering how im
perialism  conducted  itself after the 
partition, remembering how the eco
nomic interests of the people are being 
disregarded by the  ruling  clique of 
Pakistan, remembering also that the 
economic interests of India are not be
ing solved because we cannot go for
ward with those policies which alone 
can bring real relief to the sufferings 
of our people, if you  remember all 
these, certainly we shall  have some 
policv of friendship between the two 
countries. I know it is difficult but 
that is the only policy which can be 
propounded, that is  the only policy 
which is in conform-ity with our self
respect, with our honour,  with  our 
character and that is the only policy 
which ought to be  commended and 
that is why I suggest. Sir, that we will 
throw out all ideas in regard to such 
intimidatory conduct as would make 
Uie life of the Hindu minority in East

3 P.M.

Pakistan absolutely impossible. Think 
of that minority, 90 lakhs of people,, 
who can form a State of their own.

St has been suggested by some friendŝ ere that these » million people would 
be absolutely in jeopardy to an extent 
too  horrible  to contemplate.  That 
is the responsibility  of  the  Gcv- 
emment.  That is  something about 
which the Government should be wide 
awake. There is a suggestion of com- 
placen̂ —there is no  doubt  about 
that. There is a suggestion that the 
Govexiimept has not taken note of the 
baste badtgrowd ot the Indo-Pakis- 
tan division. Thara is no doubt that 
Goveminient has not done anything in 
order to assist and encourage the de
mocratic movement in Pakistan. I say 
this is a very bright example of how' 
things oc>erate. Exactly those people 
who are shouting loudest for economic 
sanctions  are the people who  are 
against the âarian reforms that have 
taken placa in Kashmir, which woa 
the hearts of the people of Kashmir. 
It is exactly this sort of people who 
do not want our economy really to 
nurch along the road to progress. We 
have a terriAc responsibility.  As 1 
said earlier, it is not for us to be sway
ed by the subtle oratory of people. It 
is for us to assess the reality of the 
situation. If we do so, we shall be 
alive to the tremendous  dangers in
herent today. I am reminded of the 
parable in the Bible,  of the Watch
man on the Tower. The king comes 
out and asks: watchman, what of the 
night? And the reply is: the night î 
very dark. Sir. I know that the night 
is very dark as far as our country is 
concerned. But, if  the  dawn is to 
break, we must depend upon the work 
of the common people in this country 
and in Pakistan. We must pursue pô 
licies which would  assist the demo
cratic and progressive movement of 
the common people in  this  country 
and in Pakistan. We can only ensure 
that if between these two countries, 
the link of solidarity that is there in 
spite of the Nazimuddins and others 
who talk about strife, the link of 
friendship between East  Bengal and 
West Bengal would grow and become 
such a mighty power that no force of 
reaction can break through.

Mr. Speaker:  Shrimati  Sushama
Sen. I am going to call upon the hon. 
Prime Minister to  reply  at  four 
o’clock.

I was told  that  he  may require 
about an hour.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru:  I am  in
your hands. Sir.  It is for you to de
cide.
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FaatUt Algu JBM Shmstri  (Azum- 
garh Distt.—East cum  Ballia Distt.— 
West): I would request you to giye us 
more time, at least a day more. This 
is a very important matter. It is not 
to be disposed of like that My hon. 
friend......

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. He need 
not call the names. Is it possible to 
spare any more day?

Babtt RamMiayaa Stegk: This is a 
request from all sides of the House.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehm; Tomorrow, 
it is exceedingly difficult. * May be, at 
the end of the session, if the House 
likes, I would find another day.  It 
would be doubtful even then, with all 
the desire that I have. This is a sub
ject to be fully discussed. It is 
tjuite  dlear  how  the  numbers 
speeches throw much light

Mr Speaker That  is exactly wh&t 
I also felt. Tharefore. I said, instead 
of short speeches with no points, it is 
better to have representative speeches, 
and I gave ample time, without any 
time limit. There is only one hour for 
us. 1 would therefore  request  hon. 
Members to be as short as possible so 
that the largest number may be ac
commodated.

Some Hen. Membcfa:  We may sit
till 6 o’clock.

Mr. Speaker: Is that going to solve 
sny uifRculty?

Shrimali Sncheta Krtpalaai  (New
Delhi): We would all request the hon. 
Prime Minister, if he can manase to 
Kive us one more  day. We all feel 
-very strongly on this motion and are 
anxious to express our views. I know 
that some of the speeches according 
to you may be called  useless. But 
this is the national forum where all 
are expected to exi>ress  their views. 
Therefore. I would request, if possible, 
that a day may be given, not at the 
md of the session because it is urgent 
matter.

Dr N. B. Khare (Gwaliar): We can 
•sit fm a Sunday, tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker: Hon. Members who
are ~̂xious to speak are not anxious 
to be present in the  House at other 
tinK*5. They rpeak and then go away. 
It :> convenît for such people to 
come and want to srpeak on a.Sunday. 
I was unwilling even for this Saturday 
fitting. However, as the matter wâ 
Important, I thought we might sit on 
a Saturday. At the most, the com pro
mise may be. we  miĵt sit a little 
longrer.
Shri Jawaharial Hehrn:  X have m

obJectiOiL

Mr. Speaker:  1 ilo not mind if the 
House sits till six o’clock or a little 
eailier. I think we may try to curt̂l 
the speeches and state only the points. 
I should s%y. six o’clock does not mat
ter. Under no  circumstances should 
there be any further extension beyond 
that If It is convenient to the Leader 
of the House I  may call him at 5 
o’clock.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: Ves,

Mr. Speaker: That would give some 
more time. Every  speaker will  id* 
ways have in mind  that there is a 
time limit, ŝ-imposed.

Steteati Sushama Sea (Bhagalpur 
South): 1 do not Wish to make a long 
speech in the  House and take the 
valuable time of the House.

Much has ahready been said; I do 
not wish to go over the same ground 
again. The hon. Prime Minhrter has 
been giving a lot of thne during the 
past few weeks to this question and 
discussing with the West Bengal Min
isters as to how best to rehabilitate 
the refugees and how to settle them 
an a community basis so that large 
concentrations of  refugees  may live 
together without any feeling of isola
tion or linguistic difficulties so that 
they may be happier than before. This 
is most important  because we have 
seen that these refugees, isolated and 
away from their  homes,  are  mort 
miserable.

One '̂ery important question I would 
like to place before the House, and 1 
would make a special appeal to the 
hon. Prime Minister—it is the question 
of the women  who are still  left Jn 
Pakistan. There are about 86 lakhs 
of Hindus left in Pakistan and more 
than half would be women. We know 
from facts that they are subjected to 
terrible sufferings  and atrocities are 
being p"??tised  - women. In fact the 
police in Pakistan are themselves tak
ing part in these atrocities and are not 
dealing  with the  question as they 
should. I would .appeal  to the hon. 
Prime Minister to take particular care 
of this question so that the women of 
Pakistan may be protected. They are 
not getting  this protection.  Purely 
from the humanitarian point of view, 
and fundamental rights of each per
son I would urge that protection of 
women is rrost essential. Their posi
tion sho’ild be safeguarded and should 
not be left as it is at present. I have 
been enquiring from reliable sources; 
there have been recently many cases 
of molestation of women and these re
ports are correct. I would appeal to 
our Prime Minister to look into the 
question carefully and  see that due
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justice is done to them. I would not 
take the valuable time of the House, 
but as this question of protectian of 
women is most urgent, I thank you, 
Sir. for giving me thli opportunity, to 
say these few words.

i ^  R̂T iTft ?rr«; ?ft

fH*'

% 3rf?T iTiftiR (agreement) | .1 

«T?9ft  ft:  ĴRT ?PF ?ft51

iTVhm (exodus)

 ̂% irT ^

3ftr 3i?  I % 5̂TffwV«h

(difference)  ̂ r̂p?fT 

t,  ?frT ?<BT 3rr̂ V? frnB t •

?flTfir vr 5  nT ̂ V9 wrer

37T# I, i '<0

 ̂  3n# I,   ̂ Ir «P*T  T̂5T

TT irfr̂  I Pp arip; Yo wi?r 

?ft   ̂ arrqr 1

iTRT aftr t ftnsr % 

t ' ?*TT̂

# sr?T  "fir  aro

f3T  #f2WR ’̂’ I ^ ^

t   ̂ f̂?r wnw

T'.* iFT apT-

(unsatisfactory) 
t I  sTTtT ̂  ̂rnu 11  ■

•sHT  t   ̂  I,

T̂  f fsTff  qsff % V? ?R5?r

f I Tq % f?yT nf f I q̂5fi-

sTTrT q? f  f̂ îq 3r>T qr%??nff 

%  (relations) ar#  f

V? fan I  sm€f (Eva
cuee Property)  »rm̂

t̂̂It «f?f *iwi t I   ̂  I

nomic conditions)  f 

 ̂  ̂    ̂  «Ft % iTff

arPfT TfT I cftlTt SITW 'TRPfl? (Pass- 

p6rt) spt ¥̂T5?rf 3TRfl’t f;ra «ifV ̂  

%   ̂3TRr Tfr I

n̂mr f̂rff % ar̂ywr 

irnr «p̂   f fr

(separate electorate) i|

*T?t  ̂ I

r̂f  ftp ’TiPwdin ipT'T̂  ^ 

wr ̂ r̂rarT ^ t •

«rrt  f 1

*  3f̂t ?W T̂rf 5  ^

^ 4f̂ V(   ̂I t][V VTcT ̂

 ̂̂ WtTT ̂ I ’TTfV5<n*T *1̂- 

WfW  «rTn?ft I

^ ark ̂  3TRf)’t HT5 ?*TT̂ 

 ̂̂ rr f I IT? ̂ T?r 

t ft? H? JW-T̂ T 3JTB tfsqi  % ^-

«T̂ t '  t

^ nfy  Tra «ft, Tfer 1̂  ̂^

Tra  aih: *ifr?JTT *it̂  ̂-4t

TTV «ft“ I f̂twr  %i%3n̂ ^

 ̂  ^  w t ?

5 I ®TBT %  ̂ 5rr̂ 

3>K<fr 3Tf% t   ̂?>T ̂  131̂ f?r 

?rc? 3TT̂ %FW7t   ̂  t \

'B#  t t  ̂̂

?Ft far? ̂  ?n[5Tr 

aftT i;?r<T sppr t ft?  ^r

'srrf̂ I $5ftf7fl fsrtiRrrt %

?ra  ̂T  t •

3W  T? ĴTBT t ft*

9rft ̂  5TT ̂  sp( ŜTPT ?r  ̂WT

T ’T?f ̂  <2:vpiftR7 (eco-   ̂I ftR  % fr fn7?r 3?̂ ft
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[wirti tptJ

(eaae) vr  f i firtr 
(rtlv ̂ Rfwnr <T(% ̂ r 

 ̂ ftra# fipf f ^ ift 

arm  q« inr f̂injw  ̂i

fiffir WIW ̂  8TPB

^ (exchange of populatioo) i 

WRT  wifw ww  wfrt

*fnr ^ 5 ?ft wK %  WTW ̂  ̂

I wt îrr i?̂ I

f̂tVCT  f̂TT̂JT 3n?TT ^

fip tthrtt (territory)  ira ♦

 ̂  Ir ?ft wnf  ̂ I *»

?fr Wf amrrsfi % tdrd  afK 

*» arwrnft  am; «Trĝ?n» ̂

5'm I FT  sîfrsTT ̂x\ (war)

^ I  anrr arnr »tt % M 

#iHT ? ?ft airr FT inff ̂  *rpr 
I aftr aRT   ̂ ffJJTT 

*r|f t ?ft %H «TT?ft Tt wtfw I 

(sanctions) ̂
5ft  fv prr̂ jmsi iT̂r 3fr # ̂

 ̂srrw t I TiPpfniJ?  aiqift 
4ft %

 ̂ t I

?ft ar̂R: am  q̂iT

 ̂̂ n?r ̂  *r|t ?> HVcff I ̂ftjsT # 

?m*n!TT f ft? ^ r̂w 

»rf t fv 3ii«T uf  ^ f;?p̂ ftp qf

^ Tifr t ̂  •

it' Ilf ^T ̂Tif?rr ̂ ft: aft wi»T 

qr <fft?raft ̂  (»o-

cu*©)  I I Tfrr
«lf!T̂ f̂t?arqT]<ITfti«rPr#

fW WT«»T ?ft fT ftw

jfr arm anwe wrr i w % ̂nfiF yJw 

f ft? ̂?ft 8iw« ̂ T ̂ ?wfr ̂ ft> fl*)R 

% VPf̂ ift ITT  *7? I

îtr an  f̂w aft ̂ >if Tin ?t*TT 

w wwff ^  ft»nT ?ftnT I 

vf fn«(i ftf *w4i <nr %■ wiTRft 

 ̂ % ftnvTs ft*n I

ai» qv !iT<R qf v*T anm it ftf ̂  

iftT  (be more peaceful)

aftt  awMfr arr̂ t 7iT w vff

*pn t ft*  ̂iftr  ̂(be more 
firm),  ̂iftr t̂ftzw (be more 
active) i

Dr. N. a Kliare (Gwalior): We wan< 
bave SngUah or Hindi. We don't want 
’fchichri’. I protest against it

WTWf aifvn TTO •'  ̂5®  ^

ft> #ffw (peaceful) Tfr aftr 

5» ^ t ft? ??r*r (strong)T̂ 

J»f <̂f! *T?J  ̂  ̂¥i»F?fr t ? ̂  

?TF JtTT erpF̂ t, 4 7ft?T 3ft ̂t 7TffT*ft 
%  f̂traniF ivRiT j I  fift
«rrfv?̂ ^ (Indo-Pakistan 
Pact) jaiT «n ?ft cr; «rr ftp qf 

f» JJT ?r̂,  3T? ^

r̂*nnT f Pp ̂  t̂  'Brâr jatr

# I  f*T vm #  t f>p T»T ft

^ vr HHi fajr t •

t 3rn» vt arr# f»  f̂tr̂ 

1̂ snfJTT if I arPT  ??T 5? *rr# r 

iPCT wiw t   ̂ ^

an?ft It xif ?fr arr?? airs nit̂fr (out 

of question) t i  ̂  ̂ r̂r  ̂

%wra! j I artf firw 5TT7 nn, 

 ̂̂ V?t *ft ̂ *TfT I ̂  itft J»? ̂  

I I  »lt«ft aft ̂jft ift WRT ̂ I ̂ftj*T
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JfTi   ̂Pp  ^  4<nr9

(peaceful methods) ft  f 

njw n̂r ̂  vRTVffi Vi f̂RiT 9rnr 

TO % iTi? *nr «F5̂ I  ̂ m̂WrTT j fv 

3TTO fftT!! H aftr 

 ̂fefiRftV (Ministries) iRif

I ̂  ?rqr tT«P 3ftT  <frRW ̂

BiTO  ^ '.“nr ^

inim rniJiTfrft̂ i  arw 53ft 
*n?5Tin̂ fHf̂ ẑT (Minister 

for Minorities) f  ̂m

 ̂  I ??T iftvFHr

■irarr fir af.T  ^

(adviser),w vwm, arnrm
fesftiTT 3|R I  ^ %

^  fr sf? ̂  firPT̂r 

 ̂I 5?r  ̂ T^

Mif̂ ftR %   ̂ 3ftr

*rpft %  ig'UccfT ̂ I fbpfhr

»l̂  5WT ̂  5?T SilcT TT  f̂ r

II ?r> *if ̂n*r #% f 1 ?  ̂f«•

j? f̂iW<̂T 3Ti!aK ^■ , '5

îTfsi-%̂ H arlfT F̂rff r̂ -̂

»iRf >Ft  3,-TOr̂  (en
list)   ̂̂   ̂ ^

{̂ 6 3T*H'w I T̂

aTR̂ft  ^ fqr$
OTR  ̂̂ 3ft ftp  (par

tition) ̂   w (estab
lished fact) ff I
55W ̂   ̂tf?TT

ĴTR % pr #  5fV?r̂ ̂  ?yt»T 5TT5T
(non violent) ff aflr ?rm- 
(non-aggression) # ^

(foith)   ̂arVc  «Tf

( secularism )  ^
flrWRT   ̂I 5ft  T̂T 5TÎ

326 P.S.D.

grft̂y  ̂ gnr M f  <rra

% fe# vnw *i>t am I

3T»ft |WT̂ TT̂ T  ̂̂

ft q?f>   ̂ â mr̂

(Constituent Assembly) # 
T*?T T̂  m̂R (Muslim

Masses) *n?»rrfxrft5r  f̂ îi

(Heads

of Government) ̂  ^ f̂vmr 
*1̂ »fts a»Tft)ftra?̂i

(Officials) I 3ft f̂ T̂

=̂ 1̂ f I

3i»n: «ig  t ?ft 3»nr srf̂ t 
5R rf'f  »TR̂ t 3>FT 5|hfw spf̂ > 

>̂f ̂ r̂r ^ ?ft 3)PT  I 

»n*nCT 3fVc  ̂ ft »rai, ft>T qT̂rTtt' 

VI *n*T5?T ̂  ̂  *rar,  ^Rf %

*rra% ̂ »R I   ̂qsTf t
vnw 3JR, ?V 5TO 3TR, 3|q  ̂  I 

ft +*<  ̂ f I ̂?T f I f̂t»l

 ̂̂  ?if fqfr̂T 3rnr 1 ajjrr 
3n«n̂ ®fft IT 3PS3T t?rrw (res

ponse) f> I  >ft

n̂iw ̂ f̂  5TTf %  (char
ges)  ̂7̂ t ft  ’TT
abduction)̂ |  (con

versions) ^ t, ^ '»■< t̂aRpr 
(coercion) f,  (oppres

sion) I, ft
cnrm WRff %. ftt afsr ̂ 

arns ai?n: af̂ *î r aiwTT

af̂  ̂   aiTO arrsTR

>nt,  3tr̂  vm  I  ^mwr f 

ft >j5ft5y (goodwill) w   ̂  

vr# «n̂7f «Pi d̂fKtfr f> ?rwr t » 

^ ?ns> % «̂o  ft'ff  ̂^
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^  ft, I

•# Roo î Ft̂  iR?rr, ôo ff,

 ̂̂  WfT 

«F.W  I ̂  «FT THT f »?T ̂«F.W  I ̂  «FT THT f »?T ̂

(tone)

’̂iir  ft 18RT ^ ̂

?ft  T< arr ̂  ̂ nTfm  aftr

anR^¥TF»TT^̂ T?ff#«CT ?̂ft 

 ̂  ̂̂    ̂̂ jfijp
«ift vtfw «P̂ I   ̂ 3rr  »rNt

w   ̂aftr  nfVr

f̂pjaft  ̂<frn̂ ftfT  ̂vr 

(interest) fiRi ̂ 11 aftr 
’7T  f̂d'i.-«4< Of

liTOH  ̂ I  ̂  % wtrf  ̂ ?Rr$JtgR

«Pt *Rr-T̂£  ̂?rm  i rfHt «pi 

ĝnf t ft?  ftnprâ ̂  'R̂Tfĝnf t ft?  ftnprâ ̂  'R̂Tf 

«»|lf   ̂*r?  %
»«T?tfiwf ̂  spc #hn ^ ?r I

t an̂ ̂  Ji? <ft?T ffr  grRH T?r

f I aim  ̂Tif aftr
3>̂ «R«rî 3>t̂  ajR f̂ii

arsar  ̂?ft aiî ’Trf̂<»T̂ %

Tftw  i»f ’ftv t I fET ̂

«n̂ ?n t I   ̂  ?m5r # ̂   ?f*nprr 

f fip ?r»iT»T 'irft’ff TT  «nftif?rFr 

5it< (East Pakistan 
Minority Board) ĵrrar ^ i 
îf ?nrw‘i»r*r  ̂  ̂artr ̂  *rc 

f aftr *1? T>» ?T ^ % 
^ fr?̂ (review)  ̂aftr fT 
îw  *nmz  ^  ̂ ftp

’TifvSĤi W aw ifjiten afidt ̂ 
ajrani jrjWfrcnrt I

an«B f̂iniT ̂   aftT

ftfT. *W'f#2 Vfjf-

«n̂  I

FifiR qft ̂ # ain % «nr̂- 

^ t •   ̂^  arrr

vr ̂  11  ̂ wm

v̂rti, i?̂ im T> ̂ f 11  ^
[ ariT  vK %  3ftT itrr 

f*rra | f¥ 3Tt<  f??r ̂ qfrftnr

vt ar.̂r ?ft  «P,TT-̂Tft  »vt ar.̂r ?ft  «P,TT-̂Tft  » 

ar*T̂ ̂iT ̂ »Tf>  ?̂f JT'#  Vifr 

W.T %  V.-̂T PW.T %  V.-̂T PttWTWT ̂ ^ ̂{f t I ̂ ^ ̂{f t I

5<rr̂?T ̂  ̂'rl ̂.T ̂ f W.:T 5T|t 

g I t Tff jf I
%Tf  t ft?  arfT 

'TT  ̂ 7i1%«Tf5r ^

, t   ̂VT  vX, t   ̂VT  vX

afhc  ?iw  ̂ sp̂ I *̂! 5n̂ 

%  ¥t fRi f%̂.- 1̂ <̂fl,T.- ]̂|

4 ̂ T>TT, I PP  I PP 1? T fTf T fTf 

t I 3Tf  ̂ W.cT fT|f

f, 3T.t?< *n» Tf e 3ftT iĵ 5TRr,

r̂f̂'T arlT  aTtTETi t ft? aipr

vt vnrqrflr ̂T-ft i gr  arnr

fH ?n:f viw m afk

ftp fîjT fJff t I  TW ?Tî  ̂

*r̂  3iT<T # viw ftp̂T I aw arnr 
^ ?Tt  I  «n̂

ww  ?n:y  «ft»T «R vw  I 

ifNim arî« *nv»Tfrit % 

(Ta-c1i»rge) ?f arte faT>i nr̂ 

V  ?t I W  ft'TT

Jrtr fiTw i ftp «pnrarft fff 
19 ?n:« f«r  ̂ t i irw tv 

m 5Tif #5̂/ i I  T̂<T  I; ft?

vcSrfi  %ft»<T ^
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g’ I  3RT 
1̂ 3|T7

I  5TT? 3TR  spUT

I arte  j JJ5 »5?T I

Shrimati Sucheta Kripalani:  I rise
to speak on the amendment that has 
been moved by my friend Dr. Syama 
Prasad Mookerjee. I  may say that 
though I have spoken on this subject 
several tiines here in this House, still 
this time I do not feel any enthusiasm, 
and I have no desire to speak. Again 
and again since the partition, this sub
ject has come up for discussion. It is 
like a running sore. We come here 
and talk. But what has been the va
lue of all these speeches? They do not 
yield any result. There is therefore 
great frustration in us. What is the 
point then in speaking, one does not 
understand.

But we cannot ignore the fact that 
again a serious situation  has arisen. 
Within a few days, three lakhs of peo
ple have come out of East Pakistan: 
Why have they come out? They are 
poor people, mostly ignorant, the con
ditions are such that they could not 
stay in their houses, so they came out 
in a stream. They were held up at 
the borders, they had to undergo all 
kinds of difficulties which you will ap
preciate when I mention them later, 
and they have now reached our bor
ders in West Bengal. The West Ben
gal Provincial Government is unable 
to cope up with this heavy influx of 
population, which creates law and or
der, economic and rehabilitation prob
lems for us. When  such a serious 
situation has arisen, we have to dis
cuss it, and give seriou_§ thought to it. 
That is why, when after this artificial 
stopping of the migration of people a 
sense of  self-complacency—I do not 
like to use the word self-complacency, 
but some  sort of  complacency—or 
some soft of feeling that perhaps the 
problem is not so acute has come over 
the Government, we feel that it is our 
duty to draw the attention of the Gov- 
-emment to Ihe seriousness of the situ
ation that still  prevails. The prob
lem is as acute as it was. It has 
not abated  at all,  to any  extent. 
What is this problem? Let us go to 
the fundamentals, and find out what 
it is due to

Why did we agree to the partition? 
A handful of people wanted that the 
country should be divided, and ihtj 
were helped  in this by the British 
power. They wanted this division of 
the country. None of us who have 
-worked for the freedom of the coun
try wanted It excepting  one  sioiall

group of people. But what happen
ed? How did we agree to partitionT 
There was large-scale killing, murder, 
and horror perpetrated and ultimate* 
ly,, to get  out of this difficulty we 
said: “Let us partition ihe country; 
let those people who want to canre 
out a little territory for themselves do 
so and live there in peace, let us be 
in peace in our country”.  The basic 
understanding  behind  partition waa 
that the minorities that remained In 
Pakistan will be looked after well by 
Pakistan and the minorities in India 
by the Indian Government; that the 
minorities would enjoy full rights ofof 
citizenship, and get protection of lilê 
honour and property. On that under
standing we had this partition. I re* 
member even today the words of Gan- 
dhiji still ringing in my ears. At the 
time when discussions were going on re
garding the partition, a few of us were 
once sitting with him. he was turning 
the idea in his mind, and said: ‘Why
do you want partition? ajjq-  ^

fir  ̂?5nf̂ I  t‘You

think you
will get peace, but you will not gel 
peace.'] Now I can realise how true 
his vision was. We  partitioned the 
country to get peace, we partitioned 
because we thought that we will be 
able to live a civilised life on either 
side of  the  border. But what has 
happened  actually  after  partitionT 
There was a tremendous flare-up spe* 
cially in the  western  zone. Killing 
and murder was let loose. I remem
ber the terrible scenes I witnessed 
when I visited  Rawalpindi.  Jhelunu 
Campbellpur and other places  there. 
Whatever it was, people  from West 
Pakistan came over here once and for 
all. We could assess the immensity of 
the problem, and set about the task to 
rehabilitate them. But what happeot- 
ed in East Bengal? The Hindu popu
lation in East Pakistan was about 1  ̂
lakhs out of a total population of about
4 crores. Our own Government shud
dered at the idea of having that huge 
population coming over here. There
fore we were reluctant even to recog
nise the existence of their problem for 
a long time. I remember even when 
Hindus had come away in large nufn- 
bers from East Pakistan, there was no 
attempt at rehabilitation, the minis
ters refused to recognise It as a reha
bilitation problem, but took it as only 
a problem of giving relief. After Feb
ruary 1950 exodus I myself remember 
having discussed with the then RehabI
litation Minister of Bengal—I forget 
his name—about this question.

For one hour I talked with him. I 
wanted to get some help from 
After one houîs talk the only
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Uiat I got out of him was: 'Please 
hîp us to send back these people’. 
That was the situation. Here they had 
oome, they could not  stay nor could 
they go back!  The peculiar situation 
fhat obtains in E. Pakistan is that the 
number of Hindus is  so large  that 
neither are we willing to take them in 
nor can they stay there.

Why are the Hindus of East Pakis
tan coming away? It is not due to a 
Uning here or a  killing there or a 
small riot here or  there. They are 
corning  away  because  of  the 
theory  of the  Pakistan State, it is 
a theocratic  State,  it is an  Isla
mic State. They have made no bones 
about it. They have declared from the 
housestops that it is an Islamic State 
and Islam will pervade all aspects of 
their life and would mould and shape 
the whole society. Those who do not 
fit in naturally have to fall out.

I do not want to take much time, but 
I will read out one or two quotations. 
This is from a statement of Mr. Lia- 
Quat Ali Khan—a sitkiII ̂portion:

“There is no doubt in Pakistan 
about the intention of the State. 
The State will seek to create an 
Islamic society free from dissen
sions. If we want to build such a 
State, we must create the condi
tions which are conducive to the 
building of a truly Islamic society 
which means that the State will 
have to play a positive part in that 
effort”.

There is more, but I do not want to 
<luote it. Then I will read to you an 
extract from the speech of Mr. Hus
sain, who was the Governor of  the 
State Bank of Pakistan. He described 
Pakistan as an ‘Islamic country pledg
ed to build up an Islamic ronceot of 
life and society’. He further said:

“We fought and won the battle 
of Pakistan ostensibly to experi
ment in Islam. But  now Provi
dence has granted us the power 
and opportunity to make that ex
periment. Our pursuit of Islamic 
ideals can only be an act of offen
sive  character. We are pledged 
to pursue Islamic ideology in tĥ 
age to which we belong. Our slo
gan should be—‘Onward with the 
Quoran!'”

That is the conception of the State. 
When that is the conception of their 
State, it is natural that the minorities, 
I should say those who are not Mus
lims. will find it very difficult to stay 
there. And what is the result? The 
lesult is that increasingly  they are

having to come away. Why do they 
come away? Not always because there 
is physical persecution. The  minori
ties do not get any opportunity in the 
services;  they  cannot get  into the 
army; they cannot carry on business 
or trade; they cannot have homes to 
live in. The houses are requisitioned, 
even while they are staying in them. 
I have got all the documents here, I 
do not want to read them and I do not 
want to repeat what some of the pre
vious speakers have said. I want to 
take as little time as possible. Here 
I have got some figures. In the edu
cational sphere 80 to 90 per cent of 
the teachers in Bast Pakistan used to 
be Hindus. But what happened? They 
preferred to have less educated peo
ple. They preferred  to  have  bad 
teaching,  but the  Hindus must not 
teach them. So every avenue of life 
is closed to them. Therefore, they are 
to come away.

I have some figures which will show 
to what extent the Hindus have come 
away. These figures are slightly old. 
So the more recent figures will be even 
higher. I take the City  of  Dacca 
which is an  index to the  situation 
prevailing in the whole of East Pak
istan. In Dacca the holdings of non- 
Muslims—total holdings—used to be 
7175. In place of that they are now 
920. These are 1950  figures. I will 
give you some school figures. In boys' 
schools—I hav̂e taken only one porrion 
of Dacca, not the whole of Dacca even 
for these figures—there used to  be 
2889 students; in their place the num
ber when these statistics were taken 
was 142. In place of 2889 there are 
142!  For girls, the figures are 2074 
and 25!  In that way I can give you 
other statistics about shopkeepers and 
others. There  were 1499 shops; in 
place of that their number now is 157.

It is therefore impossible for the Hin
dus to stay there. That is why they 
are coming away in increasing num
bers. The upper classes who have a 
little wealth and who want to lead a 
little cultured life have come away. 
Who remains? The  poor peasants— 
people who are attached to their land, 
who would tolerate a lot of suffering, 
even a lot of insult and injustice in 
order to stick to their little land, be
cause people do not easily leave the 
land. They remained  there.  Even 
they, after the killings of  February
1950, started to move out. I went to 
Calcutta and spent quite a few days 
there  in  March  1950. And  I 
remember what t3̂e of people were 
coming—̂peasants, cultivators, artisans,, 
fishermen etc. in very large numbers. 
Then followed the Nehru-Liaquat Pact 
after the killings of  February 199(k
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Some of us thought that that would 
ôlve the problem; it would give some 
prctection to the minorities.  These 
are some of the terms of the Nehni- 
JLiiaquat Pact—I will read a little por
tion of it. The Agreement was:

“The Governments of India and 
Pakistan solemnly agree that each 
shall  ensure, to  the  minorities
throughout its territory,  complete
equality of  citizenship, irrespec
tive of religion, a full sense of se
curity in respect of life, culture, 
property and  personal  honour,
freedom of movement within each 
country and freedom of occupation, 
speech and v/orship, subject to law 
and morality. Members  of  the
minorities shall have equal oppor
tunity with members of the majo
rity community to participate in 
the public life of their country, to 
hold political or other office, and 
to serve in their country’s civil 
and armed forces. Both Govern
ments declare these rights to be 
fundamental and undertake to en
force them eflectively.”

What  more  can you  want? We 
thought we covered everything and the 
Nehru-Liaquat Pact would give them 
protection. An agency was created to 
implement this Agreement. Minority 
Boards were created. Just now my 
friend, Achint Ramji  was talking of 
Minority Boards. But what has been 
the fate of these Minority Boards? I 
think Mr. Biswas will  enlighten us 
more on that point,  but as far as I 
know, the Provincial Minority Board 
has not been called for over a year in 
spite of insistent demand by the mi
norities. The District Minority Boards 
are unable to redress any of the griev
ances of the minorities.

Lala Achint Ram: That was not the 
type of Board I suggested.

Shrimati Sucheta Kripalani:  It  is
another kind of Board which you sug
gest. I know how these Boards have 
fared. Your Board also will fare the 
same way. Then the only Hindu re
presentative member of the Minority 
Board, Shri Manoranjan, is lying in iail 
for over a year. Other Hindu leaders, 
well known people, Govind Banerjee, 
Satin Sen—Satin Sen is a veteran Con
gressman and I saw him when I went 
 ̂Noakhali and I knew how bravely 
he was working fof- protecting the mi
norities—are all in  jail. The upper 
strata of the Hindus have come away, 
only the lower strata remain. A few 
of them stayed on. Even they are be
ing victimised. How do you  expect 
the minority members to stay there?

TPandit Thakur Das Bhargava in tta 
Chair]

So the result is that the Pact btfr 
been observed more by breach. Tbe 
final touch came when the question of 
the imposition of passport arose.  It 
was clearly laid down m the Pact that 
there would be freedom of movement 
between the two countries. This was 
done because of the peculiar situation 
that prevails in Bengal.  The Evacuee 
Property. Act of the kind that applies 
to West Pakistan refugees and eva- 
cuess of West does not obtain in Beî 
gal.

Therefore, we had this arrangement 
so that people may be free to come and 
go and thus look after their proper
ties. Now, who  wanted the impost 
tion of the passport system? Not wew 
but Pakstan.  We come to an agree
ment  with Pakistan,  we  want  ta 
abide by it, it is Pakistan that violates 
it.  Because Pakistan wanted it, we 
had to agree to impose the passport 
system.  The result is what we have 
seen.
We are now told that  the exodus 

has stopped and, therefore, the situa
tion is not serious. Therefore can we 
be complacent about it?  I want you 
to look into the figures of exodus a 
little more carefully.  According to
the West Bengal Clovernment’s o'wn 
figures, the exodus started  in May 
continued till August and then from 
September to middle of October there 
came a big  influx. This  totals to 
about 2i-3 lakhs. Now they say the 
exodus has stopped altogether.  It is 
true the exodus is reduced to a cer
tain extent. That is due to the dif&cû 
ties created by the introduction ofof 
the possport system. I need not go iik- 
to details. A poor villager who wants 
to come away—wherefrom  will he 
get money to buy the 3 photographs 
that he needs to get a passport? 
will have to run all over the coimtry 
and get the necessary permission. Be* 
cause of these complicated formalities 
he is not able to come.  They are» 
therefore, coming in  small numbers.
I spoke to the most responsible person 
in charge of relief and rehabilitation 
in Bengal and I was told that they 
expect that by the end of the year • 
they will find a very large number of 
Hindus who will have migrated from 
East Pakistan to West Bengal.  That 
means the exodus has not stopped. The 
exodus continues. It is not coming in 
a big stream, but it is regulated and 
coming in smaller numbers. But what
ever it is, the  position remains the 
same, that from* the time of partition 
to this day they are coming and cominit 
and coming. That is why again and 
again we have to have these very bor
ing debates which neither we nor
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like. We do not enjoy repeating our- 
Jieives.  But the running sore  conti
nues.  Therefore, we have to remind 
you again and again of its existence. 
1 have already explained in what state 
they are. They have left their homes, 
they are living at the border stations, 
they have no facilities of relief and 
belp; and their sufferings are daily 
increasing.  I do not want to repeat 
the “stories” of their suffering as my 
friend, Mr. Hiran Mukerjee, chose to 
describe  them.  They  may  be 
•Wories” for him  but they are not 
•stories” for the people who have had 
to undergo these  sufferings.  I will 
give you one more “story”. That story 
has been published  in  the Bengali 
papers. The story is that when some 
of these unfortunate people were try
ing to cross over—naturally they had 
jnoung girls with them, their daughters, 
wives and sisters—at place after place 
they were stopped and they had to 
pay a  tax called  the  Girl Release 
Duty—G.R.D. Long details with names 
of people are given. Such and such a 
person had to pay at such-and-such 
a  place  Rs.  40/-, at such-and-such 
a place Rs. 50/- and at such-and-such 
a place Rs. 10/-, and so on. This is the 
way how these people are coming over 
bere.  I was really surprised  when 
some of my friends asked  me. how 
many were killed? Is killing the only 
fbrm, of oppression or exploitation of 
the people?  Killing may be the least 
part of it. There are other forms of 
tortures.  How do  you expect any 
community,  any people  with  self
respect to stay there when there is no 
security for their person, property or 
honour.  They have to come because 
they are denied these.
•

I do not want to go into further de
tails about it. But what is the issue? 
When we talk on this subject we are 
dubbed communalists.  I can assure 
my friends sitting on this side and on 
the other that we have been very far 
from communalists. All our lives we 
have tried to serve people of all com
munities. We do not think of people 
in terms of communities but we think 
of them in terms of the nation. Is 
this a communal problem or is it a 
national or an international problem? 
If people keep on continuing to come 
what will happen?  We are a very 
poor country; we are an undeveloped 
country, a  very backward  country, 
we are straining every nerve, we are 
putting forth all our efforts to build 
tip this country.  How are we going 
to assess our requirements?  Can we 
make economfc  plans?  Can we do 
azurthftig unless w&  know for faow 
tnany people we are going to caterf

Just now we have made a Twjs: Yest 
Plan. But, if after makingL that Five 
Year Plan, another crata of people 
come over here how can̂ we procê T 
All these are national problems. This 
is not therefore a communal question; 
it is a national question even an inter
national  question.  Whenever  such 
things happen, whenever these people 
come and whenever such stories are 
told, naturally our emotions are also 
stirred. Yoil may say, “All right, it 
does not matt̂ much that such and 
such a thing has happened.  That is 
a mere story.” It may be a story to 
you, but  may not be a story to me. 
We have divided the country artificial* 
ly. Today you may say the people of 
Pakistan are not our nationals there
fore we have nothing to do with them. 
But they are our brothers  and our 
sisters.  I may have my  brother. 1 
may have my sister, there, and I mv 
have my dearest friends there. Their 
suffering is bound to upset my mind. 
Therefore ft leads to the question of 
law and order. So. if we have to car̂ 
ry on our government properly, if we 
want law and order, if we want to 
have peace to build up our nation— 
which we must diD—̂then this is one 
of the most essential questions that we 
must settle first.

The second question  is. have  we 
any responsibility towards them? Can 
we say that they are not our nationals 
and so we have no responsibility for 
them ? I myself went to West Pakis
tan just before partition.  I travelled 
through those devastated villages, where 
mass massacres  had taken place.  I 
saw people living huddled in gurdwaraŝ 
or such places—they asked  me with 
great pathos, “Shall we cross over the 
border or shall we stay on here? Will 
you be able to protfect us if we stay on 
here?” I was carrying the message of 
our leaders. I told them. “You  stay 
here, after the partition our Govern
ment will be  able to  protect you. 
After the partition, Acharya Kripalani 
and I went to Karachi—̂he was then 
the  Congress  President  and  was 
not on this side of the House—̂they 
asked us again and  again  whether 
they should come over. We told then 
from the house-tops that our Govern
ment will be able to extend protection 
to them. We told them to say there, 
we gave them  assurances and now 
have we no responsibility  towards 
them?  Though they are  technically 
nationals of another country, have we 
treated them strictly as nationals of an
other country?  Do  you think if a 
crore of people from  Tibet were to 
pour down here  or if they were to 
pour down from Afghanistan or front
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any  other  neighbouring State  we 
would allow it, and will our Rehabili
tation Ministry, will our Government 
take steps and  make  arrangements 
for their rehabilitation?  We'  have 
recognised the basic fact that towards 
these minorities who had been left in 
Pakistan—though technically they are 
not our nationals—we have got a very 
great moral responsibility and that is 
why we are making arrangements for 
their rehabilitation.  We cannot deny 
our responsibility towards them and 
Pandit  Jawaharlal  Nehru,  m  his 
speeches, has  again and  again said 
that he cannot deny his responsibility. 
If we cannot deny our responsibility 
towards them, then what is our duty? 
Our duty is not merely to make some 
kind of rehabilitation arrangements for 
them after they are driven out. I can 
tell him; I have gone to Bengal. I am 
acquainted  with  the  rehabilitation 
affairs of Bengal  maybe much  less 
than our friend Shri A jit prasad Jain* 
but I do know something about it. I 
know  what  that  rehabilitation is 
worth.  I know the Government have 
tried their best.  But the  resources 
are not enough; the available land is 
80 bad, it ig  sub-marginal land on 
which, if you want to settle people 
you have to spend a lot of money. 
First  develop  the land,  then you 
can settle them. In West Bengal re
habilitation is not  worth the name. 
One of the most senior officers of the 
Central Ministry has told me-̂these 
are his words—“that rehabilitation m 
Bengal is in its infancy.” After five 
years we are told that rehabilitation 
in Bengal  is  in its  “infancy*. I 
know that some peoole who worked 
with me in  Noakhali in 1946  and 
came over to India these have yet not 
been rehabilitated. They have got no 
land or house or job or any means of 
permanent  livelihood.  So  rehabili
tation is a very difficult  and grave 
problem for Bengal. If we think that 
by mere rehabilitation we can solve 
this problem, we are greatly mistaken. 
What we have to do is not to try to 
bring over this one crore of people 
here but make them safe over there. 
It has to be done; it is not an easy 
Job. I know we can very glibly say, 
“Do this or do that’*, but it is very 
difficult to execute it; I do not mini
mise  Government’s  difficulties.  I 
appreciate these. But at the same time 
even after five years we cannot go on 
tolerating the situation  that is pre- 
vailinĝ We cannot allow the minori
ties to be pushed out in waves like 
this.  Neither can we allow them to 
be treated as serfs and as people who 
have no rights of citizenship. There
fore we have to take some step by 
which we can make it possible for

them to  stay there.  Just  before 
Gandhiji died, I think two or three 
days before his death,  I and other 
members of the Central Relief Com
mittee were having a talk with him. 
We asked him what programme we 
should take up for the Relief Com
mittee.  At that time the Rehabilita
tion Ministry had not taken the work 
of rehabilitation.  I therefore suggest
ed to him some small schemes of re
habilitation.  But Gandhiji said, “No, 
you are not to do that; you have to 
give them employment in the camps”. 
I was very surprised. You will please 
note what he said. He said, “it is in
tolerable to me that people of Multan 
should be in Delhi and people of Delĥ
in Multan.  I want to take back all
the people of West Pakistan who have 
come over  and bring back  all the
people of India who have gone there- 
They have to live in their own homes.’' 
That was  what  he aimed  at. He
wanted  them to live in  their own 
homes—that was what he was aim
ing at. He had carried on a fast here 
and he was going to undertake another 
fast in Karachi. I do not knew what 
ho would have done had he lived. Any
way he wanted the minorities to live 
in their own homes. If he cannot take 
them back to their old homes at least 
we should stop further displacements.

Now, how are you going to achieve 
it?  Are you going to achieve it by 
mere protests, or by pacts which are 
treated by the other party as  mere 
scraps of paper? What has been the 
situation after the Nehru Pact? That 
is why out of desparation, after mature 
consideration, we suggested at the Cal
cutta  Conference the  imposition of 
economic sanctions. It has been made 
fun of; it has been scoffed at.  This 
is only our suggestion.  You have to 
find a solution by which some pressure 
can be put on the Pakistan Govern
ment.  Is this suggestion such an 
absurd suggestion?  Is this measure 
such a  stuoid  measure?  Has this 
measure never been tried before? Did 
we not try it against South Africa our
selves?  Suppose it does not put any 
great economic pressure on Pakistan: 
it has got some moral value; the whole 
world will know that we have done it, 
because there is some thing seriously 
wrong in the situation.  Well, if this 
solution is not to your liking, if you 
think it to be a fantastic, or foolish 
suggestion, that it will lead to fur
ther aggravation of the situation, all 
right, we do not claim to have all the 
wisdom, nor do we claim to have all 
the knowledge. You are running the 
Government.  You have all the de
tailed information  about  the situa
tion prevailing there: it is for you to
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find out a solution.  Our  main con
cern is that this kind of intolerable 
situation should not be allwed to per
sist and if we allow it to continue, if 
we allow a neighbouring State to do 
what it wants at its own will, it will 
do serious injury to our nation. More 
than anything it will be a degrada
tion of our national prestige.  It will 
be a betrayaN of the minorities whom 
we gave all kinds of assurances.  We 
shall have to hang our head in shame 
as a nation.

I do not want to take any more 
time. But I would very humbly ask 
the Prime Minister not to scoff at the 
suggestion.  If it is not acceptable to 
you, think of any other solution,—but 
something  has got  to be done by 
which this exodus of the minorities, 
this oppression of the minorities, the 
ill-treatment of the minorities, has to 
be stopped.

We believe in human rights.  We 
send our representatives to the Human 
Bights Commission. We stand for the 
Koreans; we stand for the Tunisians. 
But for our own men in East Pakis
tan we cannot raise a voice? What is 
the meaning of this? I cannot under
stand the present policy of the Gov
ernment.

Before I sit down I would like to 
reply to a charge of Mr. Hiren Muker- 
Jee that those who have been working 
in West Bengal and who have raised 
this issue of economic sanctions are 
raising communal feelings, and that 
this may lead to unrest. As far as I 
know, our greatest anxiety has been 
to prevent the raising of any communal 
feeling. We have tried to raise this issue 
from the communal plane to the politi
cal plane. I would like to remind him 
that when the call for ‘Direct Action’ 
Day was given in Calcutta in 1946, no 
other party supported it  except his 
party.

With these few words, I support the 
amendment that has been moved.

Pandit L. K. Maitra (Nabadwip): 
Coming from West Bengal I must 
exoress my gratitude to the Govern
ment for allotting one day to the dis
cussion of the East Bengal question. 
I am still more grateful that there has 
been a further addition of time by one 
hour, so that Members from different 
Darts of the House might speak on 
' this issue.  Personally I would wish 
that one additional day had been given 
for this. That would have given  an 
cDportunity to all parte of this House 
to express their views.  It is not a

question of making a long speech or a 
short speech. What is important from 
our point of view is, whether this East 
Bengal question is to be treated as a prcH 
vincial or an All-India issue. That is 
the crux of the whole question. And 
I must frankly admit  with sorrow 
that for a long time past nobody hears 
much about East Bengal Hindus here 
except through an interpellation now 
and then, or through some speech in 
the course of the year by one or two 
members, as if the whole matter had 
been settled up and there is nothing 
to worry about.

While standing to  speak on it, 1 
share the pessimism expressed by mj 
sister Shrimati Sucheta Kripalani that 
the outcome or upshot of all this dis
cussion will not be much. Be that as 
it may, I think the situation as it has 
arisen today  demands  our  serious 
consideration, serious in the sense that 
we should now bring it to some sort 
of finality. The question of refugees, 
so far as  Western  Pakistan is con
cerned is no more, in the sense that 
you have not got to talk in terms of 
exodus or *'inodus**—influx or efflux. 
Here it is a continuous thing going on 
for the last six or seven years. From 
the very beginning I have been draw
ing the attention of the Government 
to the technique  pursued  by East 
Pakistan Grovernment,  the technique 
of slowly, but steadly, driving out the 
Hindu minority community number
ing about a Crore and a quarter, so 
that they could, like the western wing, 
have a thoroughly homogeneous Muslim 
state.  It is well known,  unless one 
chooses to forget it or ignore it. It is 
well known that Pakistan is a theocra
tic State. They have made no secret 
of it. They have been telling people 
in season and out of season that it is 
a purely Islamic theocratic State and 
they have also made it clear that in 
every field, in every sphere of activity 
the injunctions of the Holy  Quoran 
should be carried out and implement
ed. It is in this context that you have 
to consider the  whole question once 
for all—no use raking it up session 
after session or year after year. Decide 
it me way or the other. Let us know 
where we stand.  Let these unfortu
nate Hindus of Eastern Pakistan who 
are on tenter-hooks of agony, and sus- 
pence know once for all that they are 
nobody’s concern here. Be it pleasant 
or unpleasant, let the matter be ap
praised at its proper value by all con
cerned.
4 P.M.

Now the basic facts are there. Are
they denied? Are they in dispute? Is 
Pakistan  really a  democratic state 
in the sense that the modem world
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understands it?  It is not.  Have the 
Pakistan Government in East Bengal 
ever been able to create conditions m 
which the non-Muslims minority com
munity there  can live  in security? 
Now that is a question to which a 
straight answer is necessary.  (Does 
the Government of India really leel, 
or does any hon. Member or any sec
tion of this House honestly feel, that 
conditions of life are such in Pakis
tan that safety of life and property 
of the minority there is assured?  Is 
it only out of cussedness that people 
are coming out, leaving behind their 
hearths and homes hallowed by the 
memories of generations of their fore
fathers?  Is it not an undisputed fact 
that there has been a large exodus by 
now?  There may be quarrel about 
figures, but the census figures tell you 
that nearly 26 lakhs came here up to
1951.  These are Government figures. 
And during the recent perioa, 2i lakhs 
at least have come. (An Hon. Mem
ber: 3 lakhs).  May be three  lakhs 
because the Government’s calculations 
cannot include all the border  move
ments.  They always forget, and the 
House is also likely to be misled by 
the calculation, that there is an eight- 
hundred-mile  border line  between 
Eastern Pakistan  and West  Bengal, 
and  through all these eight hundred 
miles people  trek into  the  Indian 
Union from Eastern Pakistan.  There 
is  no  clear-cut  demarcation.  You 
will be surprised to be told that there 
are houses on the  border where a 
portion, for instance, the kitchen, has 
come to the Indian Union  and the 
bed-room has gone to Pakistan! This 
is the kind of demarcation that has 
been there.- So. whatever the figures 
may be, nobody can say that they are 
absolutely correct.  If I say it is 40 
lakhs, nobody can say ‘I will straight
way challenge it,  it is an over-esti
mate’, because I challenge the very 
basis of his calculation. But whatever 
it is, the fact is that your census figures 
show it as 25,80,000. That  is there. 
And if three more lakhs of people have 
come, it is 28 lakhs, or nearly 30 lakhs. 
That is the position.

Why do these thirty lakhs of people 
come away from  Eastern Pakistan? 
For the mere fun?  Is it  for mere 
merriment that they have come here, 
bereft of all their belongings, under
going all manner of humiliation, tor
ture, harassment and persecutions on 
the way. only to  have a jolly good 
time in West Bengal?  So you have 
got to go to the bottom of it and try 
tc understand it in the light of human 
nature as it is.  Unless you do that, 
you will not be doing justice to their 
cduse. (An Hon Member:  Or  our

selves). Yes, also to ourselves. And 
therefore, if you are to do justice to 
ourselves, to these people, you should 
for the time being forget that you come 
from Madras or U.P. qr  Bihar, and 
try to place yourself in my position̂ 
that is, the position of West Bengal, 
a province which has been artificially 
divided into East  Bengal and West 
Bengal. There are so many ties that 
bind man and man. They cannot be 
snapped asunder by artificial means. 
There are thousands of families where 
some brothers  are in  West Bengal 
while the others are in East Bengal* 
some of their relations in East Bengal 
and somj in West Bengal. If you can 
place yourself in that position, then 
alone can you understand the agonies 
of Bengal;  not  otherwise.  For ins
tance, if U.P. were to be divided in 
that way, one portion going to Pakistan 
and the other to India,—and if people 
started trekking from the portion which 
was under Pakistan and came in to 
the other and narrated all the miseries 
and sufferings which they underwent 
there and on the way, then my UP", 
friends would have realised the posi
tion. Similarly with my friends from 
other provinces. Otherwise they may, 
at  best, have a sort of  theoretical 
sympathy:  ‘Well,  Panditji,  Maitra
Saheb”

'4  ̂«fnr̂ ̂   ̂̂

This is how my friends from other 
Provinces enquire of me about BengaL 
They seem to understand the positioin 
only  in  terms  of  mass  mas
sacres, loot and things like t̂ t.

It is only in 1950 when there was 
the holocaust in East Pakistan,  that 
it attracted all-India notice, not before 
that. Migration had been in trickle. 
This trickle at once became a torrent. 
From 1,000 or 1,500 it swelled in three 
or four days to 2 lakhs. Do you know 
that that also does not give you the 
full picture? I have got reports just 
as those which Dr. Syama Prasad 
Mookerjee has quoted. I do not want 
to repeat them. Fortunately or un
fortunately  similar  representations, 
telegrams, or reports also come to me. 
Nearly 2i years back from this very 
place I had to voice the miseries of 
the East Bengal refugees. That was 
in February 1950. Then also I had to 
criticise the Government for their 
faults of omission and commission in 
that respect. But I felt it was the 
call of humanity and it was a duty 
which I was bound to discharge. To
day also I have stood up not because 
I have much new to say but because 
I want to be very clearly understood 
as to how our minds work. There Is
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no communal approach to the question. 
L.et there be no mistake. Not a single 
âker, either Dr. Syama Prasad 
Mookerjee or Shrimati Sucheta Kri- 
palani or others who have spoken have 
Wked in terms of Hindus or Muslims. 
Nothing like that. Some friend from 
the opposite side tried to import into 
it something of a communal colour. 
Our grievance is against the Govern
ment of Pakistan. Does the Govern
ment of India really believe that con
ditions at present in Eastern Pakistan 
are such that the minority, the non- 
Muslim  community,  can live there 
with peace and honour?  (An Hon. 
Member : not at all.)

That is one thing, pcace and honour. 
But can they even carry on their bare 
animal existence? See, from the very 

there was economic stran-

between Pakistan and
India

_ Btion and no Hindus were allowed 
to carry on any trade, business, in
dustry or commerce. Nothing. Trades- 
meaa, business  people, they bad  all 
been driven out. Fantastic amounts 
of Incometax had been assessed on 
them and they had to flee. Zamin- 
dars, educationists, political workers, 
middle-class men, in fact almost all 
those elements that constituted the real 
life in East Bengal had left, because 
the policy of the Government was to 
compel them to leave. They had so 
planned it that only those would be 
allowed to remain who were required 
there lor essential services, so-called 
scheduled-castes and other poor people 
like that; but they were to be kept as 
4slaves,—“Jimmies/’  as  they  are 
called. What they said was: “after the 
passport system we will not grudge 
Hindus living here, but they should 
Ifive some tangible proof of their al
legiance to the Islamic State by add
ing something to their names—Khan 
so-and-so. Maulana L. K. Maitra or 
Khan S. P. Mookerjee. That was the 
suggestion  talked  about in public 
meetings by  rank Muslim Leaguers. 
They said: “We do not want any fifth 
coliunnists to remain here; if Hindus 
want to live here they must give proof 
positive, not by word of mouth alone 
but by adopting an Islamic prefix or 
suffix to their names, that they are 
part and parcel of the Islamic State.” 
(Interruption)-  Letters to that effect 
appeared in the papers. My friend, 
the  Minorities  Minister  and  Law 
Min̂'ister combined together reminds 
me here of this. Does he not know 
that in a recent meeting with the 
Pakistan Ministers (I mean the Mi
nority Ministers of Pakistan and India)
I was present and I raised this cru
cial qûion to the Pakistan Minister; 
Ten me, do you ask me or any of us 
to seriously believe that the recent

exodus has been  merely due to the- 
passport system? It may be one of 
the factors, a  vague undefined  fear 
about  the  passport. Maybe. Butt 
what about the systematic process of 
squeezmg out  that has  been going 
on? Immediately before the introduc
tion of the oassport system the people 
were also threatened: “Look, if you do 
not go now, you will have to remain 
here and will not be allowed to go 
later on. ’ And when asked for rent 
from the Muslim tenants they  were*
told:

fVTRT  aFKTT  ^

rent fromThat is: you demand rent from us; 
after ten days the passport systemk 
will come and we will get everything; 
you have the cheek to ask for rent!

In such an atmosphere do you ex
pect anybody even to carry on hiff 
animal existence? But man was not 
created  for animal existence alone., 
man was a paragon  of creation; he 
had also his own cultural Me  ancfi 
spiritual life.

W\ this is a negation in Pakistan. 
Now the position is that 5 lakhs ixavê 
rome today and many more lakhs alsot 
were ready to cross to India. The 
system of communications in Eastern 
Pakistan is so restricted that theŷ 
could not come and as you know; the- 
steamer  services  between Narayan- 
lETunj and Dacca were discontinued. 
The steamer service is the only means 
of communication in many- parts.  IT 
have reports and I have no reason tô 
disbelieve them that at various paints 
throughout Eastern Pakistan thous
ands had collected after having dis
posed of whatever they could and sud
denly on the 17th October the pass
port came and they got stranded. Im— 
mediately thereafter the steamer strike 
occurred.  Therefore the position re
ally is that this exodus has not stop
ped, but there is a temporary lull due, 
among other causes, to these difflcnltieŝ 
in the way of securing passports. Now 
you will ask me. what to do now?* 
“What is your suggestion?’"

Certainly this is not the place to 
discuss remedies in matters relating to 
another State. Here our function i» 
to bring to the notice of the Govern
ment the miseries and sufferings of the* 
people through accounts, personal, im
personal, documentary, oral or other
wise so that Government may know 
the position from all view points. We 
can only give an indication of our 
minds  We feel strongly on this que»* 
tion. We feel that Pakistan has not 
been dealing fairly with the Hindia
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minority and Pakistan must be told 
that we have seen through this game; 
it has already pushed out 30 lakhs of 
people which has almost shattered our 
economy. West Bengal’s resources in 
terms of space accommodation, food 
and other essential supplies, are very 
limited. This small province with the 
additional 30 or 35 lakhs of refugees 
is in acute distress. You can well un
derstand the sufferings of the people 
living there. We want to tell the Go
vernment that they should now take 
a definite stand. We feel that we 
should adopt and mamtain an attitude 
of firmness from now onwards. I 
think every Government knows what 
firmness means—m place of softness, 
in place of imbecility. I want that, I 
believe in that. I do not say that you 
should go in for a declaration of war.
I do not know whether there is any 
lunatic here who wants Government 
to go immediately to war. Nobody 
would say that. At the same time I 
feel that war may become inevitable. 
I know and the world knows that war 
does not solve problems. It creates 
more problems than it solves. Yet in 
the course of a generation of 25 years, 
two of the biggest wars have been 
fought. Tĥy involved the whole world 
and the third one is now in the offing. 
War has to be talked of not lightly but 
if for the vindication of national hon
our. national prestige, it becomes at 
any time necessary that risk has to be 
taken. (Hear, hear). In clear and un
mistakable terms we should tell Pakis
tan that “we are not going to stand 
this any more. You have already push
ed out about 30 lakhs of people. It is 
sure to have a disastrous effect on our 
economy let alone its other reactions 
and if you do not mend your ways, if 
you do not take back these people or 
at least stop further exodus, then the 
Government of India will not take it 
lightly”. Is Pakistan a friendly State 
to you? Do you not consider that 
Pakistan is a hostile State? Do you 
still honestly believe that it is a friend
ly State? In every matter it is against 
you. Think of the number of outrages. 
I deliberately avoided mentioning this 
but my hon. sister referred to the in
sult on womanhood. The history of 
modern times does not afford a parallel 
to such large scale dishonour of 
womanhood as has been the case in 
East Pakistan. Have we not shouted 
irom the housetops that they are cur 
kith and kin?  Where is that solemn 
word now?  I felt that  enlightened 
national self-interest demands a firm 
attitude.

The House will recall that a year and 
a half back. Pakistan in one of its 
periodic feats of Jehad wanted to de
clare war on Kashmir and its Prime 
Minister put up his clenched fist and it

atonce caught the imagination of thê 
Pakistan youths. Everywhere clenched 
fists were shown. Very welji. Our 
Prime Minister rose to the occasion ' 
and instead of a clenched fist he made 
a magnificent response. He said “Look- 
at my hand and clutch it in love but̂ 
if you start aggression on Kashmir, w&̂ 
will consider that as an attack on the 
whole of India and there will be an all- 
out war”. This one single sentence 
followed up by deployment of troops- 
in the different fronts at once flattened 
out the clenched fist of Mr. Liaquat Alii 
Khan and thereafter what followed is
a matter of recent history; but the fact : 
is that since then Pakistan is talking: 
less of Jehad. I say honestly and sin-̂ - 
cerely that that was a magnificent 
stand. The Prime Minister had our 
support cent per cent. If we could do • 
that in case of Kashmir, have we got 
no obligations to one crore and 20 lakhŝ 
of our Hindu brethren who fought 
shoulder to shoulder with us in the- 
fight for the freedom of this country? 
Have we no obligations to them?  1 
find schoolmasters lecturing here about- 
what sanctions mean. Nobody has 
talked of sanctions as the remedy. You 
can put all manner of pressure, poli
tical, economic, diplomatic, strategics- 
all that you are capable of. You have • 
to do it; if not, let the position be- 
made clear. Tell us definitely that 
Hindus in East Bengal are no longer - 
the concern of the Parliament of India . 
or the Government of India, that theŷ 
are citizens of Pakistan, and as such: ' 
we absolve ourselves of all our respon
sibility in that matter; let them shift 
for themselves. That is an honest 
straightforward proposition.  I shall 
not be the least sorry for it. That will 
be a clear, logical thing to state. Of 
course it will be for you to face the 
bar of national opinion and the verdict 
of history, having on all occasions stood: 
up for the cause of the down-trodden 
elsewhere. In the case of South Africa 
we imposed sanctions to vindicate our 
national prestige. The Finance Minis
ter would be able to tell you how' 
many crores India has lost during the - 
last few years. It will be a few scores 
as a result of our sanctions. We have 
suffered that loss.  We  have not
cared,  about that.  With  Pakistan,
what is our trade balance? Is it
passive or active?  It is passive but 
I need not go into the details.  We 
are now fighting for the Indians in 
South Africa. They were  once the
people of this soil. They had gone to - 
South Africa several scores of years 
ago. Our heart is burning for them. 
We are bleeding for the Tunisians. We • 
are not sitting idle over the question 
of citizenship of Indians in Ceylon. For 
all manner of countries and people, we - 
have shown active sympathy. If on 
this issue of Hindu minority in Eastent
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Pakistan you do not do anything, it 
does not reconcile. I am at the close 
of my political career. Before I close 
my ej-es, I do not want to see the whole 
minority community liquidated in this 
way but that the Government of the 
day to stand by it and vindicate the 
national prestige by affording it either 
shelter or protection.  I see  before 
me so many friends who are sympa
thetic to me. I appeal to them earnest
ly that this matter is not lightly trea
ted by them. Whatever resolution or 
-amendment you want to carry, do it.
But for God's sake, s't down together 
to find a remedy. Let the Govern
ment sit with the leaders of different 
parties and seriously try to evolve a 
solution.  I will make another request 
here. Do not put questions here about 
East Bengal or East Bengal refugees.
The replies that come generally go 
against  them. They are utilised by 
Pakistan for all manner of purposes.
You do not serve really the interests 
of the refugees of East Bengal by put
ting questions  and supplementaries 
here. With the best of intentions, you 
do to their cause more harm than good.
Finally, I Appeal in all sincerity and 
earnestness that this question may be 
looked at from the angle in which I 
have tried to put it; viz. national angle.
Not that I want to create any embar
rassment for the Government. It is 
my own party Government. Never-’ 
theless, I do feel that I should tell the 
Government firmly that the Bengali 
Hindu race is being thus slowly but 
methodically  liquidated. For  whose 
lault? Because of the Division of the 
country, for which these people were 
not responsible. Because the freedom 
of the country came all of a sudden, 
these people were not prepared and 
liey are now paying in blood and tears 
the price of the freedom which we are 
enjoying. Let us not forget this.
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Shrlmati Rena Chakravartty (Basir- 
hat): I have very little time. I shall 
dwell only on some of the points raised 
in the amendment of Dr. Syama Prasad 
Mookerjee. *

I have listened with great attention 
to the speech which he has made and 
I was surprised to see that though he 
has advocated economic sanctions in 
his amendment he has not at all dwelt 
on that aspect, in his speech though 
that has been the main thing that he 
has been agitating for in Bengal. As 
far as condemnation of the Govern
ment regarding the rehabilitation of 
the refugees goes, I am one with him. 
Because, during the last few months, 
during the recent influx of refugees con
sequent upon the introduction of the 
passport system. I have been along with 
him in the border areas and I have

seen how the women coming are living 
in Bongaon and other places, in the 
open and under trees. 1 have seen ba
bies without food for 2 or 3 days. I 
have seen how they have suffered. So 
far as that goes. I am absolutely one 
with him. I am one with him also 
when I think of those who have come 
four years ago, still lying there on the 
platform of Sealdah station, and when 
I think of the so called deserters who 
have come away from the wasteland 
given to them to cultivate, who are told 
that they will have to pay the price for 
coming away and that Government 
will not help them. We also listened 
to the reply which Mr. Jain gave to the 
question. “Why should not the Evacuee 
Property Act be extended to East Ben
gal also?** He said, “No. it cannot be 
done**. In all that, we are absolutely 
one with Dr. Mookerjee. When we ex
tended our hand of co-operation it was 
refused by the Rehabilitation Minister 
of Bengal. At a time when the people 
were offering food to these refugees, 
they discouraged public orgaQisations, 
saying that they were creating more 
trouble. Mr. Chairman, I will not dwell 
much more on that, because we know 
the sad tale of what happened to those 
who have come four years ago.  We 
have not been able to rehabilitate them. 
We talk of the honour of the women in 
Pakistan. There are such cases; we do 
not deny that. We know that their 
honour has been desecrated. But, we 
also know that when they have come 
away here have we been able to save 
them? Do we not know how at dead of 
night people trade in flesh and trade on 
human suffering and have used Hindu 
women for nefarious purposes? Do 
we not know how children have been 
carried away by jackals at Ranaghat 
Camp? Do we want to call upon these 
95 lakhs of people still in Pakistan 
to share that same fate? If we had 
been able to provide an honourable 
life to them, then, certainly, we would 
have demanded that they might come 
over. That has not been possible. In 
a State where our own people have 
no food, where our own people have 
no employment, where we are carry
ing out mass retrenchment, when un
employment among agricultural labour 
is growing by leaps and bounds, when 
the purchasing power of the people is 
going down, when people are living at 
a  semi-starvation level, how can we 
expect others to come over here and 
how can we say that we are going to 
give them an honourable livelihood and 
that we will save their lives? I will 
not dilate on that any more.
I am afraid Dr. Mookerjee has com

pletely remained silent about this ques
tion of economic sanctions. Will the 
question of economic sanctions solve 
the plroblem? They have said, well, iH
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economic sanctions cannot solve the 
problem, let us at least hear what else 
can solve it. This, of course, is shift
ing the position from what has been 
going on in West Bengal. Dr. Mookerjee 
and his other leftist friends have been 
crying for economic sanctions.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Effective action.

Shrimati Renu Chakravartty: I would 
like to say, that in fact, the tension 
which has been prevailing during the 
last few years has resulted in a certain 
amount of economic sanctions already. 
For instance,—I hope my hon. friend 
Pandit Lakshmi Kanta Maitra will not 
get angry, I am talking about economic 
blockades—I was a school mistress and 
I hope he will forgive me—the figures 
show, in 1948 the exports to Pakistan 
were of the order of 83 crores, in 1949, 
38 crores, in 1950, 30 crores. As for 
imports from Pakistan in 1948, it was 
117 crores, in 1949, 40 crores. and in 
1950, 32 crores. Many of us in West 
Bengal used to say that if we had eco
nomic sanctions, Pakistan will collapse. 
But, in spite of the economic blockade, 
that has virtually been there our posi
tion still remains where it was. Take 
the question of jute.. In 1947-48, we 
imported 49 lakh bales, 75 per cent, of 
our net requirements. Now, what is 
the position? In the latest trade ag
reement, the article has been wholly 
omitted. Let us remember how the 
whole trouble started. There was un
doubtedly the political tension. Toge
ther with that, there was the question 
of devaluation.

We devalued, and Pakistan did not. 
After that, they wanted that we should 
fix the prices at the devalued level. 
After that, from September to Decem
ber, we did not buy any jute from 
Pakistan. Pakistan thought that we 
could not do without jute, and so they 
tried to find foreign markets. Today, 
what has happened? To-day, we find 
in Pakistan the price of jute has gone 
down to Rs. 5 or Rs. 6. Who has 
suffered? Is it Nurul Amin? Is it 
Nazimuddin? Or, is it the poor peas
antry of Pakistan? Seventy-live per 
cent, of our jute goods used to find a 
market in Pakistan, but we find today 
that there is a world slump in jute 
goods. In *1939-40, we used to export 
Rs. 108 crores of jute goods. That has 
come down to Rs. 75 crores in 1951-52, 
and it is even worse this year.

The same thing is to be found in 
cotton. Before partition, Pakistan used 
to export 980,000 bales of cotton to us. 
We imported in 1949-50 only two lakhs 
bales. Much of this is being compen
sated by imports from the U.S.A. For 
instance, during the same period, out 
of Rs. 136 Crores worth of cotton, we 
have imported Rs. 62i Crores, i.e., al
most 50 per cent, from the U.S.A. Coal

India

also. Whereas in 1948-49 we  used to 
export 6 crores of tons to Pakistan, la 
1949-50, we are exporting only 5 lakhs* 
tons. Therefore, I would say that in: 
order to find out a new field for this- 
coal, we are having to sell it to South 
Korea, to Singapore, to Japan, to Hong. 
Kong.  We have to depend upon the 
favours of the U.K. and the U.S.A. We'
are giving the material  to kill  the *
patriotic Koreans  fighting their free-* 
dom battle, and the heroes of Malaya 
fighting for their liberation. That is 
what has happened. In Pakistan, they; 
are trying to get coal from East Africa, . 
Cuba and other satellites of U.S.A. and 
U.K. This is the result  of economic 
blockade. Therefore, it  is now clear
who profits  and  who loses by  Dr.
Mookerjee’s  slogan  of  economic* 
blockade. It is the  imperialists who 
gain, and it is the poor people of ’ 
Pakist̂in  and  the  poor  people of ' 
Hindustan who suffer from it.

As far as economic blockade goes, 
look at China. You may laugh at it, 
but China was blockaded by a much 
stronger power than ours, U.S.A. What 
has happened to it. That blockade 
has become the laughing stock of the 
world.

Dr. Mookerjee has asked us for a* 
solution. The other day in the lobby 
he said: “Give us a solution”. He him
self does not give a solution. He says 
it is for the Government to give us a 
solution. Certainly, but he has asked 
us for a solution. Yes, we have a solu
tion the only one. a very, very difficult 
one. which needs immense patience and 
intense sacrifice. The only solution 
and the guarantee for the minority lies 
in the growing strength of the mass 
movement and the strengthening of the' 
democratic movement in Pakistan. It 
is undoubtedly true that the democra-- 
tic movement in Pakistan is still weak. 
We do not doubt it. That is why as 
yet communalism holds naked sway 
through the machinery of the State- 
there. They are able to utilise that in 
order to crush the popular movements 
which arise from time to time. But' 
that is no reason why we should play 
Into the hands of the reactionaries. 
Why should we allow them to utilise 
and fan this communal hatred by* 
methods which would be only suicidal?

Pandit Algu Rai Shastri: How can
we do that?
Shrimati Renu Chakravartty:  To

fight these evils which emanated from 
imperialist domination without fighting 
imperialism itself is a foolish thought.
I would not like to repeat the things 
that my friend Mr. Hiren Mookerjee 
has already stated, of the growinĝ 
movement in Pakistan. If we really 
hold out our hand of brotherly soli—
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" darity to the people fignting ior their 
rational honour, those who nave shed 
their b’ooci on the streets of D u ra for 
the Bengali language movemcjit if we 
really help their cause, if we oxlend 
-our hand of solidarity to the monners 
who, as soon as their President landed 
on the side of Pakistan, raised the cries 
•of “Hindu-Muslim Zindabad**, “Hindu- 
Muslim Bhai-Bhai*'—that is the cry 
that is rising in Pakistan. Lei us help 
that cry; let us depend upon that cry. 
It is the soaring of the new Prometheus, 
and once it unchains itself, that will 
really secure the safety of the minori
ties, Nothing else can.

Together with that, we should go on 
trying—people have ridiculed us about 
-our goodwill missions. Yes, it is easy 
to laugh at it because really to estab
lish goodwill is a very, very difficult 
process. It requires a good deal of 
patience. It requires a great move
ment. My friend Lakshmi Kant Mai- 
tra has talked about Kashmir. Let us 
not forget the great people’s movement 
in Kashmir that was there. On the one 
liand, there was the people’s movement, 
♦and together with that we were able 
to really fight and put back those who 
were trying to get the upper hand and 
trying to take away the liberty of that 
State. Therefore, unless we have that 
backing, the popular movement there. 
' We will not be able to do anything.

My friend Dr. Mookerjee has also
* told me: “Go there, and live there, and 
show us how we can live there”. I 
would tell him we have hundreds of 
-comrades like Lila Mitra who  have 
-suffered, who have been raped......

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Where is she 
•̂tiow?

Shrimafi Reno Chakravartty: She is
still there suffering in jail, and I can 
" tell Dr. Mookerjee that it is they who 
are trying to build up the movement 
alone.
Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Your’s is a

movement of betrayal in this country?
Shrimati Rena Chakravartty: I would 

like to tell what she has written to us 
from jail. “Do not weep for me” she 
says. *‘The rising today of the great 
movement of the peasantry of Hindus 
:̂nd Muslims, all together, will really 
guarantee the safety and prosperity of 
'̂Pakistan”. That is what she has said. 
With this cry of “Jehad”, we are des
troying their work, we are playing into 
the hands of the reactionaries who are 
utilising the slogan of ''Pakistan in 
/̂ ânger”, and fanning the fanaticism 
“Which still lies there. As ypt the de
mocratic movement is weak. We must 
%elp them. We must not allow the 
â̂actionaries to be strengthened.
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Shrl N. C. Chatterjee (Hooghly): I 
was somewhat distressed to listen to 
the speech of Prof. H, N. Mookerjee. 
When reason is dominated by dogma, 
difficulty arises, and you cannot really 
take an objective view of things. He 
was pooh-poohing the united demand 
of all the Bengal parties. For the first 
time in the history of my province, all 
the political parties except our comrade 
friendo......

Dr. N. B. Khare: And the Congress.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee:. joined hands, 
and they in their corporate wisdom 
said that we should call upon our GrO- 
vemment to give up the weak policy 
of drift and vacillation, and we sug
gested. amongst others, the immediate 
promulgation of economic sanctions. 
The Communist conscience is shocked. 
They are talking of history. They 
made history in the streets of Calcutta 
on the day of the “Direct Action*’ when 
Janab Suhrawardhy, with his mjnrmi- 
dons of the Muslim League, plunged 
Calcutta and the Province of Bengal 
into chaos and disaster and bloodshed. 
Only the Communist Party was help
ing the Muslim Leaguers; (Interntpt'on) 
in their attempt for Pakistan. They 
are talking of democratic movement. 
The only democratic movement they 
promulgated was to foster the greatest 
forces of reaction which have led to 
the partition of India and the creation 
of this unholy State of Pakistan. That 
is what they have achieved. They are 
now saying that it is a crude conse
quence of the Anglo-American cons
piracy. Either they have manufactur
ed their own history, or they have re
discovered facts. The fact is that they 
should now talk of Anglo-American 
Communist conspiracy. (Interruption).

Shri H. N. Mukerjee: On a point of 
order, Sir......

Mr. Chairman: He is not giving in.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: I want to go 
on. Sir, without be'ng interrupted. I 
had the privilege to preside over...

Mr. Chairman: After he has finished 
his speech, if any hon. Member wants 
to put a question, then hennay answer.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: I had the prl̂
vilege. Sir, of presiding over one of the 
biggest conferences held in East Bengal, 
called the Barisal conference.

There all parties  were united and 
all joined in the demand  that there 
shall be no Pakistan and no division 
when Mr. Jinnah’s  lieutenants were 
carrying on a tearing and rnging 
campaign for Pakistan.  AH  parties 
Joined except the Communists who
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were trying to sabotage that  union. 
{Interruptions),  Now they  say that 
it is purely an Anglo-American cons
piracy.  But what I want to ask is: 
Has not the great' prpfessor learnt 
the great and sacred lesson of his
tory?  Economic sanctions were im
posed against a Fascist State by the 
d̂emocratic nations  of Europe*  and
• every one was applauding them. One 
of the ministers in the British Cabi
net had to go out because  of his 
weakening on the demand for econo
mic sanction. Now what is wrong if 
one has  to  suggest  economic
sanctions  in  order  to  teach  a 
Jesson  to  the  barbarians  who
were carrying  on terrific genocide 
and these atrocities in the State  of 
Pakistan?  They talked of  economic 
rsanctions against a totalitarian state. 
Bui what is happening in  Pakistan?
The speech of Professor  Mukerjee
-will gladden the hearts of the Ansars 
and the “pure Pak”  politicians  in 
Pakistan and may possibly help the 
gangster elements there.  But it will 
do no good to the 9 million  people 
who are being oppressed,  tortured, 
submerged and who are steadily being 
degraded into the position of mere 
hewerc of wood and drawers of water. 
That is the state of Pakistan.  What 
is thp good of talking about  demo- 
<?ratic movements?

After all, they, have driven out suc
cessfully and squeezed  out  success
fully the Hindu and Sikh  minorities 
from the West. The same game they 
•are playing on the  Eastern  front 
also. Only the  technique is slightly 
different, and it has  been  slightly 
modified.  After  this outrage  upon 
lakhs and lakhs of the Hindus, is it 
solemnly suggested  that we should 
degrade ourselves by going down to 
the level , of sending  out  goodwill 
missions to these people who arp de
liberately torturing these  minorities, 
persecuting them and depriving them 
of the fundamental rights of human 
beings and are disintegrating  their 
■wonomic life?  Their  whole  social 
life has been disrupted and their re
ligious life has been wiped out. Is it 
then necessary  to send out goowill 
missions? Even the ministerial tours 
that recently took place are futile, 
they do no good. It may give them a 
chance of making some propaganda 
there but nothing else can com̂ out 
of it.  Economic  sanction  Pakistan 
has already imposed on us, and our 
yovernment has not got the courage 
JO admit and take suitable  action. 
Have not they banned Indian films? 
Js not that economic sanction?  My 
*on. friend Mr. Gidwani comes from 
the  district  of Thana. From two 
tuluks of that district, “pan” worth Rs.

2 crorei) ûed lo go every year  to 
Pakistan,  iiut iney  nave now im
posed a ban on ihat.  Is not tliat 
economic banctioii? liiey ao nut give 
Ua Uie jUte we require ana iney are 
crcaimg tioujjie uunecesbarny.  iiiVery 
lime Pakistan was economically  m 
a burry bidic,  our Uuvenuiieiu  has 
goaii lo Uh rescue ana na* Uicd to 
renabiiitat,e ii ana put it on. iis own 
leet. wnat is me narm in laiKing of 
ecoaoniAC sanciioasr iney have im
posed a Dan on us, ana pursumg that 
policy ihey have stopped many inmgs. 
Alter the Delhi pact wnat has hap
pened?  Professor Samar Guha does 
noi belong to my organisation, nor
lo Dr. iviookerjee s; ne is tne Secre- 
lary oi the t̂asi Bengal Mmonties* 
Association, an M.Sc.,  and  also  a 
professor ana a scientist as also the 
Lieneiai becreiary oi  the Pakistan 
Forward Bloc.  He has published  a 
booK iN on-Muslims Behind  the Cur
iam Oi East Pakistan’  wherein he 
has pointed out tnat they have deli
berately violated tae basic conditions 
of the Delhi Pact. Are you going to 
say It is only a sporadic thing? Con
sciously, deliberately they have done 
it.  Not a single house requisitioned 
by thousands in East Bengal has been 
restored to the Hindu owners.  The 
Minority i'vlinisier Mr. Biswas is here* 
and he cannot contradict it.  Not a 
single gun belonging to the minority 
communities confiscated by the Gov
ernment ot Pakistan  nas been  res-
torea to its owner.  The  guns have
all been given to  the  Ansars and
other gangster elements for indulg
ing in atrocities on Hindus and other 
minorities.  I was  at the Bongong
Railway Station on the 14th October,
and by  one  train Barisal  Express
large numbers of people from Bariŝ 
over 3000 people,  had  come  the
previous day.  The Inspector-General 
of Police was there, the Deputy Ins
pector-General of Police was there on 
the 14th—and we were expecting at 
least double that number, about 7000 
people  altogether.  Six  thousand
people were actually on the platform. 
It was a very sorry sight and I do 
not want to give you harrowing î e» 
of the misery of these people. Whm 
the Bansal Express  arrived on the 
14th Ot̂ober only 200 people came oat 
from it  <t was a ‘free* day, and yet 
only 200 oeople had arrived.  Pak̂ 
tan had already started  propganda 
in such a sinister fashion,  that al
though it was a free day, stUl people 
could  not  rome.  Thousands  and 
thousands of people were waitinĝ 
the railheads, and at the  wvside 
railway stations, but they could ncC
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come  It  will be  only self-com
placency if we think  that because 
there is no rail movement, there is 
no migration and all is quiet on the 
eastern  front.  It is not  so.  The 
Minister cannot understand Dr. S. P. 
Mookerjee and others  saying that 
Pakistan wants to squeeze  out the 
Hindus from that State.  If that is 
so, he asks—why  interdict  move
ment by passport? The explanation is 
simple. Their aim is not merely ex
termination,  not merely  squeezing 
out, but also conversion.  Squeezing 
out process  applies to the top-dog 
but conversion and assimilation pro
cess applies to the under-dog.  That 
is the latest East Pakistan technique 
pursued by the rulers of that State. 
That is what they are doing. There
fore there is no incongruity in our 
stand, and we are hot saying any
thing that is unreasonable.

Ask the migrants who have come; 
they are just as good as you or my
self, or perhaps even better;  they 
were occupying important  positions 
socially; some  of  them  were 
bankers or traders and some were 
occupying positions in the industriaJ 
q[>here.  Why should they rome?  If 
you ask them “What do you  want 
the Parliament  to know?  What do 
you want Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru 
to know?  What do  you want  our 
Government to know?*’  all of  them 
say ‘Could you tell Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru and the Government of India 
that these atrocities are going on in 
East Pakistan, because the  Muslim 
League leaders, the Ansars  and the 
people who rule East Bengal know 
that they can carry on their activities 
with impunity, and that whatever may 
happen the Government of India will 
never take aHy  strong  and  stern 
action against Pakistan?’

I convey to the Prime Minister of 
India this message which has been 
communicated to us by this uprooted 
humanity.  They have asked  me to 
communicate that  message  to my 
f̂ ow Members of Parliament and to 
the Prime Minister. It is this feeling 
o£ immunity which has  got  to be 
knocked out.  The barbarians know, 
the goonda elements know, the gangs
ters know, the Ansars know and the 
Pak Police as Mrs. Sen  said, who 
do not take any notice of complaints 
made of molestation of women, they 
also know the attitude of our govern
ment. When you record there in the 
Police thana the details and the names 
of the miscreants with eye-witnesses’ 
accounts, no action is taken.  This
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itnmunity, this  sense of immunity,, 
this feeling that they can carry  on 
without any trouble and without any- 
impediment, this is most distressing. 
What 1 am saying is not my own as
sertion.  The hon. the Deputy Minis
ter, Mr. Bijesh Sen of the West Bengal 
Government  has  issued  a public 
statement wherein  he has said that 
his Government has gone into cases 
and reports of molestation of women 
which have been going on—not  the 
past cases but the recent cases—and; 
that the  Government was  satisfied, 
said the hon. Minister, that substanti
ally these reports of molestation  of 
women were true.  What is the posi
tion?  We talk of transfer  of popu
lation. Political wiseacres shake their 
heads.  But they havo  denuded the 
West of Hindus and Sikhs and they 
are now trying to do likewise on the 
Eastern Side.  Are we going to sub
mit our  economy to this strain  of 
one-way traffic from time to time or 
are we going to stand ud and say *It 
is a question of honour*  as Pandit 
Lakshmi Kanta Maitra has said, ‘you 
have got to  think of something elseV

You have cnfnrr’ori  ononornir snnc-
tions against South Africa and 3'ou 
are still continuing those  sanctions, 
although they may not be eft’ective.

Dr. N. B.  Khare: It is not their
handiwork; it is my handiwork.

Shri N. C. Chatterjee: I will not de
prive Dr. Khare of the credit of ini
tiating economic sanctions  but they 
are being continued.  It is only just 
and  proper  that a  setf-respecting 
nation and a self-respecting Govern
ment  should  continue  them.  Al
though it may  not be effective,  a 
civilised people and a civilised Gov
ernment cannot tolerate  uncivilised 
attitude. This kind of attitude on the 
part of Pakistan should no longer be 
tolerated.  This kind  of deliberate 
denial of fundamental rights, of op
pression and Hindu-baiting we are not 
going to tolerate any further. That is 
the issue. Of course the onus is on 
Government. It is not for us to dic
tate to the Government. We can only 
advise; we can ordy suggest certain 
alternatives.  But it is for them  to 
judge.  My Communist friends were 
happy when people wanted to 
economic sanctions against Mussolini 
or Hitler  or  even  against  Netajl 
Subhas Chandra Bose when he wa» 
threatening to come here. But when 
you talk of economic sanctions against 
Pakistan,  they become  perturbed. 
There is no need to be perturbed,  r
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submit this is a problem  which  is 
'very grave. The onus is on the Gov- 
-ernment to solve it. With these few 
ôrds. Sir, I support the amendment 
moved by Dr. Mookerjee.

Shri H. N. Mukerjee:  On a point
of information. Sir. 1 wanted to refer 
to an allegation made in the speech of 
Mr. Chatterjee as well as. I under
stand." towards  the eiid  of  Mrs. 
Kripalani’s speech to the effect that 
when in 1946 the Muslim Îeagw de- 
âred a ‘Direct Action Day* imme
diately before the outbreak  of the 
riots  in  Calcutta  the  Communist 
Party supported the slogan of ‘Direct 
Action’ on that day. Wow that. Sir, is 
‘not true.

‘Dr. N. B. Kh«TC rose—

Mr. Chairmas: There are only five 
-minutes left. I will  call upon  the 
rPrime Minister at five.

Dr. N. B. Khare: All right, Sir, I
-will even at the risk of being called 
a fossil and a revivalist  and what 
not, begin my speech with a Sanskrit 
sloka from Mahabharat. It says:

irennft i

Jt says. Sir, that that alone is a man, 
a manly man, who does not forgive 
his enemy for the insults and humi
liations showered upon him and does 
not give up the idea of revenge and 
Lgets also angry  about it; and that 
person who has not got these attri- 
Ibutes is neither a man nor a woman. 
That is what the Mahabharata says 
and it was said not even by a man, 
but a lady, named Vidula.  Now  I 
will ask what can be said of such a 
person? Well, I would say that such 
a person is soulless, and further on 
if somebody asks again the question: 
“breathes there a man with soul so 
dead?*’,  I will frankly answer “Yes. 
There is such a man and he is the 
man who has got the  undeserved 
honour of leading this House” It is 
not a matter of laughter. Sir.  It is 
a serious matter. (Jnterruption),

One must  understand  the basic 
nature of this  iproblem.  This pro
blem is not a temporary one; it is a 
perennial one, and it will continue as 
long as any number—any considera
ble number—of Hindus will be found 
in Pakistan. I may tell you Pakistan’s 
Ideal is a homogeneous  population 
professing one faith and to  achieve 
.that ideal, they follow three methods: 
expulsion, conversion and extermina
tion. Whichever suits them on what
ever occasion,  they follow  it and 
jthey are bound to do it.  Did they 
2̂6 P.S.D.  *

not do it in West Pakistan and git 
rid of all the Hindus and Sikhs from 
that place?  And surelj if they do 
the same in East Pakistan, nothing 
surprising.  As a matter of fact in 
December 1949 from the platform of 
the Hindu Mahasabha at the Calcutta 
session, to which I have the honour 
to belong and preside I gave a defi
nite warning in my speech—̂you can 
see it—that  what Pakistan did  in 
West Pakistan is surely going to hap
pen soon in East Pakistan.  And at 
that time the whole Congress Press 
ridiculed me as a warmonger, a com- 
mimalist and what not.  I am not 
sorry for it.  I am proud oit it be
cause I gave a definite warning to 
my countrymen  which they did not 
heed. That was not my fault. I did 
my duty.  And. what happened?  In 
January-February  1950  conversions 
and massacres began to happen  in 
East Bengal. This will go on definite
ly and unless India stands up as  a 
man against the humiliation and in
sults offered to us at every step,  I 
think there is no hope for India.  I 
can die of hunger, I can die of thirst» 
I can die of cold, I can die of heat, 
but I refuse to die as a dishonoured 
and insulted  man.  I refuse to die 
like  that.  This  is  the  only 
question. It is not a communal ques
tion, it is not a provincial question; 
it is a national question.  If at all 
a nation lives, it lives by its honour.
I am ridiculed because I threatened 
to boycott cricket. I am proud of it.
I warned my nation  against moral 
and national degradation. Why do you 
laugh?  I have not got a broad mind;
I have a narrow mind.  I  do not 
want to kiss the boot which kicks me. 
You may do; I will  not do it. You 
may say ‘be broadminded’; I am con
tent to be narrow-minded.

Then there are so many remedies 
suggested.  My hon. friend, Dr. S. P. 
Mookerjee read the  speech of Mr.
Bhupendra Nath Dutt, a brave cong
ressman staying in Pakistan. He ex
posed  the  schemes  of Pakistan. 
Pakistan wants  to create conditions, 
has  created  conditions  in  which 
Hindus  cannot continue to live  in 
that country.  People should not do 
anything; they  should be  peaceful 
and quiet. But if the Government of 
India has got any  sense of honour, 
any sense of humanity, they should 
create the same conditions  for  the
minority here as they  have done  In
Pakistan—I am not afraid of it. That 
is all I have to say and my time Is 
over. I have nothing more to say.

Shrl Jawaharlal  Nehru:  I should
have thought after this long day's de
bate that the final  touch that has 
just been given to it wb$ an adequate
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answer to everything that has been 
aaid because that is a kind of thing 
that puts an end to all sense of decency 
and everything that is good for this 
country.  And  that is  the kind of 
thing that is being exploited today in 
the country to the disadvantage not 
only of the rest of the country but of 
those  unhappy  millions • in  East 
Pakistan whose cause we plead here.
I wish to speak with restraint but 
there can be no restraint when this 
Indecent talk  is indulged  in this 
House, when an hon. Member of this 
House dares to say—I say, dares to 
say—that he wants ill-treatment, in
human treatment to be given to the 
citizens of India because he does not 
like some things that are bein̂ done 
elsewhere.  That is, I say, a terrible 
thing which the House  should not 
tolerate. That is what has been said,
—̂the last sentence  of this debate,— 
and, therefore 1 took it first of all.

It was my intention  and it is my 
Intention to consider this qUesiiou Q\ 
great  import,  which  concerns  so 
many p̂ ple With all  the calmness 
and dbjectiVity that  I could com
mand.  I cannot speak  in the  elo- 
'quent terms of my hon. friend  who 
spoke first on this motion, nor can I 
indulge in the perfervid oratory  of 
my other friend.  Pandit  Lakshmi 
Kant Maitra.  The  matter  is  too 
serious, if I may say so, for eloquence 
only.  It is a matter which concerns 
obviously millions of people in East 
Bengal, millions in West Bengal and 
all the millions of India and Pakis
tan.  It is a serious matter and  if 
any hon. Member on the other side 
thinks—and they have said so several 
times—that  the  Government  are 
complacent about it and thinks that 
nothing need be  done and  every
thing possible has been done, all  I 
can say is, they are grossly mistaken, 
tod that I confess  my fault that 
Government has failed  to demons
trate that we—whether we are right 
or wrong is another matter—consider 
]this as a matter of the gravest im
port.  It may be that our  methods 
are somewhat different  from  those 
of our friends who are gifted with 
the language of oratory.  It may be 
that we try to deal with serious mat
ters in a serious  way and not  in 
theatrical ways.  But the fact is. let 
us admit.—̂let nothing more be said 
about it—that It is a matter of grea
test importance, not relating to East 
Bengal or West Bengal only but re
nting to the whole of India and that 
every person in India is concerned 
wife it. Not only concerned because 
ot the humaQ aspect of it, which is 
Important enough, but  because the
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consequences  that flow from it are 
such that they would affect the whole 
of India, Every  single  person  in 
India is affected by this problem. So, 
let us put that aside.  It is of the 
highest importance and  the House* 
can take it from me that I would not 
grudge this House  discussing  this 
matter—̂not for a day but for months 
—if by difscussion we can sblve it. 
Let us discuss it as far as we can if* 
light has to be thrown, but sometimes 
when we discuss rather difflcult and. 
rather delicate problems  in a light 
way or mix it up with mere condem
nation of Government policy—which 
it is always open to any hon. Mem
ber to do—the reality of the problem 
goes into the background and other 
factors come  in.  Sometimes  these 
long debates in which long speeches 
are made make the solution of the 
problem a little more  difficult; and 
when  hon.  Members  speak—they 
may be very few on the other side of 
the  House—unfortunately  even  a 
speech sometimes comes in the way. 
It is exploited.

My hon.  friend,  Dr. Mookerjee 
said that what I had said on previous 
occasions, sometimes in answer to a' 
question or elsewhere, had been ex̂ 
ploited in Pakistan, by the Pakistan 
Press or the Pakistan  Government, 
because it was said to be to their ad
vantage.  What I have said I ’do not. 
quite  remember.  It  may  be  so. 
When I am questioned in this House, 
I have sought to tell the truth as I 
could find it and as I knew it. I have 
not balanced as to whether the truth 
was favourable to me or to Pakistan; 
and it  may  be  that  occasionally 
truth was not to the liking of some 
hon. Member opposite.  But may  I 
draw his attention to this fact that 
among those who are perhaps most 
quoted in the Pakistan Press are the 
speeches of himself and of some of 
his colleagues?  Among those  who* 
are referred to most  frequently in' 
the Pakistan  Press  and  who get 
headlines are members of those or-̂ 
ganisations  represented by some of 
the hon. Members opposite, who are 
making  these various  demands,— 
whether it is an economic boycott or 
something else, let us examine them 
—and who have taken a prejudiced 
attitude which was indicated in  its 
intensity by the last  speaker who 
preceded me.  They get a great deal 
of publicity.  They get publicity be
cause they serve  the purpose, the 
. very purpose  against  which  they 
contend, because they sail in exactly 
the same boat as the  communalists 
of Pakistan.  They may dislike eaclk
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other, they may flght each other but 
they are birds of the same feather 
and  they  quite  understand  each 
other.

In the past when we fouRht  for 
the freedom of India—I am not re
ferring to any individual, I am mere
ly talking about groups—in the past 
although they criticised  each other 
they could function  together  and 
they did function together before in
dependence came.  The question that 
we have got to consider  is, are we 
going to consider this question in a 
highly sentimental  way and relate 
stories which are painful to hear as 
they must be painful to relate, are 
v/e going to decide great  political 
questions by relating these  stories, 
getting greatly  excited over  them 
and getting almost hysterical  over 
them?  Is that the way of a mature 
people, a mature parliament, and  a 
mature nation behaves?  I put it to 
the House: here is a question which 
may weU affect the future ô India, 
here is a question  which may have 
an effect on the future of the world, 
when we are discussing, to some ex
tent in a historical ’way, should we 
try to excite the  passion  of  the 
House by stories which may be true, 
which may not be true? Of course, 
many of them are true;  I am not 
denying them, but I am not prepared 
to believe every story which is told 
to me by any person who comes and 
relates it.  It is obvious that there 
has been inhumanity,  it is obvious 
that there has  been  oppression—I 
am not denying that—but  it is un
necessary for stories  to be related 
and sometimes related  as an hon. 
Member related them with modula
tions of voice, high and low, as if a 
tragedy is being enacted.  What are 
we here?  The House of the People 
of the Republic of India.  Here im
portant matters are considered.

Reference has been made to what 
is happening to the people of Indian 
descent in South Africa and we have 
been told that we troubled ourselves 
about that but not about  our own 
friends and relatives in East Bengal. 
About Ceylon also we have been re
minded.  We are, if I may say  so, 
deeply interested in people of Indian 
descent in Ceylon ,or in South Africa. 
Why? They are not Indian nationals— 
that is admitted. They are nationals 
of Ceylon  or  nationals  of  South 
Africa. We are interested for other 
reasons, for  humanitarian  reasons, 
for cultural reasons, for reasons of 
self-respect and all that.  Now,  if 
that is so, it does not i*equire very 
much argument for any one to see

that we must be interested, infinitelŷ 
more than in others in the people in 
Eas.t Bengal.  It  is obvious;  it  i» 
patent that everyone of us must be 
interested in them because they are 
of us. It may be a fact that they are 
Pakistani nationals today.  But this 
cannot write off, or scratch out,  or 
erase the history  of hundreds,  of 
thousands of years. It is patent. So. 
it is not a question of lack of interest 
or lack of sympathy or lack of any
thing else.  All of us I hope realise 
the difficulties  that  they had  to 
undergo, or they may have to under
go in future. All  of us sympathise 
and have intense sympathy for them. 
That is so.
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What then are we to do? For the 
last two or three years  there has 
been p war îng on in Korea,  For 
the last year TC more there has been 
a talk of truce going on there. But 
whoever may be right  or whoever 
may be wrong in Korea, the fact is 
that all these forces of liberation in 
Korea have ruined Korea and made 
it a heap of ashes  of the country. 
If the advice of some hon. Members 
wac followed and the Government o?f 
the day here, whoever it may be—we 
are passing men—acted in that way 
excitedly, hysterically  irresponsibly,
I shudder at the fate  that would 
come  to  India—and  Pakistan,  of 
course.  It is much too  serious  a 
matter to be talked about lightly, to 
be talked about in terms of party ad
vantage.  Generally  speaking, when̂ 
such  serious  matters  confront  at 
nation, they are considered, as far as; 
possible,  without  consideration  of 
political advantage for a party. I do 
not mean to say that  criticism  or 
even condemnation should  not take 
place. Of course, it must. A serious 
matter should be  considered  fully 
and nothing should  be behind the 
purdah.  Nevertheless  an  attempt, 
should be made to face that serious 
peril and crisis,  as far as possiblê 
jointly.

So far as this matter is concerned, 
it can be divided  into  two  parts. 
There is the part dealing with relief 
and rehabilitation and the other part, 
the major part, of conditions in East 
Bengal and the consequences of those 
conditions.  Now, so far as the first 
part is concerned, I do not wish to 
say much.  I am prepared later to 
discuss the matter with hon. Mem
bers of this or that side of the House, 
or rather my  colleague  Mr. Ajit 
Prasad Jain is fully prepared to do 
that  But I would say  this muclk 
about it.  In the last nearly three- 
years or two and a half years, this
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matter became relatively  more im
portant in the scheme of rehabilita
tion.  I say ‘relatively* because pre
vious to that the number of people 
from Western Pakistan were infinite
ly greater.  But in the last two and 
a half years our attention, the atten
tion of the Ministry of Rehabilitation, 
has been taken up Islt more by the 
problems of the refugees  who have 
-come from Eastern Pakistan than the 
others. And undoubtedly it is so, be- 
scause that problem became graver and 
graver.  Whether we have succeeded, 
•or the Government  of West Bengal 
.have succeeded in our attempt is a 
different  matter.  Hon.  Members 
have criticised  our  efforts.  Their 
criticism may be justified to a degree 
—I will not go into that matter. That 
□s a matter of detaiL But I wish to 
assure the House that the attention 
of Government has bftn  constantly 
directed to the  problem  of East 
Bengal refugees and we have tried to 
do what we could.

Among the inherent difficulties  of 
the situation which have confronted 
Tis one is that, unfortunately, a cer
tain political element  has come in 
dealing with this problem. Some who 
are no doubt interested in this pro
blem as much as anyone  else have 
tried to turn it into a political pro- 
Iblem.  I  remember  at  Sealdah 
‘Station, where some  of  these  un
fortunate people arrived, it was  an 
amazing sight.  It was like the Magh 
'Tnela with all the pandas  and  their 
Hags up. During the Magh Twela at 
Triveni every party has a flag—each 
fighting tor  its customers.  Instead 
of jointly serving  them, it was  a 
political fight for the  refugees—*'we 
shall have him; we shall  profit  by 
liim politically”.  I am glad fhat is 
over now—it has been dealt with in 
a different way.  Also, when  at
tempt was made to send many  of 
these displaced  persons  who had 
come to other provinces, nearby pro- 
Âinces or farther  away, difficulties 
êre  put,  not,  I think,  by the 
refugees themselves so much but by 
others, for political reasons.  Now, I 
do submit that that would not serve 
the cause of the refugees.  If  any 
party or any individual is angry with 
the Government, it is perfectly open 
to them to vent their anger, or con- 
<iemn us.  But  it is rather unfair, 
instead of venting their anger at us, 
to do something  which harms those 
-very people whom we are trying to 
.serve. '

Now. it is our intention—it is the 
intention ol my colleague the Minis
ter for  Rehabilitation—immediately
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or very soon, because of the growth 
of this problem and because it is 
necessary to deal with it as adequate
ly as we can, first of all to set up a 
small fact-finding committee consist
ing of officers of the Ministry of Re
habilitation, the West  Bengal  Gov
ernment  and the Indian Statistical
Institute, Calcutta, to make a survey 
and assessment of the conditions in 
relief camps and rehabilitation colo
nies,—in particular housing and gain
ful emplo3rment  provided  for and 
vocational  and  technical  training 
given  to  displaced  persons in 
West Bengal  and  the  results  oifl 
various other rehabilitation measures 
undertaken by Government and  to 
submit  its report to the  committee 
which I  shall refer to later.  That
would  be a full  appraisal  of the 
situation as it is and as it is likely to 
be.  It is also our intention to ap
point a Cabinet Committee consisting 
of the Minister of Finance and the 
Minister  for Rehabilitation  of the 
Government of India, and the Chief 
Minister of West Bengal to make, on 
the basis of the report submitted by 
the above fact-finding committee, an 
appraisal of the actual extent of re
habilitation achieved in West Bengal, 
to examine the v£u*ious rehabilitation 
schemes in operation in West Bengal, 
whether they have made satisfactory 
progress  or given  adequate  re
sults; if not. the  reasons therefor 
and suggest measure for improvement 
and for financial adjustments and in 
regard to the future lay down  poli
cies, etc.  The committee is expected 
to complete its work in the next three 
months.

We are  trying to  proceed  in  a 
methodical way in this matter—first 
of all through an enquiry and at the 
same time through a very high level 
committee—to deal with the problem 
as best as we can.  In doing so, we 
shall very gladly consult those  per
sons or groups who are specially in
terested in this problem  and who 
may have particular information or 
particular views in regard to it.  So, 
I shall not say anything more about 
the rehabilitation aspect of it except 
to say that it is our bounden duty 
to do our utmost for it. To say that 
does not mean that we can by imagi
nation deal with the  problem and 
produce  hundred per cent,  results 
quickly.  That cannot be done.  And 
Jn doing that inevitably even if we 
work better than we are working, a 
great deal depends on factors which 
are completely outside our control.

I may mention  that  among the 
things to be enquired into, and that
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we are enquiring into, is the settling 
oV refugees in other States,  nearby 
as well as farther away, not settling 
them in small numbers but in fairly 
large groups, so that they can live 
their community  life there—say,  a 
group of ten or fifteen thousand or 
even more—so that  they may not 
feel isolated.  So much for rehabili
tation.

But the major problem, of course, 
is something different, out of which 
all this business of refugees  coming 
and  rehabilitation  arises.  I should 
like, as far as possible, to put before 
the Hous.e my appraisal of this situa
tion.  I do not say that it is hund
red per cent, correct or not.  But I 
do feel that it is not right for us to 
take too one-sided a view of  any
thing.

I believe that this whole question 
has arisen to some extent because of 
partition, of course, and because  of 
the huge eruption that took place at 
the time  of  partition  which  few 
people expected in that shapê —hard
ly any, I suppose.  And all kinds of 
forces were let loose, all kinds of 
passions were aroused, and all kiiids 
of deep injuries  were caused then 
which it takes time to heal. And the 
healing  process  has proceeded to 
some extent in many places, it has 
not had a chance  in other places, 
notably  in East  Bengal  or  West 
Bengal.

But I should like the House to re- 
jnember one thing.  When  we talk 
about East Pakistan or West Pakis
tan whom do we talk about? Are we 
talking about the  people there  or 
about certain groups there or about 
certain Governments there? What do 
we talk about?  My hon. friend Dr. 
Mookerjee said quite clearly that he 
did not refer to the people there. He 
referred to the official authority pre
sumably, or some groups only.  Well,
I was glad to hear it.

He said he was not  approaching 
this question from a communal point 
of view but *from a political point of 
view.  Well, I entirely welcome that 
statement of his. And I say the first 
thing we should be absolutely clear 
about is this, that this question can
not and must not be considered from 
the communal point ô view. Let us 
confine it to the political approach.

If that is so, then may I enquire if 
such suggestions as an exchange  of 
population are a political  approach 
or a communal approach?

D . s. p. Mookerjee:  Political ap
proach,  according  to  international 
precedents, at governmental level.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru:  Is  it st
political approach to pick out a re
ligious group in one  country and 
push it into the other country? That, 
according to the hon. Member, is the- 
political,  international  approachl 
Well, I am not aware of any inter
national law which permits that, or 
has permitted it from the beginning 
of time.  1 say so with all authority. 
He may point out to something  ia 
Turkey on Greece. It has no relation: 
to this, it is a completely different 
thing.

Shri  Megfanad  Saha  (Calcutta-
North-West) :  This  was  done  iai
Turkey.

Shri  Jawaharlal  Nehru:  I have*
myself said Turkey.  I said so.  IT 
the hon. Member wpuld listen to me- 
he would not have taken the trouble* 
of interrupting.

What I say is that if the hon. Mem
ber says that this should be dealt: 
with on a political level  and thea 
tries to reconcile his  statement  of: 
exchange ot population....

Dr. S. P. Mooker̂: I myself point
ed out the difficulties of such an ex-
change and said that it may not solve? 
the problem.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru; I am glad.
I will not pursue  this matter.  Scx̂ 
that remedy is over.  I hope nobodjr 
will talk about it in future.

Mr. Chaimun: There is an amend
ment to this effect.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: But I Ukft- 
it he will withdraw it.

Shri V. G. Deshpande: No, I willi 
press it.

# Shri Jawaharlal Nehru:  Well,  it:
takes all sorts of.......

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee:  How did ĥ
accept it with  regard  to the  two- 
Punjabs?  ^

Shri Jawahlirlal Nehru: Did I ac-̂ 
cept it?  Of course  not.  I did not 
accept it.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: You succumb
ed to it.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: Certainly,,
to a large extent I succumbed to it.
I did not accept it.  And it was 
tragedy. We should not try to repeat, 
it or do anything which might causes 
it to be repeated.

Mv difficulty is we, that is the Gov
ernment of this country at the pre
sent moment, cannot easily deal witha 
this problem on the political  leveiA
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because of the intrusion of the com
munal approach to it; not only of the 
intrusion of the communal approach 
but the intrusion, if I may say so, ol 
irresponsible talks of the big stick and 
of war and things that lead to war. Be
cause, that political  approach which 
might  be efficient  or  effective  is 
undermined by it.  Immediately  we 
have to face that difficulty.

May I point out it  has been said 
constantly in the course of this de
bate, as previously, that Pakistan nas 
broken the Agreement of April, 1950, 
Pakistan has not adhered  to  that 
Agreement in many ways, has broken 
it in some ways, sometimes in actual 
letter, certainly in spirit.  True. May 
I remind hon. Members opposite that 
some of the things  that they have 
been saying  ana  doing—not today 
but since 1950—are a continual breach 
Of that Agreement and it has Put us 
in the most  embarrassmg  position? 
Because, we have been charged again 
and again: ‘*You gave us year pledge 
and your undertaking that this will 
not be done; and this is being done 
in  your  country,  this  is  being 
done  by  so-and-so,  this  paper 
and  that  group.”  And  we  have 
to admit it. All that we can say is: 
‘̂We are sorry, ours is a free country, 
we have got our Constitution.  we 
have got many honourable people in 
this country, what are we to do, we 
cannot control them.”

Shri V. G. Deshpande:  When Mr.
Liaquat Ali came for this  Pact the 
<?ountry was not ‘free'.  When  this 
Pact was arrived at. Veer Savarkar 
was arrested and  we were externed 
Irom Delhi.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru:  I am not
challenging  anybody’s  right.  I am 
merely saying that there are organi-̂ 
sations in this country which  have 
stated as one of their objectives  to 
put an end to the partition and have 
Akhand Bharat. Now, that obviously 
is a clear defiance of the Aoril 1950 
Agreement.  Because,  it is  stated 
there by us and agreed to by us that 
this kind o!C thing will not be per
mitted by us as a government.  In 
fact we pledged  ourselves  to sup
press this kind of agitation. And vet 
this has been  constantly done.  The 
House will of course ao-̂reciate that 
we pledged ourselves to  something 
which we  could not wholly in law 
give effect to; in reality it merely be
came our intention being expressed. 
So that, this whole aporoach hias been 
coming in the way of any  positive 
and effective political approach.  Be
cause, when we could point out  to 
them, as we did repeatedly, all their, 
failures, they could point out a good
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few on our side too. Not by the Gov- 
fernment, maybe.  The difference  is 
this.

I say that with due modesty on be
half of our Government. It  is true 
that I think so but that does not take 
me very far when failures take place 
here—and the  consequences of the
failure have to be faced—and the agi
tations are carried on here on a basis 
which can only lead to certain reac- 
tioAs there and certain justifications on 
the other side of what they do and 
what they do not do. That is the main 
difficulty we have had in the past. If 
I may put it very briefly in a sentence 
we cannot. You can adopt the atti
tude. It is not a very reasonable ot 
a good attitude. I will say this much. 
It is at any rate a frank attitude which 
my hon. friend Dr. Khare exhibits, an 
eye for eye and a tooth for tooth; but 
fortunately for this  country we are 
not controlled by the ideology of the 
Old Testament—both in our social and 
political spheres. We think on a dif
ferent level. Now can you go for an 
eye for eye and a tooth for tooth ideo
logy which of course is not practical 
politics apart from  everjrthing else, 
even if it was practical politics (some
body might consider it is, but it is not 
and can easily be shown to have been 
a failure where such an attempt was 
made). If that is not so, how am I to 
proceed? We cannot think  today in 
terms of conflict, let us say, between 
just some small or  great organised 
armies. People come into the conflict, 
and in a large  way. That is why 
wars today are fought with infinitely 
more destruction. That is why wars 
do not yield the results. In short that 
is why political or economic questions 
cannot be solved through war. Through 
war you never get it. You cannot con
trol it. Therefore to talk lightly of 
war, if I may say so, does not show 
any mature approach to this problem, 
it is immaturity. You rule out war, 
—rule out, of course, in the sense that 
if we are attacked, naturally, we can
not help it, we  will fight. We did 
fight, that is a different matter, but I 
say if you think of war as a solution 
of the problem, it is not understand
ing the modem world at all, the mo
dern forces which are at play, nor the 
consequences of war. It would l̂ere- 
ly be adventurism and medievalism.

Now unfortunately "we have got to 
deal in various ways with a country 
whose real ideology at present is me
dieval, i.e. Pakistan. Now are we go
ing to meet their medievalism with the 
medievalism of India? It is a matter 
for us to consider because there are 
plenty of people in this House whose
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logic and thinking proceeds from the 
same medieval outlook. It has no re
lation to modern India or to the prob
lems of the day. It  is a dangerous 
thing, just being  sŵpt away by a 
wave of sentimentality and forgetting 
the facts of the case. How then can 
Ôou deal with a particular situation? 
It is difficult enough in all conscience. 
In the world today  when a conflict 
arises of any size or shape, it conti
nues. There is no end to it, because 
it has deep roots and yet some hon. 
Members propose  something  which 
may lead to that conflict and then ima
gine that somehow or other, by some 
magic method we will finish the job 
quickly and solve the problem. Now, 
there(ore. I would beg this House to 
consider it, keeping in view the reali
ties of the rase  What are our objec
tives? After all we want to gain cer
tain objectives. We do not want, like 
some ancient chivalrous knight just to 
show our courage and fail in our en
deavour. Aft'Cr all, as a nation  you 
have got to gain something. What is 
our objective? For the  moment, let 
us say our objective is to help, or to 
helD in such a way as we can. the mi
norities in East Bengal. Of  course, 
the objective is a larger one but we 
•will put it at that; we want them to 
be able to live decent lives or to make 
progress etc. How are we to attain 
that particular  objective? Obviously 
whatever else we may attain or gain, 
we do not get it by some of the me
thods suggested. Some of the amend
ments I have disposed of; exchange of 
population or exchange of territory, ail 
those things do not help that in the 
slightest. As a matter of fact once you 
start thinking in those terms you rule 
this out. Thus, whether in India or 
Pakistan, immediately a Stateless peo
ple are created, millions smd millions 
of people become helpless and state
less, a prey to every kind of misfor
tune and it may take you a genera
tion to dispose of them this way or 
that way. Till then there will be this 
utter chaos and n>isery of millions.

We raise our voice for the misfor
tune of the minorities in East Pakis
tan. That fs right because 1 have no 
doubt that their life is,  has been, a 
very difficult life, difficult sometimes 
by the pressure of Government, diffi
cult more so by the atmosphere that 
is being created which makes them 
full of fear and apprehension—that is 
much worse than some acute crisis. I 
know that and the main thing we have 
to contend against is this atmosphere 
of fear. Now, Mr. Lakshmikant Mat- 
tra and other friends mentioned figures, 
20 lakhs, 30 lakhs, 50 lakhs. I do not 
wish to go into figures but I  think 
that in using figures we might try to 
be a little accurate. We should try

to find out. 1 do submit tliat we have 
enough facts before us, ncit to be ab
solutely precise but  certainly to be 
precise within certain limitations, and 
the figures that are repeated sometimes 
are far from precise. Far from that, 
if you want to understand the picture, 
we must see both sides of it. If a 
large number of  Hindus have come 
from East Bengal as they have and to 
some expect might well continue  to 
come, tnere has also been a stream 
backwards. There has  also been a 
stream of Muslims going to Pakistan 
not only to East Pakistan but to West 
Pakistan. I think it is due to us to 
recognise the nature of the problem. 
Let us not think that we have created 
perfect  conditions  in our  coimtiy. 
There can be no perfect conditions in 
this country—leave out other factors.— 
so long as the cry is raised, the com- 
moinal cries are raised  against this 
group or that grouo and the kind of 
solutions which are suggested means 
converting  India into a  communal 
State. Hon. Members referred to theo
cratic background of Pakistan because 
they have said it will be an Islamic 
State. It is an Islamic State.  Yet, 
many of the hon. Members, who re
ferred to this are auite content with 
the demand of what they call a Hindu 
Rashtra in India.

An Hon. Member: Not all, Sir.

Shrl Jawaharlal Nehru: I do not say
the hon. Member Is. I do not accuse 
of him at all. Not all. of course not. 
I may really put it to you, even if a 
small group  think that—undoubtedly 
some groups think that they are ftine* 
tionina on an identical level—'they ar̂ 
functioning on th#  id̂iogy of theo
cracy of Islam.

Shri  V.  G.  Despande:  Entirely
wrong.

Shjti Jawaharlal Nehru: May be so.
You are unable to see any other pic
ture except the one you have formed 
for yourself. I say it is an extraor̂ 
dinary thing how the  ideology that 
they say gave birth to Pakistan and 
the Partition and that  is causing all 
the troubles in East Pakistan and else
where is an identical ideology in the 
reverse on the part of these commu
nal organisations in India who talk so 
loudly against the other ideology.

Shri V. G. Despande: It is the Con
gress ideology.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: The Congress
ideology of Ram Raj, he says.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: Of Oourse, 
it is not easy for me  to expmin in 
words of one syllable to men that da 
not understand those ideologies easilŷ

hetvyeen Pakistan and  692
India
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I have to use  multi-syllables and it 
will take long to explain. But, I do 
submit to this House, that if there is 
one thing clear, it is this: that this 
problem cannot be solved by our be
coming cheap imitators  of Pakistan 
and their methods and their ideologies 
and their approaches. That miist be 
made perfectly clear. How then can 
we solve it? Ultimately, I say— hope 
1 am not saying something which is 
too big for me; I do not for an instant 
claim in this  matter to be big; the 
thing I say is big; I am a small fXHtn 
sâ ng a big thing—I say with all hu
mility that the problem of India and 
Pakistan, whether it is tomorrow or 
day after, or a year hence or ten years 
hence can only be solved by the touch 
of healing being applied to both the 
countries. I do not know what will 
happen before that occurs, before that 
process succeeds. I have no shadow of 
a doubt that 3̂u cannot have two con
tiguous countries with people who have 
been living together, who have been 
working together, who may have had 
quarrels, who are racially and cultural
ly of the same stock. It just does not 
matter what some people or many peo
ple may say about it; some of them 
may be leaders. They cannot change 
the course of history and the past. I 
say we have to come together. What 
the time or form shall  be, I do not 
know. We have to associate ourselves 
more and more in the future. It may 
be that before that happens......

Dr.  N.  B.  Khare: That means
Akhand Bharat.

4Shri JawslUftvial N̂hm: When I say 
that, I merely wish to place before the 
House that that is an inevitable thing 
that must happen, the alternative be
ing a continuous process of mutual ex
termination. I am talking in terms of 
historical perspective: not of  today. 
There are no other alternatives.

Surely no person with the least wis
dom in him is  likely to prefer the 
course of mutual extermination spread 
over generations. Therefore I should 
like that ultimate idea be kept in view 
and not allow  ourselves to  talk in 
♦erms of unreality today, because, real
ity today is different. We recognise 
that. And yet, when we say that real
ity is different, it is not so different. I 
do distinguish between groups in Pak
istan as you and I must distinguish 
between groups in India. I am quite 
certain that a large number of people 
in Pakistan, ordinary people, have no 
animus against India. In fact, if I may 
say so, in other words, they feel regr̂ 
at the happenings of the last five years, 
which have  estranged them,  which 
have put difficulties in their way and
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in our way. I do not mean to saŷ 
that they want the partition to be an
nulled and all that They feel regret- 
for all these things. You cannot re
verse history like this. But, I do xneaî. 
to say that a great majority of the- 
people in Pakistan, as  obviously in 
India, have friendly feelings to the peo
ple on the other aide* I have no doubt 
about that. Except when they are ex
cited, when they ace worked up on oc
casions, which can be done in Pakis
tan or in India on some cry, they have 
friendly feelings. There are groups, of 
course, who work them up, who ex
ploit these  feelings for their ends. 
Because, remember, one of the easiest 
methods for dominating groups to re
tain power is to  exploit sentiihent 
against another country and fear of 
another country to  strengthen itself, 
and thereby try to put aside from the 
peof̂e*s n̂ ds the political and eco
nomic problems that they may have to* 
deal with. All  that is  happening, 
there.

What policy in our country helps or 
hinders the right process in the other 
country? It is  patent and I  hope- 
every Member of this House, even such 
of the hon. Members as  totally dis
agree with me, will appreciate that the 
approach of the big stick and the threat 
of war or something leading to war is 
just the approach which strengthens 
those forces that create all the trou
ble. Because, they use that as some
thing that cements their hold.  They 
use that to make the people forget their 
other real problems and make them 
think in terms of fear and apprehen
sion. So that, this approach ftom our 
side harms them. It harms above all 
those minorities in the other country, 
immediately. Vou can ixuve iio hall— 
way measure. You have to face the 
whole situation and take some other 
step and so on.

I have trî to put before the House 
frankly as my mind reasons this mat
ter out. I have put very simple facts.
It is a very difficult and delicate mat
ter for one to discuss* flilly and abso
lutely. I am , prepared to,discuss it 
further.

Take another aspect of the case, that 
in spite of every effort from us, a 
situation ariises  on  the  other side 
which is worse. I  hope this House 
will not ask me to say what in a par
ticular situation in the future one may 
have to do. That has to be judtsed. I 
can only state before the House the 
general objective that  one aims at* 
what one avoids doing and what one 
tries to do. Economic sanctions have 
been mentioned. Of course, economic 
sanctions at the present moment mean
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very little in  reality. They  mean 
something in psychological  approach, 
oot in practice. If it is thought that 
the application of economic sanctions 
brings pressure, it  does not, in any 
large degree. It is an expression of a 
psychology. That is a different mat
ter. If we wish to express that psy
chology, if you think that that would 
do good, we will consider that. I do 
not think it will do good. I think it 
will help the very elements which you 
do not want to help there. As a mat
ter of fact, the history of the last few 
years in India, four or five years, in re
gard to trade with Pakistan has been 
a chequered one. There has been very 
little normal trade intercourse, and the 
hon. Member was quite right—I for
get who he was—in saying that in par
ticular matters they have applied sanc
tion. We have applied sanctions, too, 
in particular matters. It has been mu
tual. We have refused to buy this or 
sell that.  It has been  a  mutual
affair.  It is still happening.  In fact, 
our trade is at a very low level, and 
probably a good part of the so-called 
trade between India and Pakistan is 
just smuggling. You  do not  apply
easily economic  sanctions to  smug
gling  so  that  from  the  eco
nomic point of view, it has no real im
portance. Personally, I feel that from 
the other point of view of really settl
ing down as between India and Pak
istan, it is desirable for our trade con
tacts to increase, for other contacts to 
increase. These can help indeed much 
more our people on the other side—the 
minority comiminity  on the  other 
side—than mere talks  and  suchlike 
things. Talks etc., can go only some 
distance. I would not  say that if I
were not sure in my mind that the
people of Pakistan  would welcome 
that, are prepared for  that. I  am
quite sure of that, except for an excit
ed few.

Hon. members here read sometimes 
speeches of some leaders in Pakistan, 
sometimes newspaper articles in Pak-. 
istan, and when they read them, their 
reaction is strong, quite  rightly, be
cause some of those articles in news
papers and some of the speeches made 
there ate, I think, highly  objection
able. And when anybody reads them, 
he reacts strongly against it, but may 
I suggest that hon. Members try to pic
ture to themselves that, when an ave
rage Pakistani  reads some of  the 
speeches delivered here, and some of 
the articles written here, his reaction 
is also strong. He  feels  the same 
thing. We say: “This is the voice of 
Pakistan”, although it is not the voice 
of Pakistan. It is the voice of a group 
or some people. He also feels frighten
ed, and thinks: “This is the voice of
India. They are threatening us. They

India

are going to do this or that”, with thfc- 
result that the person who normally 
was friendly, gets frightened, and endsr 
up with strange reactions. Therefore,, 
that approach does not carry us any— 
where, unless we declare that the onlyr 
solution is that of the big stick. Thea 
let us go ahead with the big stick, i 
do not understand hon. Members rê 
peatedly talking  of firmness,  an(t- 
strong action and all that. I may be- 
no judge of my Government’s firmness 
or weakness. It is for others to judge. 
Maybe we are not firm enough. Cer- - 
tainly, we cannot compare with some- 
hon. Members opiwsite  in regard to- 
strong language, whatever else may be-- 
said in regard to action. But what is. 
this cry I just fail to understand— 
this cry of firmness, cries of condem̂ 
nation and cursing and vilifying. Yott- 
must be clear about these things.

I said something which I knew was~- 
an invitation to criticism. I said: “r. 
am TOt afraid of appeasement”, but T' 
qualified it. I said, not of evil, but of' 
human beings, of groups  of peoples, 
but I shall not be a party to appease- 
evH, whatever the consequences. And 
I do not understand......

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: What is the de-
which will make you dOr-

that?

Shrl Jawâlal Nehru:  That is a.
m-atter for wisdom to see.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: When will that.- 
wisdom dawn on the Government.

I purposely
Md dehberately used that word on the- 
previous occasion, that I am not afraid̂"

the greatest respect, I showed a lot of " 
S®®* IP  Vsin? that word.  Fe“ 
people today in Europe, in America, in

br?n; Sith

Shrl Jawaharlal Nehm: I am in-ate- 
bif  illuminating interruptions,
but I do not wish to end up in thii

have to deat 
with this very difficult question, and I 
do appeal to this House  and to all 
whether they sit on this side or tĥ 
other side, that this question must be- 
nff-n  the high level of an inter-

interna
tional imphcations and  consequenceŝ



[Shri Jawaharlal Nehru]

and not merely on a party level. So 
far as I am concerned, I would gladly 
confer with hon.  Members opposite, 
but it becomes a little difficult to con
fer when the attitude, the approach, 
is so utterly diiferent.

Now, some hon. Members  opposite 
have declared some kind of a day call
ed “East Bengal Day” for some day in 
the future.
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Dr. S. P. Mookerjee:  “All-India
Day*’.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru:  Why not
make it “All-Asia**?

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: We are follow
ing your example with regard to “South 
African Day** which you are celebrat
ing tomorrow—“All-India  South-Alrl- 
can Day*’.

Shri Jawaharlal  Nehru: Now. this 
day would be celebrated presumably 
by speeches which are less restrained 
than the speeches  delivered in this 
House, presumably by speeches which 
will go in the perfervid style of Pandit 
Lakshmi Kant Maitra.  stories of all 
kinds of abominations and inhumani
ties, to excite passions like that.  Are 
you going to solve this problem in that 
way, I should like to know. Is that 
the path which any wise man, any res
ponsible man or group ought to take, 
«ven to solve this problem?

Pmadit L. fL Maitra: What is the ob
jectionable language that I have used, 
1 do not understand. What is the lan- 
âge you are objecting to from the 
very beginning?

Slnri Jawaharlia Nehm:  I am ob
jecting to the perfervid language.  I 
am not an admirer of perfervid and 
rather hysterical oratory. It Is a quea- 
tioD of taste.

Pandtt L. K« Mattra: I liave got my 
own way of speaking.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehm: I have mine, 
and I have my taste.

Dr. N. B. Khore: I have mine also, 
Sir.

Pandit L. K. Maitra:  I have been
talking in this way for the last f 19 or 
20 years in thii House: Do you ex
pect me to change immediately tp some 
other style or form? I cannot under
stand. I was speaking what I felt. I 
spoke out my heart.

Shri Jawaharlal NehrU: Sometimes, 
the heart is to be controlled by the 
mind.

Dr. N. & Khare:  I want to know 
from the Prime Minister if the ques
tion of South Africa can be solved by 
celebrating “South Africa Day”.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Or “All India 
South Africa Day” in India?

Shri Jwaharlal Nehru: My  answer
is “No.** It will not be solved by that.

Dr. N. B. Khare: Thank you.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru: But it will
not be made worse either.

Dr. N. B. Khare: It is a matter of 
opinion.

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru:  Reference
has been made to  the passport sys
tem. As the House knows we did not 
want the passport system. We resist
ed it. but when it was coming unilater
ally, naturally it had to come on both 
sides. Immediately, we came to cer
tain agreements. When  they wanted 
to postpone it again, just a few days 
before, we refused to postpone it. but 
we said then: “We are  prepar̂ to 
scrap it, but we cannot just postpone 
it. Once we postpone it. we are nei
ther here nor there, and the feeling of 
uncertainty continues.” We  are pre
pared to scrap it now, if you want it 
There is no difficulty on our part.

One hon. Member  talked  about 
masses of people held up all over at 
soon as this happened. Now. that la, 
I do submit, very wide of the truUi. 
It is a fact that when passports sud
denly started, there were people her* 
and there on the border and elsewhere, 
but very soon those were dealt with. 
Some came  over  here. They  were 
given emergency certificates for pass
port or migration certificates. My col
league Mr. Biswas went there, and in 
his report, he has said—I will read a 
paragraph of his report: —

‘‘Since the  introduction of the 
passport system, and by about the 
end of the first week of Novem
ber, a total of about 250 families 
representing  about 1250  persons 
have obtained  migration  certifi
cates from the Indian Deputy High 
Commissioner at Dacca. There is 
no congestion of any kind of in
tending Hindu evacuees. At any 
rate...stationed in East Bengal and 
an authority of  the Indian High 
Commission visited  some of the 
principal stations in  East Bengal 
soon after the 15th  October and 
found no such congestions.  We 
also  noticed  none  during  our 
tours.”

Now there is no  doubt  about two 
things. When the people came away



in a rush in the first half of October, 
they came away principally because of 
the fear of this passport system, i.e. 
the fear that they might not be able 
to come if they wanted. But it is ob
vious that the passport system is not 
the origin or cause of their fear. There 
is something more  basic  about  it, 
otherwise they would not have come.
That is patent, that does not require 
argument. They have this feeling of 
insecurity, they have this  feeling of 
unhappiness and uncertainty about the 
future, apart from the other difficulties 
they had to face, and I think this is 
common ground. When  they found 
that perhaps in the future they might 
not be able to come, they tried to come 
an a rush. Now that  they have dis
covered that at any rate so far as the 
rules are framed, those who want to 
migrate or want to travel  are quite 
free to do so, that particular urge of 
rushing in is not there. But the other 
thing may well be there. Of  course 
there are persons who gradually want 
to shift, and there is that fear and ap
prehension. We have to  deal with 
difficulties, we have to deal with im
ponderable things, we have  to deal 
-with specific things of course, hut we. 
have to deal with imponderable things, 
fear, apprehension and the rest of that.
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Take this evacuee  property  law, 
ĥich was fortunately not Introduced 
into West Bengal and East Pakistan. 
Although approaches were made,  to 
us, still that law was not introduced 
then. Take this evacuee property law, 
which from such laws as I know, seems 
to be a negation of all law. Yet cer
tain circumstances  compelled us  to 
adopt that t3T>e of law, here; in Pak
istan it was subtly worse, but there 
it is, and we go on doing things step 
by step, which any person with  an 
amount of legal  sense  will  rebel 
-against. And  what  is the result of 
that evacuee property  law there or 
here? Take for instance not only the 
evacuee, but that fantastic thing “the 
intending evacuee”  coming on  the 
scene. You declare a man an ‘intend
ing evacuee’ because you think that he 
might in future do something, and so 
you gain a certain control over his pro
perty.

Shri Gidwani: It is not so.  Unless 
he sends some assets to Pakistan, he 
is not declared as such.

Shrl Jawaliarlal Nehru:  I know a
little more  about it  than my  hon. 
friend Shri Choitram Gidwani, slight
ly more about it. I am not discussing 
<he clauses of the law. I am talking 
about the consequences of  that law, 
and the consequences of that law in 
Pakistan and in India are that  vast 
numbers of people are under fear, and

duress and oppression all the time; thegr 
cannot do any trade or any commercê, 
or sell their  property—because there 
is no buyer—lest they should be de
clared as intending evacuees. A per
son is not declared an evacuee now, 
but he might be declared an intendimc 
evacuee, so why should I get into troiH 
ble by buying or selling this property? 
That is the position of tens and thou
sands and millions of people, our na
tionals in India as well as many peo
ple in Pakistan. It is  worse still in 
Pakistan. We have got tied up in dif
ferent knots in all these problems and 
it is all very well for us to say that our 
hands are completely clean and Pak
istan’s are all red with blood. I think 
 ̂our case in this matter is a strong one, 
but it does not become strong by our 
looking at the picture on one side only; 
we have to confess that our han̂ are 
not so clean, that  many things that 
have been done on our side are not flo 
good; we have to confess that w ê it 
is true that we have treated our peo
ple far  better  govemmentally  and 
otherwise, we have to confess that we 
have not removed fear and apprehen
sion from their minds. I have not a 
shadow of doubt that  if we do the 
right thing, then  right conŝ uenoes 
flow from it I do not want this House 
or this country to submit to an iota of 
anything which lowers the self-respect 
and dignity of this country. I do not 
want this House to agree to anything 
which is injurious to those people In 
whom we are interested in any way 
especially in East Bengal, but let us 
think logically and clearly how to open 
those knots. We do not open a l̂ t 
by putting another knot on the top ofi 
it or by putting a hammer and then 
trying to open  it. As Rabin̂anath 
Tagore, said, you open a box with aa 
key, not by hammering the lid of the 
box. AU the methods that  are sug
gested of hammering the box will Hot 
only open it, but will ultimately cause 
damage to the box and  everything 
else. I submit that in this matter, we 
must adopt certainly a firm attitude; 
certainly a strong attitude, but at the 
same time a wise attitude, a far see
ing attitude, and not do something hi' 
the excitement  of the  moment for 
which we might have to repent later.

Shri H. N. Mukerjee:  Is the hon.
Primie Minister ready to open afresh 
with the Pakistan  Government the 
question of scrapping passports?

Shri Jawaharlal Nehru;  I do not
know what the hon. Member means by 
that. I have said that I am prepared 
to scrap it if they are agreeable.  If 
by opening afresh, the hon. Member 
means that I should send them a let
ter to that effect or any telegram, i 
am prepared to do so, and I declare it 
openly here.
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ne MBlster of Lmw aa8 Miaorlty 
ACaln  (Shri  Btewas):  More than
one telegram has already been sent to 
them about it.

Shrl E. K. Chandhnri (Gauhati); On 
a point of information on one  thing 
that has perturbed me. May I know 
what sort of unclean things have been 
done in India during recent months, be
cause this statement  of  hon. Prime 
Minister will give a handle to the Pak
istan Government?

Pudit Algu Rai Shasiri: That must 
be cleared up.

Shri iawabarlal Nehmr  Among 
them are many speeches delivered by 
members of organisations to which 1 
made reference.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee: Gknremment’s 
hands have been clean completely?

8M Jawmharlal Nehm: They have 
been clean, so far as 1 know.

Dr. 8. P. Btookerjee: That is enough 
for us.

' Mr. Chalrmas: I shall now put the 
amendments to the vote of the House.

The question is:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

*̂ d  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion that 
the only method of  solving the 

Bengal problem is to  bring 
about a peaceful exchange of po
pulation between  the Hindus in 
East Bengal and the Muslims in 
West Bengal with suitable adjust
ment of properties on Govemmen- 
tol level.̂

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

**and  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion that 
as the Government of  Pakistan 
has failed to secure the protection 
of the elementary democratic and 
human rights of its minorities the 
Government of India should take 
firm and energetic action in terms 
of the Partition  Agreement and 
other agreements with Pakistan to 
secure the just rights of the mino* 
rity community to  enable _ them 
to live in that State with honour 
and security.•*

The motion was negatived*

Mr. Chairman; The question is:
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That at the end of the motion, tĥ  ̂
following be added:

**and  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion that 
l̂e Government has faHed to tac
kle the  serious  situation arising . 
out of the systematic  squeezing 
out of the minorities  from East 
Pakistan and it  should  impress 
upon the Government of Paldstan, , 
the necessity of securing the pro- - 
tection of the elementary demo* - 
cratic rights of the minoriUes ac-- . 
cording to the terms of Partition 
Agreement and subsequent agree
ments with Pakistan  in this res- - 
pect”

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chalrauui:  The question Is:

That at the end of the motion, tbt&y- 
following be added:

**and having considered the same 
this House is of opinion—

(1) that the Pakistan Governments 
have failed to implement tb̂  
terms  of  Indo-Pak  Agree
ments with regard to protcc-> 
tion of the minorities;

(2) that such failure on the parti 
of Pakistan Government con
stitutes  a  violation of the ̂ 
basic condition of partition;

(3) that the Government of India- 
have also failed to secure the 
implementation of such Indo- 
Pakistan  agreements and to 
discharge their  responsibilitŷ  ̂
in the matter of the protee-̂ 
tion of the life, honour ami • 
property of the iQinority  in 
East Pakistan; and

(4) that the rehabilitation of the * 
migrants from  East  Bengal, 
has been utterly  inadêuatê 
thus adding to the miseries of̂ 
millions of people.

This House, therefore, deplores 
the Government’s  attitude  of
complacency in this matter, spe
cially after the introduction  of
passport and visa, and urges upon 
the Govemnrent—

(1) to provide for adequate reha
bilitation of those who havê 
come; and

(2) to take Arm and effective step»
including economic  sanctions'- 
so  that  conditions  may be?~ 
created in  East  Pakistaii - 
which  would enable the mi- «
norities to live in peace  and
honour and thus to fulfil thê 
pledges and honour the assure- 
ances  given  by the  Primes



Minister to the minorities at 
the time oi Partition."*

Blr. Chairmaii: The number of those 
against the amendment is so prepon- 
 ̂derantly large that 1 will not be jus
tified in calling a division. Where is 
the use of counting, when the number 
is so large? I declare that the Noes 
: bave it.

Shrl Sarangadliar Das: I demand a 
v4li vision.

Dr. S. P. Mookerjee:
;rule?

What is the

Shrioiati Soclieta KripaUni:
/ counting must be announced.

The

of Scheduled Castes men and wo
men who have not the means to 
come lo India; and calls upon the 
Government to take effective steps 
so that the  Scheduled Castes in 
Pakistan may live in security; and 
to arrange for the evacuation of 
those Scheduled  Castes who do 
not feel secure in  Pakistan witk 
Government expenditure.”

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chaimuui: The question is:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and  having  considered  tlie 
same, this House is of opinion that 
the Pakistan  Government havmg 
failed  to  honour the  Indo-Pak 
agreements and to  discharge its 
responsibilities for the  protection 
of its minorities the Government 
of India should adopt a Arm nnd 
strong policy towards Pakistan to 
ensure that the minorities can hve 
in Eastern Pakistan in safety and 
with honour.”

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

That at the end of the motion, the 
following be added:

“and having considered the same, 
this House is of opinion—
(a) that the Pakistan Government 
has  violated the  Indo-Pak 
agreements  and has  delibe
rately followed  a policv of 
squeezing  out its  minorities 
periodically and systematical-

(b) that the Government of India 
has failed t8 take firm attitude 
to ensure protection of mino
rities to whom solemn assur
ances had been given at the 
time of partition,

(c) that the  periodical influx of 
East Bengal  refugees is up
setting the economy  and en
dangering the  peace and se
curity of India, and

(d) that it is no longer possHP.e f6r 
India to  absorb or rehabili* 
tate more refugees.

This House therefore urges upon 
the Government  of India to de
mand from the Pakistan Govern
ment the transfer  of sufflcient 
territory to India for the resettle
ment of East Pakistan refugees 
and to adopt  a firm attitude to 
ensure that there is  no further 
exodus from East  Pakistan and 
the minorities there can live  In 
peace, honour and safety.”

The motion was negatived.
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Shri Sarmttgadhar Das:  The divi-
 ̂jaon makes it known who is for and 
'̂who is against. The country wants to 
;.4mow.

Mr̂  Oudrman: Rule 266(3) says:

“If the opinion of the Speaker 
as to the decision of a question is 
challenged, he may, if he thinks 
fit, ask the members who are for 
‘Aye’ and those  for ‘No’ respec
tively to rise in their places and, 
on a count being taken, he may 
declare the determination of tha 
House. In such a case, the names 
of the voters shall not be record
ed.”

If hon.  Members  are so  anxious 
about counting, I will take the count. 
"But I think it is evident that there is 
a preponderating majority against and 
'we need not go into it.

The amendment was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

That at the end of the motion the 
following be added:

‘̂and  having  considered  the 
same this House declares its firm 
determination to secure by peace
ful  means the  settlement of all 
issues outstanding  between India 
and Pakistan and to further friend
ly, economic, social and cultural 
relations between the two  coun
tries.”

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

- end of the motion, the
f̂ollowing be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
this House is of opinion that 

Government has failed to protect 
■*he hves and honour of millions
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■r. {Jktdmam: The question is:

Thmi at the end of the motion, the 
tcdlowing be added:

••and  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinion that 
the Government of India has fail
ed to realise the  gravity of the 
situation and also to deal with it 
in a proper manner as a  (-res
pecting Nation and therefore urges 
upon the Government of JpdiB to 
take all possible  and  immediate 
steps to permanently  secure the 
protection of life, honour and pro
perty of the Hindus in their own 
homes in East Bengal.**

The motion was negatived.

Mr* Oalrmjui: The question is:

That at the end of the molion, the 
CoUowing be added:

ând  having  considered  the 
same, this House is of opinic.i, thiit 
Pakistan has failed to protect its

minorities and has adopted a deli
berate policy of squeezing  them 
out from time to time.”

The motion was negatived.

Bfr. Chairman: The question is:

That at the end of the :notion. the 
following be added:

“and  having  cpnsidered  the 
same, this House is of opinion that 
Pakistan has  failed to fulill the 
minimum  responsibility  of  any 
civilized  Government to  protect 
the lives, property and honour of 
its minorities.”

The motion was negatived.

Mr. Chairman: The question is:

That at the end of the notion, tlie— 
following be added:

“and  having  considered  the 
same, this House approves all the 
steps taken so far in the matter.**

The House divided: Ayes: 216; Noes: 
59.
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...................

.Shri 
,Shri 
,Shri 
a, Shri 
4, Shri B. R.

Bbartiya, Shri S. R. 
or, Shri 
• SfariCS.

Bhewmfi, Shri 
Bhcekha Bhai, Shri 
«**k, Maior-GeomI 
Bidari.Sfari 
Birbal Shigh, Shri 
Borooah, Shri 
Bote, Bhrl P. C.
Chaoda, Shri Anil K. 
Chandrasekhar, Shrimad 
Charafc,Shri
Chattcrjee, Dr. Siailniijan 

.Shri 
y, Shri O. L. 

ChaudhtffT, Shri R. K. 
Q̂wdhit, Bhrt H. Shaffaa

Damodaran. Shri G. R. 
Das, Shri B.
Das. Shri B. K.
Das, Shri Ram Dhani 
Das. Shri S. N.
Das, Shri N. T.
Datar. Shri 
Deb. Shri s. C.
Desai. Shri K. K. 
Dholakia, Shri 
Dhusiya, Shri 
Dlwaii* Shri R. S« 
Dube, Shri Mulchand 
Dube, Shri U. S. 
Dubey, Shri R. G. 
Dutt, Shri A. K. 
Dutu. Shri S. K. 
Ebanezcr, Dr. 
Blayapeniinal, Shri 
Foccdar, Pandit 
Gadgfl.Shri 
Gandhi, Shri Fcron 
Gandhi, Shri M. M. 
Gandhi, Shri V.B.'* 
Ganga Deri, Shrimati 
Gars, Shri R. P. 
GhoM, Shri S. M. 
Ghoih«ShriA. 
Ghulam Qadar, Shri 
Giri, Shri V. V. 
Goonder, Shri K. P. 
Goiiiidcr,8hriK.S. 
Hax«lka,ShriJ.N. 
Hcda,Shri

He m Rb;, Shri 
Hcmbrom, Shri 
Hyder Husein. Ch.
Ibrahim, Shri 
lyyani. Shri E.
I>*yuTtni, Shri C. R. 
Jagmnn Ram, Shri 
Jain, Shri A. P.
Jaiware, Shri
Jansde, Shri
Jasani, Shri
Jayaahri, Shrimati
Jena, Shri Niranjan
Jethan, Shri
Jha, Shri Bhagwat
Jhunjhunwala. Shri
Jothi,Shri,Jethalal
Jothi, Shri Krishnacharr̂
Jothi, Shri M. D.
Jothi, Shri N. L.
Joihi. Shrimati Subhadr̂ 
lawala Praahad, Shri 
Kajrolkar, Shri 
Kakkan,Shri 
Kate. Shrimati A. 
Kamara). Shri 
Karmarkar, Shri 
KatUwal. Shri 
Katiu,Dr.
Kazmi, Shri 
Kathavaiengar, Shri 
Khan, Shri S. A. 
Khongmco, Shrimati 
Kidwai, Shri R. A
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Xlrolikir, Shri 

Kolay, Shri 

Kriihnii Chandra, Shri 

Kurecl. Shri B. N.

Kur«el, Shri P. L.

Shri R. S.

LalUnji, Shri 

Ljlahmayya, Shri 

Ungam, Shri N. M. 

Maitra, Pandit L. K. 

Majhai, Shri R. C.

Maiithia, Sardar 

Malliah, Shri U. S. 
Malviya, Pandit C. N. 
Malviya, Shri Motilal 

Mandal, Dr. P.

Masuodi, Maulana 

Maauriya Din, Shri 
Maydeo, Shrimati 

Mehta, Shri Balwant Siaha 

Mishra. Shri BibhuU 
Miriira, Shri L. N.

Misra, Pandit Lingaraj 
Mitra, Shri B. K.

Miira, Shri R. D.

Misra, Shri S. P.

Mohd. Akbar, Sofi 

Mohiuddin, Shri 

More. Shri K. L.

Mudaliar, Shri C. R. 

Musafir, Giani G. S. 
Muthukrishnan, Shri 
Nair, Shri C. K. 

Narasimhan, Shri. C. R. 
Naskar, Shri. P. S. 

Natawadkar, Shri.
Katesan, Shri. *

Nehru, Shri Jawahar lal

Kehru, Shrimati Uma 

Netwi, Shri 

Niialingappa, Shri 

PanHalal, Shri 

Pant, Shri D. D.

Parekh, Dr, J. N.

Parmar, Shri R. B.

Patel, Shri B. K.

Patel, Shri Rajeshwar 

Patel, Shrimati Manibcn 

Pawar, Shri V. P. 

Prabhakar, Shri N. 

Raghubir Sahai, Shri 

Raj Bahadur, Shri 

Ramananda Tirtha, Swami 

Rimaswamy, Shri P. 

Ramâwamy, Shri S. V. 

Rane, Shri 

Reddy, Shri H. S.

Roy, Dr. Sat>̂aban 

Roy, Shri Patiram 

Rup K'arain, Shri 

Sahu, Shri Bhagavar 

Sahu, Shri Rameshwar 

Saigal, Sarder A. S. 

Saksena, Shri Mohanlal 

Samanta, Shri S. C. 

Sangarma, Shri 
Sankarapandian, Shri 

Satish Chandra, Shri 

Sen, Shri P. G.
Sen, Shrimati Sushama 

Shah, Shri R. B. 
Shahnawaz Khan, Shri 

Sharma, Pandit K. C. 

Sharma, Prof. D. C. 
Sharma, Shri K. R.

Shastri, Pandit'A. R.

Sidhananiappa, Shri.

Singh, Shri D. N.

Singh, Shri H. P.

Singh, Shri L. J.

Singh. Shri T. N.

Singhal, Shri S. C.

Sinha, Dr. S.

Sinha, Shri A. P.

Sinha, Shri Anirudha.

Sinha, Shri G. P.

Sinha, Shri Jhulon 

Sinha, Shri N. P.

Sinha, Shri S.

Sinha, Shrimati Taiteshwarl- 

Sinhaaan Singh, Shri  * 

Somana, Shri N.

Subrahmanyam, Shri T.

Suresh Chandra, Dr. 

Swaminadhan, Shrimati Ammo«c 

Telkikra, Shri 

Thomas, Shri A. M.

Tivari, Shri V. N.

Tiwari, Pandit B. L.

Tripathi, Shri K. P.

Tudu, Shri B. L.

Tyagi, Shri 

Uikey, Shri 

Upadhyay. Shri M. D. 
Upadhyaya, Shri S. D.
Vaishnav, Shri H. G.

Vaishya, Shri M. B..
Varma, Shri B. B.
Varma, Shri B. R.
Vidyalankar, Shri 

Vya8„ Shri RadhelaL'

Wilson, Shri J. N.
Wodeyar, Shri.

Zaidi, CoL
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Achalu, Shri 

Bahadur Singh, Shri 
Basu, Shri K. K. 

Boovaraghasamy, Sĥ 

Chakravartty, Shrimati Renu 
Chatterjee, Shri N. C. 

Chatterjee, Shri Tushar 
Chaudhuri, Shri T. K. 
Chowdhury, Shri N. B. 

Damcdaran, Shri N.P.
Da», Shri B. C. 

l̂as, Shri Sarangadhar 
I>eo, Shri R. N.l 
Ideogram, Shri 

Deihpande, Shri V. G. 
Gidwani, Shri C. P.
Girdhari Bhoi. Shri 

Ourupadaiwamy, Shri 
Hukam Singh, Sardar 
Jena, Shri

NOES

Kachiroyar, Shri 
Kandasamy, Shri 

Kelappan, Shri 
Kharc, Dr. N. B.

Kripakni, Shrimati Sucheta 

Krishna, Shri M. R.
Lai Singh, Sardar 

Mangalagiri, Shri 
Mehu, Shri Jaswantra) 

Menon. Shri Damodara 

M̂erice, Dr. S. P. 

Mvktntt, Shri H. N. 
Muniswamy, Shri 
Murthy, Shri B. S.

Nambiar, Shri 

Nathani, Shri H. R. 

Nayar,ShriV.P.

Pandey, Dr. Naubar 

PunnooM, Shri

The motion was adopted.

Raghavaohari, Shri 
Ramaseshaiah, Shri 

Ramnarayan Singh, Babtn 
Rao, Dr. Rama 
Rao, Shri P. R.

Rao, Shri K. Subba 

Rao, Shri P. Subba 

Reddi, Shri B. Y.
Reddi, Shri Madhao 

Reddy, Shri Btwara 

Reddy, Shri R. K.
Rishang Keishing, Shri 

Saha, Shri Meghnad 
Singh, Shri R. N. 
Subrahmanyam, Shri IC.. 
Sundaram, Dr. Lanka 
Swami, Shri Sivamurthi;. 

Swamy, Shri N. R. M̂. 
Veeraswami, Shri 

Verma, Shri Ramil
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• India

Ctetfmma: The question is: the steps taken so far in the maV 
ter.-

*̂That the situation arising out 
K>f the migrations between PalUa- 
“tan and India be taken into ccn- 
ssideration, and having considered 
ithe same, this Rouse approves all

The motion was adopted.
The  Hotue then  adjourned MU • 

Quarter to Eleven of  the Clock om 
Monday, the 17th November, lOSX




